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Preface

“Perfection is not attainable, but if we chase perfection we can reach excellence.”

-Vince Lombardi

We are at a unique time in health care. Technology—which has the potential to improve quality and safety of care as well as reduce costs—is rapidly evolving, changing the way we deliver health care. At the same time, health care reform is reshaping the health care landscape. As Sir Cyril Chantler of the Kings Fund said, “Medicine used to be simple, ineffective, and relatively safe. Now it is complex, effective, and potentially dangerous.” More and more cognitive overload requires a symbiotic relationship between human cognition and computer support. It is this very difficult transition we are facing in ensuring safety in health care.

Caught in the middle are the patients—the ultimate recipients of care. Stories of patient injuries and deaths associated with health information technologies (health IT) frequently appear in the news, juxtaposed with stories of how health professionals are being provided monetary incentives to adopt the very products that may be causing harm. These stories are frightening, but they shed light on a very important problem and a realization that, as a nation, we must do better to keep patients safe.

The committee was asked to review the evidence about the impact of health IT on patient safety and to recommend actions to be taken by both the private and public sectors. As always, Institute of Medicine (IOM) reports are to be based on the evidence. We examined the peer-reviewed literature in depth and solicited examples of harm from the public. We also specifically sought and received input from the vendor community on numerous occasions. We found that specific types of health IT can improve patient safety under the right conditions, but those conditions cannot be replicated easily and require continual effort to achieve. We tried to balance the findings in the literature with anecdotes from the field but came to the realization that the information needed for an objective analysis and assessment of the safety of health IT and its use was not available. This realization was eye-opening and drove the committee to consider ways to make information about the magnitude of the harm discoverable.

The committee offers a vision for how the discipline of safety science can be better integrated into a health IT–enabled world. Early on we concluded that safety is the product of the larger sociotechnical system and emerges from the interaction between different parts of this larger system. This finding is not new. It is apparent in many other industries and has been introduced in health care before, but needs to be underscored.

Building on the concept of a sociotechnical system, the committee concluded that safer systems require efforts to be made by all stakeholders. A coordinated effort will be needed from the private sector. However, the public sector must also be part of a solution to protect patient safety for two reasons: (1) patient safety is a public good and (2) with the government’s large investment in this area, it has a fiduciary responsibility to ensure the value of its investment.

Definitive evidence was not available in many areas, such as determining what the roles of specific private- and public-sector actors should be and how regulation would impact innovation in this area. Where evidence was not available, the committee—broad in its expertise and beliefs—relied on its expert opinion. While the entire committee believes the current state of safety of health IT must not be permitted to continue, individual approaches differed on how to best move forward and the speed for doing so. Over the course of many conversations, the committee designed recommendations that balance these approaches and strike common ground, outlining a private–public framework for improving patient safety without constraining innovation.
Unfortunately, we were unable to resolve the issues raised by one committee member. In his statement of dissent in Appendix E, he calls for health IT to be regulated as a Class III device under the Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA’s) medical device classification scheme. The dissent makes no mention of the very serious implications that regulation of health IT by FDA as a Class III device could have on innovation. We deliberated about these issues over the course of the entire study and tried at length to understand each other’s perspectives toward reaching consensus on the issues. In Chapter 6, the committee states that we believe the impact of regulation on innovation needs to be carefully weighed. We also discuss that if regulation is necessary, FDA should consider a new, more flexible approach outside of the traditional medical device classification scheme. The committee determined that it was not within its purview to discuss details of what this approach would be. The determination of classes should be the responsibility of the FDA and not of this committee.

As chair, I would like to personally thank each member of the committee for their time, effort, and willingness to engage in these discussions. I also want to thank the IOM staff for their work in guiding the committee through this process.

The committee hopes actions that follow the release of this report will in a few years give us a better sense of both risks and remedies for application of health IT in the field. As the nation continues to move forward in adopting health IT, we must act with urgency to protect the safety of patients.

Gail L. Warden, Chair
Committee on Patient Safety and Health Information Technology
August 2011
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Summary

The Institute of Medicine (IOM) report To Err Is Human estimated that 44,000-98,000 lives are lost every year due to medical errors in hospitals and led to the widespread recognition that health care is not safe enough, catalyzing a revolution to improve the quality of care.\(^1\) Despite considerable effort, patient safety has not yet improved to the degree hoped for in the IOM report Crossing the Quality Chasm. One strategy the nation has turned to for safer, more effective care is the widespread use of health information technologies (health IT).\(^2\) The U.S. government is investing billions of dollars toward meaningful use of effective health IT so all Americans can benefit from the use of electronic health records (EHRs) by 2014.

Health IT is playing an ever-larger role in the care of patients, and some components of health IT have significantly improved the quality of health care and reduced medical errors. Continuing to use paper records can place patients at unnecessary risk for harm and substantially constrain the country’s ability to reform health care. However, concerns about harm from the use of health IT have emerged. To protect America’s health, health IT must be designed and used in ways that maximize patient safety while minimizing harm. Information technology can better help patients if it becomes more usable, more interoperable, and easier to implement and maintain. This report explains the potential benefits and risks of health IT and asks for greater transparency, accountability, and reporting.

In this report, health IT includes a broad range of products, including EHRs,\(^3\) patient engagement tools (e.g., personal health records [PHRs] and secure patient portals), and health information exchanges; excluded is software for medical devices. Clinicians expect health IT to support delivery of high-quality care in several ways, including storing comprehensive health data, providing clinical decision support, facilitating communication, and reducing medical errors. Health IT is not a single product; it encompasses a technical system of computers and software that operates in the context of a larger sociotechnical system—a collection of hardware and

---

\(^1\) The IOM identified six aims of quality improvement, stating that health care should be safe, effective, patient-centered, timely, efficient, and equitable.

\(^2\) Health IT has also been called health information systems and health information and communications technology, among others. This report employs the term health IT but recognizes that these other, broader terms are also used.

\(^3\) “Electronic health records” is used as the desired term because it is more inclusive of the way electronic records are being used currently. EHRs include clinical decision support tools, computerized provider order entry systems, and e-prescribing systems.

PREPUBLICATION COPY: UNCORRECTED PROOFS
software working in concert within an organization that includes people, processes, and technology.

It is widely believed that health IT, when designed, implemented, and used appropriately, can be a positive enabler to transform the way care is delivered. Designed and applied inappropriately, health IT can add an additional layer of complexity to the already complex delivery of health care, which can lead to unintended adverse consequences, for example dosing errors, failing to detect fatal illnesses, and delaying treatment due to poor human–computer interactions or loss of data.

In recognition of the rapid adoption of health IT, the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC) asked the IOM to establish a committee to explore how private and public actors can maximize the safety of health IT–assisted care. The committee interpreted its charge as making health IT–assisted care safer so the nation is in a better position to realize the potential benefits of health IT.

EVALUATING THE CURRENT STATE OF PATIENT SAFETY AND HEALTH IT

The expectations for safer care may be higher in a health IT–enabled environment as compared to a paper-based environment because the opportunity to improve patient care is much greater. The evidence in the literature about the impact of health IT on patient safety, as opposed to quality, is mixed but shows that the challenges facing safer health care and safer use of health IT involve the people and clinical implementation as much as the technology. The literature describes significant improvements in some aspects of care in health care institutions with mature health IT. For example, the use of computerized prescribing and bar-coding systems has been shown to improve medication safety. But the generalizability of the literature across the health care system may be limited. While some studies suggest improvements in patient safety can be made, others have found no effect. Instances of health IT–associated harm have been reported. However, little published evidence could be found quantifying the magnitude of the risk.

Several reasons health IT–related safety data are lacking include the absence of measures and a central repository (or linkages among decentralized repositories) to collect, analyze, and act on information related to safety of this technology. Another impediment to gathering safety data is contractual barriers (e.g., nondisclosure, confidentiality clauses) that can prevent users from sharing information about health IT–related adverse events. These barriers limit users’ abilities to share knowledge of risk-prone user interfaces, for instance through screenshots and descriptions of potentially unsafe processes. In addition, some vendors include language in their sales contracts and escape responsibility for errors or defects in their software (i.e., “hold harmless clauses”). The committee believes these types of contractual restrictions limit transparency, which significantly contributes to the gaps in knowledge of health IT–related patient safety risks. These barriers to generating evidence pose unacceptable risks to safety.

EXAMINING THE CURRENT STATE OF THE ART IN SYSTEM SAFETY

Software-related safety issues are often ascribed to software coding errors or human errors in using the software. It is rarely that simple. Many problems with health IT relate to usability, implementation, and how software fits with clinical workflow. Focusing on coding or human errors
often leads to neglect of other factors (e.g., usability, workflow, interoperability) that may increase the likelihood a patient safety event will occur. Furthermore, software—such as an EHR—is neither safe nor unsafe because safety of health IT cannot exist in isolation from its context of use. **Safety is an emergent property of a larger system that takes into account not just the software but also how it is used by clinicians.**

The larger system—often called a sociotechnical system—including technology (e.g., software, hardware), **people** (e.g., clinicians, patients), **processes** (e.g., workflow), **organization** (e.g., capacity, decisions about how health IT is applied, incentives), and the **external environment** (e.g., regulations, public opinion). Adopting a sociotechnical perspective acknowledges that safety emerges from the interaction among various factors. Comprehensive safety analyses consider these factors taken as a whole and how they affect each other in an attempt to reduce the likelihood of an adverse event, rather than focusing on eliminating one “root cause” and ignoring other possible contributing factors.

**OPPORTUNITIES TO BUILD SAFER SYSTEMS FOR HEALTH IT**

Merely installing health IT in health care organizations will not result in improved care. Together, the design, implementation, and use of health IT affect its safe performance. **Safer implementation and use of health IT is a complex, dynamic process that requires a shared responsibility between vendors and health care organizations.**

**Features of Safer Health IT**

Safely functioning health IT should provide easy entry and retrieval of data, have simple and intuitive displays, and allow data to be easily transferred among health professionals. Many features of software contribute to its safe use, including usability and interoperability. Although definitive evidence is hard to produce, the committee believes **poor user-interface design, poor workflow, and complex data interfaces are threats to patient safety.**

Similarly, **lack of system interoperability is a barrier to improving clinical decisions and patient safety,** as it can limit data available for clinical decision making. Laboratory data have been relatively easy to exchange because good standards exist such as Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC) and are widely accepted. However, important information such as problem lists and medication lists are not easily transmitted and understood by the receiving health IT product because existing standards have not been uniformly adopted. Interoperability must extend throughout the continuum of care; standards need to be developed and implemented to support interaction between health IT products that contain disparate data.

**Opportunities to Improve the Design and Development of Technologies**

Application of quality management practices needs to be a high priority for design and development activities. Creating safer systems begins with user-centered design principles and continues with adequate testing and quality assessments conducted in actual and/or simulated clinical environments. Vendors should not only create useful functions in their software but also understand how user-interface design affects the clinical setting and workflow where the applications are to be used, as well as support for activities within a health professional’s scope of practice.
Opportunities to Improve Safety in the Use of Health IT

Safety considerations need to be embedded throughout the implementation process, including the stages of planning and goal setting, deployment, stabilization, optimization, and transformation. Selecting the right software requires a comprehensive understanding of the data and information needs of the organization and the capabilities of the system. Vendors take primary responsibility for the design and development of technologies, ideally with iterative feedback from users. Users assume responsibility for safe implementation and work with vendors throughout the health IT implementation process. The partnership to develop, implement, and optimize systems is a shared responsibility where vendors and users help each other achieve the safest possible applications of health IT.

It is important to recognize that health IT products generally cannot be installed out of the box. Users need to customize products judiciously to appropriately match their needs and capabilities—in both functionality and complexity of operation. The process of implementing software is critical to optimizing value and mitigating patient safety risks. A constant, ongoing commitment to safety—from acquisition to implementation and maintenance—is needed to achieve safer, more effective care. Testing at each of these stages is needed to ensure successful use of health IT.

Responsible use requires diligent surveillance for evolving needs, gaps, performance issues, and mismatches between user needs and system performance, unsafe conditions, and adverse events. The committee believes certain actions are required by private and public entities to monitor safety in order to protect the public’s health and provides the following recommendations to improve health IT safety nationwide—optimizing their use to achieve national health goals, while reducing the risks of their use resulting in inadvertent harm.

Recommendation 1: The Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS) should publish an action and surveillance plan within 12 months that includes a schedule for working with the private sector to assess the impact of health IT on patient safety and minimizing the risk of its implementation and use. The plan should specify:

a. The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) and the National Library of Medicine (NLM) should expand their funding of research, training, and education of safe practices as appropriate, including measures specifically related to the design, implementation, usability, and safe use of health IT by all users, including patients.

b. The Office of the National Coordinator for Health IT (ONC) should expand its funding of processes that promote safety that should be followed in the development of health IT products, including standardized testing procedures to be used by manufacturers and health care organizations to assess the safety of health IT products.

c. ONC and AHRQ should work with health IT vendors and health care organizations to promote postdeployment safety testing of EHRs for high-prevalence, high-impact EHR-related patient safety risks.
d. Health care accrediting organizations should adopt criteria relating to EHR safety.

e. AHRQ should fund the development of new methods for measuring the impact of health IT on safety using data from EHRs.

PATIENTS’ AND FAMILIES’ USE OF HEALTH IT: CONCERNS ABOUT SAFETY

Health IT products are also being developed to engage and support patients and their families in decision making and management of their own personal health information. Examples of electronic patient engagement tools include PHRs (both integrated and freestanding), mobile applications, and tools for assessing day-to-day health status (e.g., weight loss), and continue to evolve rapidly. The increasing use of health IT by consumers, patients, and families creates an urgent need for the development and support of a research agenda for these tools.

A SHARED RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPROVING HEALTH IT SAFETY

Health IT safety is contingent on how the technology is designed, implemented, used, and fits into clinical workflow, requiring the cooperation of both vendors and users. In the absence of a single accountable party, policy makers need to act on behalf of the public good to promote and monitor health IT safety. The committee believes this is best accomplished through collaboration between the private and public sectors.

The private sector must play a major role in making health IT safer, but it will need support from and close collaboration with the public sector. Currently, there is no systematic regulation or sense of shared accountability for product functioning, liability is shifted primarily onto users, and there is no way to publicly track adverse outcomes. Therefore, when instances that either cause or could result in harm occur, there is no authority to collect, analyze, and disseminate learning. Lack of sufficient vendor action to build safer products, or regulatory requirements to do so, threatens patient safety. Access to details of patient safety risks is essential to a properly functioning market where users identify the product that best suits their needs. Users need to share information about risks and adverse events with other users and vendors. Legal clauses shifting liability from vendors to users discourage sharing.

Recommendation 2: The Secretary of HHS should ensure insofar as possible that health IT vendors support the free exchange of information about health IT experiences and issues and not prohibit sharing of such information, including details (e.g., screenshots) relating to patient safety.

Once information about patient safety risks is available, comparative user experiences can be shared. Currently, users cannot communicate effectively their experiences with health IT. In other industries, product reviews are available where users can rate their experiences with products and share lessons learned. A consumer guide for health IT safety could help identify safety concerns, increasing system transparency.
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To gather objective information about health IT products, researchers should have access to both test versions of software provided by vendors and software already integrated in user organizations. Users should be able to compare and share their experiences and other measures of safety from health IT products.

**Recommendation 3: ONC should work with the private and public sectors to make comparative user experiences across vendors publicly available.**

Another area necessary for making health IT safer is the development of measures. Inasmuch as the committee’s charge is to recommend policies and practices that lead to safer use of health IT, the nation needs reliable means of assessing the current state and monitoring for improvement. Currently, no entity is developing such measures; Recommendation 1 is for AHRQ, NLM, and ONC to fund development of these measures. The lack of measures and diversity of involved parties suggests a coordinating body is needed to oversee the development, application, and evaluation of measures of safety of health IT use. Best practices will need to ensure health IT is developed and implemented with safety as a priority.

**Recommendation 4: The Secretary of HHS should fund a new Health IT Safety Council to evaluate criteria for assessing and monitoring the safe use of health IT and the use of health IT to enhance safety. This council should operate within an existing voluntary consensus standards organization.**

This function could be housed within existing organizations, such as the National Quality Forum. Because threats to health IT safety can arise before, during, and after implementation, it is also useful to design methods to monitor health IT safety. Standards development organizations such as the American National Standards Institute and the Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation could seek input from a broad group of stakeholders when developing these standards, criteria, and tests. Additionally, vendor attestation that they have addressed specific safety issues in the design and development of their products can be important. Best practices for acquisition and implementation of health IT need to be developed. Development of postimplementation tests would help users monitor whether their systems meet certain safety benchmarks. Applying these tests is also a way for users to work with vendors to ensure that products have been installed correctly; accreditation organizations, such as The Joint Commission, could require conduct of these safety tests as part of their accreditation criteria.

Finally, the committee found **successful adoption of change requires education and training of the workforce.** Basic levels of competence, knowledge, and skill are needed to navigate the highly complex implementation of health IT. Because health IT exists at the intersection of multiple disciplines, a variety of professionals will need training in a number of established disciplines such as health systems, IT, and clinical care.
The Role of the Public Sector: Strategic Guidance and Oversight

A shared learning environment should be fostered to the fullest extent possible by the private sector, but, in some instances, the government needs to provide guidance and direction to private-sector efforts and to correct misaligned market forces. An appropriate balance must be reached between government oversight and market innovation. To encourage innovation and shared learning environments, the committee adopted the following general principles for government oversight:

- Focus on shared learning,
- Maximize transparency,
- Be nonpunitive,
- Identify appropriate levels of accountability, and
- Minimize burden.

The committee believes HHS should take the following actions to improve health IT safety.

First, to improve transparency and safety, it is necessary to identify the products being used and to whom any actions need to be directed. Having a mechanism to accomplish this is important so that when new knowledge about safety or performance arises, other users and products that could also be vulnerable can be identified. ONC employed a similar mechanism for EHR vendors to list their products in implementing the meaningful use program. The committee supports continuation of ONC’s efforts to list all products certified for meaningful use in a single database as a first step for ensuring safety.

**Recommendation 5:** All health IT vendors should be required to publicly register and list their products with ONC, initially beginning with EHRs certified for the meaningful use program.

Second, by establishing quality management principles and processes in health IT, vendors can improve the safety of their product lines. Experiences from other industries suggest the best approach to proactively creating highly reliable products is not to certify each individual product but to make sure organizations have adopted quality management principles and processes in the design and development of products.

While many vendors already have some types of quality management principles and processes in place, not all vendors do and to what standard they are held is unknown. An industry standard is needed to ensure comprehensive industry adoption. To this end, the committee believes adoption of quality management principles and processes should be mandatory for all health IT vendors. The ONC, Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and health IT certification bodies are examples of organizations that could potentially administer this function.

**Recommendation 6:** The Secretary of HHS should specify the quality and risk management process requirements that health IT vendors must adopt, with a particular focus on human factors, safety culture, and usability.
Third, to quantify patient safety risks, reports of adverse events need to be collected, supplementing private-sector efforts. High-priority health IT–related adverse events include death, serious injury, and unsafe conditions. Analyses of unsafe conditions would produce important information that could have a great impact on improving patient safety and enable adoption of corrective actions that could prevent death or serious injury.

Regular reporting of adverse events is widely used to identify and rectify vulnerabilities that threaten safety for the purposes of learning. However, learning about safety of health IT is limited because there are currently no comprehensive analyses available about health IT–related adverse events, no consequences for failing to discover and report evidence about harm, and no aggregation of data for learning. In other countries and industries, reporting systems all differ with respect to their design, but the majority employ reporting that is voluntary, confidential, and nonpunitive. Creating a nonpunitive environment is essential for the success of voluntary reporting systems. Reports must be collected for the purpose of learning and should not be used to address accountability.

The committee believes reports of health IT–related adverse events and unsafe conditions that are verified and free of user-identifying information should be transparently available to the public. The committee believes reporting of deaths, serious injuries, or unsafe conditions should be mandatory for vendors. Direction will need to come from a federal entity with adequate expertise, capacity, and authority to act on reports of health IT–related adverse events. The Secretary of HHS should designate an entity and provide it with the necessary resources to do so.

Current user reporting efforts are generally not coordinated with one another and not collected in a systematic manner; a more streamlined reporting system is needed. AHRQ has developed a common format that precisely defines the components of a field report for health IT–related adverse events or risks. Reports by users should remain voluntary and the identities of reporters should not be discoverable under any circumstance. Patient Safety Organizations are examples of entities that can protect this information from discovery. User-reported health IT–related adverse events should be collected by a central repository and also be sent to the appropriate vendor.

Recommendation 7: The Secretary of HHS should establish a mechanism for both vendors and users to report health IT–related deaths, serious injuries, or unsafe conditions.

a. Reporting of health IT–related adverse events should be mandatory for vendors.

b. Reporting of health IT–related adverse events by users should be voluntary, confidential, and nonpunitive.

c. Efforts to encourage reporting should be developed, such as removing the perceptual, cultural, contractual, legal, and logistical barriers to reporting.

However, reports of patient safety incidents are only one part of a larger solution to maximize the safety of health IT–assisted care. The power to improve safety lies not just with reporting requirements, but with the ability to act on and learn from reports. To this end, two distinct functions are also needed: (1) aggregating and analyzing reports and (2) investigating the circumstances associated with safety incidents to determine the conditions that contribute to
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those incidents. Through these processes, lessons learned can be developed so similar incidents will be less likely to occur in the future. To maximize the effectiveness of reports, the collection, aggregation and analysis, and investigation of reports should be coupled as closely as possible.

Ideally, all reports of health IT–related events would be aggregated and analyzed by a single entity that would identify reports for immediate investigation. Reports to this entity have to include identifiable data to allow investigators to follow up in the event the reported incident requires investigation. The entity would investigate two categories of reports: (1) reports that result in death or serious injury and (2) reports of unsafe conditions. Prioritization among the reports should be determined on a risk-based hazard analysis. In keeping with the principle of transparency, reports and results of investigations should be made public. A feedback loop from the investigatory entity back to both vendors and users is essential to allow groups to rectify systemic issues found that introduce risk.

The committee considered a number of potential organizations that could objectively analyze reports of unsafe conditions, as well as conduct investigations into health IT–related adverse events in the way the committee envisions, including the FDA, ONC, AHRQ, and the private sector. The committee concluded that investigating patient safety incidents does not match the internal expertise of any existing entity, as the needed functions are under the jurisdiction of multiple federal agencies and efforts are generally uncoordinated and not comprehensive.

The committee believes development of an independent, federal entity could perform the needed analytic and investigative functions in a transparent, nonpunitive manner. It would be similar in structure to the National Transportation Safety Board, an independent federal agency created by Congress to conduct safety investigations. The entity would make nonbinding recommendations to the Secretary of HHS. Nonbinding recommendations provide flexibility, allowing the Secretary, health care organizations, vendors, and external experts to collectively determine the best course forward. Because current federal agencies do not have this as their charge, nor the baseline funding to take on these activities, the committee believes an independent, federal entity is the best option to provide a platform to support shared learning at a national level.

**Recommendation 8:** The Secretary of HHS should recommend that Congress establish an independent federal entity for investigating patient safety deaths, serious injuries, or potentially unsafe conditions associated with health IT. This entity should also monitor and analyze data and publicly report results of these activities.

When combined, removing contractual restrictions, promoting public reporting, and having a system in place for independent investigations can be a powerful force for improving patient safety.

**Next Steps**

Achieving transparency and safer health IT products and safer use of health IT will require the cooperation of all stakeholders. Without more information about the magnitude and types of harm, other mechanisms will be necessary to motivate the market to correct itself. The committee offers a two-stage approach, with its recommended actions as the first stage to provide a better understanding of the threats to patient safety.
The current state of safety and health IT is not acceptable; specific actions are required to improve the safety of health IT. The first eight recommendations are intended to create conditions and incentives to encourage substantial industry-driven change without formal regulation. However, because the private sector to date has not taken sufficient action on its own, the committee believes a follow-up recommendation is needed to formally regulate health IT.4 If the actions recommended to the private and public sectors are not effective as determined by the Secretary of HHS, the Secretary should direct the FDA to exercise all authorities to regulate health IT.

The committee was of mixed opinion on how FDA regulation would impact the pace of innovation by industry but identified several areas of concern regarding immediate FDA regulation. The current FDA framework is oriented toward conventional, out-of-the-box, turnkey devices. However, health IT has multiple different characteristics, suggesting that a more flexible regulatory framework will be needed in this area to achieve the goals of product quality and safety without unduly constraining market innovation. For example, as a software-based product, health IT has a product life cycle very different from that of conventional technologies. These products exhibit great diversity in features, functions, and scope of intended and actual use, which tend to evolve over the life of the product. Taking a phased, risk-based approach can help address this concern. The FDA has chosen to not exercise regulatory authority over EHRs, and controversy exists over whether some health IT products such as EHRs should be considered medical devices. If the Secretary deems it necessary for the FDA to regulate EHRs and other currently nonregulated health IT products, clear determinations will need to be made about whether all health IT products classify as medical devices for the purposes of regulation. If FDA regulation is deemed necessary, the FDA will need to commit sufficient resources and add capacity and expertise to be effective.

The Secretary should report annually to Congress and the public on the progress of efforts to improve the safety of health IT, beginning 12 months from the release of this report. In these reports, the Secretary should make clear the reasons why further oversight actions are or are not needed. In parallel, the Secretary should ask the FDA to begin planning the framework needed for potential regulation consistent with Recommendations 1 through 8 so that, if she deems FDA regulation to be necessary, the agency will be ready to act, allowing for the protection of patient safety without further delay. The committee recognizes that not all of its recommendations can be acted on by the Secretary alone and that some will require congressional action.

**Recommendation 9a:** The Secretary of HHS should monitor and publicly report on the progress of health IT safety annually beginning in 2012. If progress toward safety and reliability is not sufficient as determined by the Secretary, the Secretary should direct the FDA to exercise all available authority to regulate EHRs, health information exchanges, and PHRs.

**Recommendation 9b:** The Secretary should immediately direct the FDA to begin developing the necessary framework for regulation. Such a framework should be in place if and when the Secretary decides the state of health IT safety requires FDA regulation as stipulated in Recommendation 9a above.

---

4 One member disagrees with the committee and would immediately regulate health IT as a Class III medical device, as outlined in Appendix E.
FUTURE RESEARCH FOR CARE TRANSFORMATION

The committee identified a number of research gaps during its information gathering. Research is needed to continue to build the evidence to determine how to develop and adopt safer health IT most effectively. A greater body of conclusive research is needed to fully meet the potential of health IT for ensuring patient safety.

Recommendation 10: HHS, in collaboration with other research groups, should support cross-disciplinary research toward the use of health IT as part of a learning health care system. Products of this research should be used to inform the design, testing, and use of health IT. Specific areas of research include

a. User-centered design and human factors applied to health IT,
b. Safe implementation and use of health IT by all users,
c. Sociotechnical systems associated with health IT, and
d. Impact of policy decisions on health IT use in clinical practice.

Creating an infrastructure that supports learning about and improving the safety of health IT is needed to achieve better health care. Proactive steps must be taken to ensure that health IT is developed and implemented with safety as a primary focus through the development of industry-wide measures, standards, and criteria for safety. Surveillance mechanisms are needed to identify, capture, and investigate adverse events to continually improve the safety of health IT. Transparency and cooperation between the private and public sectors are critical to creating the necessary infrastructure to build safer systems that will lead to better care for all Americans.
Introduction

“To err is human”
“Crossing the quality chasm”

Together, the above phrases—titles of reports—catalyzed a revolution in American health care to ensure patient safety and improve quality of care. *To Err Is Human* estimated that 44,000-98,000 lives are lost in hospitals every year due to medical errors and led to the widespread recognition that health care is not as safe as it should be (IOM, 1999). With an emphasis on improving quality,1 better results were thought to be achievable (IOM, 2001).

Subsequent research further documented the deficiencies in the quality and safety of American health care. Early work found evidence-based practice is only followed 55 percent of the time (McGlynn et al., 2003) and ensuing studies have reconfirmed that medical errors continue to be prevalent, as more than 1.5 million preventable adverse drug events occur annually (IOM, 2006). Adverse events can result from almost any type of interaction with the care system, at any point during care delivery, and in all care settings. Events can be the result of human, technological, and systems errors and can be classified as errors of commission (a direct consequence of treatment) or errors of omission (failure to undertake an action that should have been completed). Specific to safety, there has been a tendency to assume that a focus on quality will of necessity result in improved safety. This assumption may have delayed awareness of the need for a robust framework focused on safety alone.

Perhaps more important, these studies brought to light the critical concept of systemness, which recognizes that health care is a collection of disparate fragmented parts with many individual actors, each seeking to do their best by the patient instead of health professionals within a comprehensive “system.” This lack of systems to improve coordination in part fostered the promulgation of poor-quality, unsafe health care. While the attention to systems of care have increased greatly, many of the efforts in the 10 years since *To Err Is Human* and *Crossing the Quality Chasm* have focused on processes of care as a first step, with the end goal of creating a comprehensive system of high quality and safe care. These studies and those in the next section

---

1 The Institute of Medicine (IOM) identified six aims of quality improvement, stating that health care should be safe, effective, patient-centered, timely, efficient, and equitable (2001).
focused on quality and safety in health care overall. This background is needed to understand the context for discussing patient safety related to health information technology (health IT). \(^2\)

**PATIENT SAFETY**

More than 10 years since these landmark patient safety reports, there is considerable controversy about how much improvement in safety has actually occurred. Clearly some progress has been made with respect to specific processes, such as high rates of prescribing beta-blockers at discharge to patients presenting with an acute myocardial infarction (Chassin et al., 2010), and significantly reduced surgical mortality rates (Neily et al., 2010). Nationwide efforts were undertaken to reduce the number of medical errors in all care settings and campaigns were developed to increase awareness, reduce risk factors, and develop a framework for high-quality care.

Despite these efforts, quality improvement throughout much of the U.S. health care system is still proceeding at a glacial pace. The *National Healthcare Quality Report* by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) revealed that while nearly two-thirds of 179 measures of health care quality did show improvement, the median annual rate of change was only 2.3 percent. Several quality measures relating to cancer screening and diabetes management actually worsened during this time (AHRQ, 2010).

In terms of safety, several new studies have recently been published suggesting that patients continued to experience high rates of safety problems during hospital stays. Indeed, one study found adverse events continue to occur in as many as one-third of hospital patients (Classen et al., 2011). These adverse events occur in hospitalized patients even in regions where there has been a heavy programmatic focus on improving patient safety in hospitals (Landrigan et al., 2010). Safety problems also plague Medicare beneficiaries—a study suggests that more than 27 percent of Medicare beneficiaries will experience an adverse event during their hospitalizations, with half of these patients suffering more severe adverse events (HHS, 2010a).

These patient safety problems are not just limited to inpatient care. *To Err Is Human* recognized that more patients could be harmed by errors in ambulatory settings, since more medical care is delivered outside of hospitals than inside. A recent review of malpractice claims concluded that 52 percent of all paid malpractice claims for all physician services involved ambulatory services and almost two-thirds of these claims involved a major injury or death (Bishop et al., 2011).

Important differences exist between the inpatient and ambulatory settings regarding patient safety, including the types of errors seen (IOM, 1999), the relative importance of patient responsibility for following through on care decisions, and the different organizational and regulatory structures in place (Gandhi and Lee, 2010). As a result, it cannot be assumed that interventions to improve hospital safety will be applicable in the ambulatory setting, which deserves focused attention of its own. In recognition of this, an expert consensus conference to establish an agenda for research in ambulatory patient safety recognized that knowledge of ambulatory patient safety was lacking (Hammons et al., 2001). A recent 10-year review of ambulatory patient safety literature concluded that some progress has been made in understanding ambulatory safety, major

---

\(^2\) Health IT is a term that is used somewhat interchangeably with other terms such as health information systems, health information and communications technology, and informatics. The terms are not necessarily defined the same way; for example, informatics—defined as a scientific field that draws upon the information sciences and related technology to enhance the use of the knowledge base of the health sciences to improve the health of individuals and populations through care, basic biomedical and clinical research, education, management, and policy—is a broader field than health IT. This report employs the term health IT but recognizes these other, broader terms are also used.
gaps remain, and virtually no experiments or demonstrations have been done that show how to improve it (AMA, 2011).

This new refocus on patient safety as a specific system priority is best exemplified by a new Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) initiative with a sole focus on patient safety. Policy makers have recently recognized the significant challenges in improving patient safety across the continuum of care and the lack of progress over the past decade. HHS recently announced a national initiative called the Partnership for Patients, aimed at reducing preventable hospital-acquired conditions and complications, that would result in about 1.8 million fewer injuries to patients and would save more than 60,000 lives over 3 years. The partnership also aims to reduce preventable complications during care transitions, thereby cutting hospital readmissions by 20 percent from 2010 levels (HHS, 2011). This may herald a new national focus on patient safety over the next decade in the United States.

As these findings indicate, the opportunity to continue to improve is great, with many tools yet to be developed and effectively implemented. In virtually every report on patient safety summarized above, health IT has been identified as a critical tool to both measure and improve patient safety. Yet despite the possibility that health IT can enhance the safety and effectiveness of care, the widespread adoption and safe use of health IT products is still relatively immature. Technical and organizational limitations exist that can make health IT difficult to use effectively to improve the safety and quality of care.

HEALTH IT

For the purposes of this report, health IT includes a broad range of products, including electronic health records (EHRs), patient engagement tools (e.g., personal health records), and health information exchanges; excluded is software for medical devices (e.g., software in an implantable cardioverter-defibrillator). The use of data support systems in health settings began as administrative tools to facilitate billing processes and other related transactions. More recently, health IT has evolved to EHRs and other forms of technology that engage not just in transactions and data storage but particularly with decision support and the capacity for clinicians and patients to see the patient’s clinical progress and data more easily. Clinicians and health care systems can potentially benefit from studying populations of similar patients, leading to learning health care systems. Clinicians expect health IT to support delivery of high-quality care in several ways, including storing comprehensive health data, providing clinical decision support, facilitating communication, engaging patients, and reducing medical errors. In the near future, it is likely that patients, particularly those with chronic illnesses, will consistently use the Internet to track their own health through personal health records and handheld device applications. Current health IT products are still improving their capacity to increase communications and reduce errors by making the right thing to do easier to do. It is important that health IT maximize patient safety while minimizing harm.

Adoption of health IT has been slow and is not yet widespread in the United States. Although adoption rates have increased significantly over the past decade, only 50.7 percent of office-based physicians use any type of EHR, with 10.1 percent reporting use of a fully functional record (Hsiao et al., 2010) (see Figure 1-1).

---

In this report, electronic health record will be used as the desired term over electronic medical record because it is more inclusive of the way electronic records are being used currently. EHRs include clinical decision support tools, computerized provider order entry systems, and e-prescribing systems.
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With respect to hospitals, 11.9 percent of U.S. hospitals use comprehensive EHRs (Jha et al., 2010). Many barriers to adopting health IT exist, including the complexity of training needed to integrate systems into new patterns and clinical workflows, the cost of acquiring and maintaining health IT, and the lack of resources to overcome barriers to implementation. As a result, the current culture of care delivery is often not ready for widespread safer and more effective use of health IT.

In contrast to the United States, other countries have achieved much higher adoption rates of EHRs. Denmark has had fully electronic patient records for 10 years, and countries such as the Netherlands, Australia, Singapore, and Canada also are much further along than the United States (see Chapter 2). These countries report both efficiencies in operation and reductions in prescription error rates. Problems associated with health IT reported overseas most recently highlighted in the United Kingdom’s decision to end its National Programme for IT after spending £6.4 of the £11 billion allotted for the program, reflect complex issues of contracts, product capabilities, and vendor performance, not necessarily patient safety (Whalen, 2011).

A report by the President’s Council of Advisers on Science and Technology concluded that the full potential of health IT to improve the quality and cost of health care has not yet been realized. Many advances will be needed, from lifting barriers (e.g., eliminating the proprietary na-
ture of products to promote interoperability, broadening the ways in which data are used, ensuring privacy and security) to more innovative and competitive health IT products (President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology, 2010).

In an effort to improve health care, the U.S. government has invested and will continue to invest billions of dollars toward the meaningful use of effective health IT in the hopes of improving the quality of care, decreasing the cost of care through improved efficiency, and guiding clinicians to choose the most effective care interventions. In 2004, the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC) was established by executive order within the Office of the Secretary of HHS. It was created in statute by the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act, part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009. Working toward the goal of bringing EHRs by 2014 to all Americans, the mission of ONC is to both coordinate development of a national health IT infrastructure and support and promote meaningful use of EHRs. ONC is supported directly and indirectly by several federal advisory bodies (ONC, 2011). Those directly involved include the following:

- The Health IT Policy Committee was provided for in the HITECH Act to make recommendations to the National Coordinator for Health IT toward development of a policy framework for a nationwide health information infrastructure.
- The Health IT Standards Committee was established at the same time as the Policy Committee for the purpose of making recommendations regarding standards and certification criteria for the electronic exchange and use of health IT to the National Coordinator.
- The National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics was established in 1949 to advise the Secretary of HHS in issues related to health data, statistics, and national information policy. Its National Health Information Infrastructure report created the vision for the emerging system (NCVHS, 2001).

Indirectly, the ONC receives helpful advice from a number of groups, including the advisory groups for the National Library of Medicine, AHRQ, multiple Boards of Scientific Counselors of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the Visiting Committee on Advanced Technology of the National Institute for Standards and Technology, and the multiple advisory committees of the Food and Drug Administration.

In collaboration with many private efforts and other public agencies, these groups have been instrumental in advancing the development of an initial framework for health IT. While these efforts have been essential to advancing the state of health IT, much more work is needed before all Americans will have access to health IT–assisted care.

Development of health IT–assisted care is also being encouraged by the broader health policy environment. Safe, interoperable health IT is a foundational component of strategies such as accountable care organizations and the patient-centered medical home. The promise of these movements to reduce costs and improve patient outcomes assumes that high-quality patient data can be shared reliably and effectively among providers. These movements, among others, are likely to influence the speed of adoption and broaden the functions of health IT considerably (NCVHS, 2001). In contrast to these possible future uses, it is clear that current health IT implementations are often complex, cumbersome, and brittle in ways that may also have negative effects on clinician performance (AHRQ, 2009; HIMSS, 2009; PCAST, 2010).
INTERSECTION OF PATIENT SAFETY AND HEALTH IT

Health IT is not one specific product that, once implemented, can automatically result in highly safe and effective health care. It encompasses a technical system of computers, software, and devices that operate in the context of a larger sociotechnical system—a collection of hardware and software working in concert within an organization that includes people, processes, and workflow. It is widely believed that, when designed and used appropriately, health IT can help create an ecosystem of safer care while also producing a variety of benefits such as reductions in administrative costs, improved clinical performance, and better communication between patients and caregivers. In this view, it can be a positive, transformative force for delivering health care. However, the assumption that the aforementioned benefits are highly correlated with health IT has not been adequately tested and there are some indications that the features needed to acquire one benefit may actually frustrate efforts to achieve another. In particular, there is a growing concern that health IT designs that maximize the potential for administrative and economic benefit may be creating new paths to failure. Reports of health IT becoming a distraction or cause of miscommunication raise the possibility that health IT may cause harm if it is poorly designed, implemented, or applied. Poorly designed, implemented, or applied, health IT can create new hazards in the already complex delivery of health care, requiring health care professionals to work around brittle software, adding steps needed to accomplish tasks, or presenting data in a nonintuitive format that can introduce risks that may lead to harm. Risks to patient safety also arise as a result of great heterogeneity in health IT products. As health IT products have become more intimately involved in the delivery of care, the potential for health IT−induced medical error, harm, or death has increased significantly. Examples of health IT−induced harm that can result in serious injury and death include dosing errors, failing to detect fatal illnesses, and delaying treatment due to poor human–computer interactions or loss of data (Aleccia, 2011; Associated Press, 2009; Graham and Dizikes, 2011; Schulte and Schwartz, 2010; Silver and Hamill, 2011; U.S. News, 2011).

The portfolio of research on health IT has included little regarding the general impact of health IT on safety of clinical care. The evidence in the literature about the impact of health IT on patient safety is mixed but shows that the challenges facing safer health care and safer use of health IT involve the people and clinical implementation as much as the technology. The literature does reflect improvements in some areas in well-established health care institutions, notably medication administration through use of computerized prescribing and bar-coding systems. But the evidence of health IT’s impact on patient safety beyond medication safety and across the health care system is lacking. Although evidence suggests improvements in safety can be made, some studies have found health IT to have no effect on patient safety, and case reports such as those cited above show that it can also contribute to harm.

Advanced technology can create some new paths to failure at the same time that it blocks others. These new forms of failure are often hard to anticipate and may go unnoticed or be misidentified until the introduction of the new technology is well advanced. The resulting shift in the locus of failure can make the evaluation of the impact of technology on safety difficult, especially if the contribution of technology to the new forms of failure is not appreciated (Woods et al., 2010). Given the large investments being made in health IT, there is a great need to ensure that the new technology is actually improving safety of care.
INTRODUCTION

IOM COMMITTEE

The ONC’s Health IT Policy Committee held a hearing on patient safety and health IT in February 2010 and recommended ONC “commission a formal study to thoroughly evaluate health IT patient safety concerns, and to recommend additional actions and strategies to address those concerns” (HHS, 2010b). In September 2010, ONC asked the IOM to make recommendations about how public and private actors can maximize the safety of health IT–assisted care (see Box 1-1). In response, the IOM established the Committee on Patient Safety and Health Information Technology.

The committee’s report comes at a point in time characterized by a number of rather dramatic changes relating to health care in addition to major national health insurance and financial reforms. First, the HITECH legislation provides substantial incentives to accelerate the adoption of EHR systems. Second, there is an ongoing movement away from the historical model of physician autonomy to one focused on adherence to evidence-based guidelines and best practices that promote safe, high-quality care. Finally, the practice of medicine is inexorably moving from being based primarily upon knowledge of organs and organ systems to being based upon genomics and proteomics, which has major implications for data management capabilities. The aggregate impact of these tectonic shifts beneath health care and its related technologies and treatments is one that requires development of more complex yet reliable systems to assure high performance in the midst of great baseline challenges to achieving excellent outcomes.

Scope

In his statement to the committee, David Blumenthal, the then-National Coordinator, asked the committee to consider the full range of activities available in developing recommendations to assure the safety of health IT–assisted care (Blumenthal, 2010). The statement of task defines health IT very broadly and includes multiple types of technologies used in the delivery of health care services. The committee considered all stakeholders as having important roles in improving patient safety with respect to health IT. This includes patients and their families, health professionals, health care delivery organizations (ranging from small physician offices to large hospital systems), health IT vendors, accrediting agencies, professional societies, insurance companies, and the government.

Controversy exists regarding the impact of both the introduction of health IT and the use of health IT on patient safety. Proponents argue that published literature from trials generally support the claim that health IT can reduce particular types of failure, improve quality and safety, and reduce costs. Critics point to reports of health IT failures. This report does not attempt to resolve the controversy; instead it seeks to assess some of the important issues surrounding health IT and its introduction and to indicate the activities most likely to bring the potential value of health IT to the U.S. health care system. Therefore, while the committee recognizes that both risks and benefits are associated with health IT, it interpreted its charge as making health IT–assisted care safer so that the nation is in a better position to realize the potential benefits of health IT.
The committee did not examine a number of issues related to health IT, including whether health IT should be implemented, access to health IT products, medical liability, privacy, security, and standards. These are critical for ONC to address in order to achieve its mission of having widespread use of EHRs by 2014. Similarly, the validity and use of information from common Internet sites applied to specific patient situations during delivery of care is also important in the changing health care delivery environment but was not considered in the scope of this report. The committee also did not consider recommendations to address the broader issues associated with health care safety. This report focuses on patient safety as it relates to health IT and the delivery of care and will therefore concentrate on the aspects of health IT directly pertaining to safety.

**BOX 1-1**

**Statement of Task**

An ad hoc committee will review the available evidence and the experience from the field on how the use of health information technology affects the safety of patient care and will make recommendations concerning how public and private actors can maximize the safety of health IT–assisted health care services. The committee will produce a report that will be both comprehensive and specific in terms of recommended options and opportunities for public and private interventions that may improve the safety of care that incorporates the use of EHRs and other forms of health IT.

“Health IT–assisted care” means health care and services that incorporate and take advantage of health information technologies and health information exchange for the purpose of improving the processes and outcomes of health care services. Health IT–assisted care includes care supported by and involving EHRs, clinical decision support, computerized provider order entry, health information exchange, patient engagement technologies, and other health information technology used in clinical care.

The committee will (1) summarize existing knowledge of the effects of health IT on patient safety; (2) make recommendations to HHS regarding specific actions that federal agencies should take to maximize the safety of health IT–assisted care; and (3) make recommendations concerning how private actors can promote the safety of health IT-assisted care, and how the federal government can assist private actors in this regard.

**Methods**

To address the statement of task, the committee conducted a wide-ranging evaluation of the literature to gather evidence about patient safety and health IT (see Appendix B) and received input in a variety of forums. Over the course of this 12-month study, the committee met in person three times. The committee also benefited by engaging with the public during two workshops where it received statements from various stakeholder organizations. Additionally, the committee solicited input from the public and specifically the EHR vendor community.4 Public comments included both statements about how a health IT product had improved the safety of an

---

4 In this report, the term vendor is used to mean companies that design, make, and sell health IT products. In many industries the terms developers and manufacturers are also used, but in health IT, vendor is generally the preferred term.
organization as well as instances of harm. Vendors described various processes adopted to both receive and handle customer-submitted reports of patient safety issues, some appointing a formal team to guide follow-on actions. However, when asked about the volume and types of adverse events related to their EHR products, vendor responses ranged from 0 to 40 events per year, although none provided a full list of problematic events and potential patient safety concerns (IOM, 2011). The committee considered all these statements over the course of its deliberations and weighed them against the literature and its expertise. Given the committee’s limited ability to verify statements from the public and vendors, it did not systematically weigh these statements.

RECOMMENDATIONS FROM PREVIOUS IOM/NAS REPORTS REGARDING HEALTH IT

For over two decades, the IOM and the National Academy of Sciences have recognized health IT as a central component of a safe, high-quality health care system. The first uses of computers for medical information and records were primarily for reporting the results of laboratory tests and for administrative purposes, particularly billing. It was only later that they began to be used for a wider array of clinical uses, in particular as a supplement to or replacement for paper for holding medical record data. The growth of computing technology led the IOM to form a committee in 1989 to examine this development and make recommendations relating to the future of computers in record keeping. The report of this committee was entitled The Computer-based Patient Record: An Essential Technology for Health Care and it explained the contrast to the traditional paper-based medical record. Lawrence Weed had described his problem-oriented medical record in 1969 and it was being developed in a computer-based format in a system known as the problem-oriented medical information system (PROMIS). The IOM report made a number of important conceptual contributions well ahead of the maturation of the technology and its uses in health care by focusing first on the patient, making it clear that patient-centeredness was primary, and that the key was not who was entering the information into the record. Clearly, it denoted that the record was based upon a computer and not on paper. The subtitle focused upon health care, not medical, nursing, public health, or any other subcategory relating to health-related activities for which a record was kept. In that sense, it was not envisioning an electronic medical record, but a record for medical care as well as any care relating to health at that time.

Finally, The Computer-based Patient Record identified a list of 12 functions that a record should properly serve. The committee’s vision was very clear in the context of both its perspective and its functionalities. The report was also limited in the sense that computer-based personal health records and computer-based public health records have changed dramatically since the time of its publication. The report reflected its time with a focus upon the record as used in medical environments, but not solely for medicine or medical care in the narrowest sense. It set a vision for nationwide computer-based patient records and called for electronic records to be standard in care delivery and detailed primary and secondary uses of electronic records (IOM, 1991). A later effort concluded that development of robust data was critical to attaining this vision, requiring the creation of data standards and collection of data for regional and national patient-record efforts (IOM, 1994).

However, progress toward these goals was too slow (IOM, 2001), leading to the continued recognition that health IT is essential to reengineering the health care system (IOM, 2001, 2003,
2004b; NAE and IOM, 2005). Recommendations identified ways health IT could be advanced and included the following:

- A renewed call for comprehensive national data standards to be established and disseminated by the federal government for the definition, collection, coding, and exchange of data (IOM, 2001, 2004b);
- A series of demonstration projects to develop a health IT infrastructure—particularly in the areas of communication, access to patient information, knowledge management, and decision support—that would take place at the community, state, multistate, and regional levels (IOM, 2003);
- Industry and government collaboration at a national level, for example with the development of public–private partnerships (IOM, 2004a; NAE and IOM, 2005); and
- Large federal investments to support the development of a national health information infrastructure to improve patient safety and health care delivery (IOM, 2002, 2004b; NAE and IOM, 2005).

In 2003, the IOM reported that emerging competencies for the future include knowledge, skills, and attitudes relating to (1) practice in teams, (2) use of evidence-based knowledge, (3) continuously improving quality, (4) patient-centered care, and (5) employing informatics. Education and training must go beyond simply educating current clinicians on how to use a specific EHR product. For safe delivery of health care in the future, health professionals need to know how to work in complex systems. Understanding health IT within the context of contemporary health reforms and challenges for improving safety and outcomes will be critical (IOM, 2004a).

Upon recognizing that many types of health IT exist to address many different purposes, and can vary by setting of care, the IOM examined specific components of health IT (IOM, 2004b). Particular emphasis was placed on EHRs and reduction of medication errors. To help move the field forward, the IOM described an EHR system as a system that “encompasses (1) longitudinal collection of electronic health information for and about persons, (2) electronic access to person- and population-level information by authorized users, (3) provision of knowledge and decision support systems, and (4) support for efficient processes for health care delivery” (IOM, 2004b). It identified eight key functionalities for EHR systems: health information and data, results management, order entry management, decision support, electronic communication and connectivity, patient support, administrative processes, and reporting and population health management.

In an effort to emphasize the importance of preventing medication errors, the effective use of technologies to reduce medication errors was the focus of a different IOM committee. Agencies within HHS were identified as actors to establish standards affecting drug-related health information technologies, such as development of a common drug nomenclature to be used in all clinical IT systems, specifications for alert mechanisms and intelligent prompting, and optimum design of user interfaces for the clinical environment. These recommendations were made to address patients’ unique characteristics and needs while also recognizing providers’ individual prescribing, ordering, and error patterns (IOM, 2006).

Despite the efforts made over the past few decades, a recent report by the National Research Council (NRC, 2009) concluded that the current investment in health IT is inadequate to fully realize the positive effects IT can have to make health care more effective. If the promise of a high-performing health care system is to be achieved, future efforts will need to emphasize cognitive support for health care providers and patients, such as enhanced decision making and
problem solving, which will require an interdisciplinary approach. In essence, the report sought to refocus attention to humans and away from technology as a simple solution.

REPORT STRUCTURE

This report consists of seven chapters, of which this introduction is the first. The committee evaluates the current state of health IT in Chapter 2 and offers a systems approach for health IT safety in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 highlights opportunities to improve safety from the perspectives of both manufacturers and users of health IT. The role of patients and their families is explored in Chapter 5. The responsibilities of the private and public sectors are explored in Chapter 6. Finally, the committee offers a future research agenda for health IT safety in Chapter 7.
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Evaluating the Current State of Patient Safety and Health IT

Health IT creates new opportunities to improve patient safety that do not exist in paper-based systems. For example, paper-based systems cannot detect and alert clinicians of drug–drug interactions, whereas electronic clinical decision support systems can. As a result, the expectations for safer care may be higher in a health IT–enabled environment as compared to a paper-based environment. However, implementation of health IT products does not automatically improve patient safety. In fact, health IT can be a contributing factor to adverse events, such as the overdosing of patients due to poor user interface design, failing to detect life threatening illnesses due to unclear information displays, and delays in treatment due to the loss of data. Adverse events, such as these, have lead to serious injuries and death (Aleccia, 2011; Associated Press, 2009; Graham and Dizikes, 2011; Schulte and Schwartz, 2010; Silver and Hamill, 2011; U.S. News, 2011).

The way in which health IT is designed, implemented, and used can determine whether it is an effective tool for improving patient safety or a hindrance that threatens patient safety and causes patient harm (see Box 2-1). The implementation of health IT, particularly complex health IT products, may result in less efficient systems and not give clinicians the flexibility they need to deliver the safest care possible (Greenhalgh et al., 2008). Currently, the relationship between these unintended consequences and the design, implementation, and use are not well understood.

This chapter uses the literature and experiences of health professionals to evaluate the impact of health IT on patient safety. The first several sections of this chapter discusses the challenges faced by health IT researchers by detailing the complexity of health IT and patient safety, the limitations in the literature to determine health IT’s impact on patient safety, and how the magnitude of harm is masked. The chapter then analyzes the literature to determine how individual components of health IT have impacted patient safety and how data from health IT can be leveraged to improve safety in different populations. Next, it describes how policy makers can learn from health IT experiences from abroad.
## BOX 2-1

### Unintended Consequences of Health IT: A Look at Implementing CPOE

Two pediatric intensive care units (ICUs) implemented the same electronic health record (EHR) system with computerized physician order entry (CPOE) in Pittsburgh and Seattle. The Pittsburgh experience led to a significant increase in mortality, while the same system implemented in Seattle did not (Del Beccaro et al., 2006; Han et al., 2005). Later, several other children’s hospitals introduced the same CPOE system, leading to no change or even lower rates in mortality (Longhurst et al., 2010).

The differing impact on mortality rates may be due to the hospitals’ differences in the implementation and use of the CPOE system. These differences, as illustrated by the Pittsburgh and Seattle pediatric ICUs, are highlighted below:

### Pittsburgh
- Specific order sets designed for critical care were not created.
- Changes in workflow were not sufficiently predicted, resulting in a breakdown of communication between nurses and physicians.
- Orders for patients arriving via critical care transportation could not be written before the patients arrived at the hospital, delaying life-saving treatments.
- Changes, unrelated to the CPOE system, were made in the administration and dispensing of medication that further frustrated the clinical staff, for example:
  - At the same time the CPOE system was installed, the satellite pharmacy serving the neonatal ICU was closed and medications had to be obtained from the central pharmacy, delaying treatment.
  - Emergency prescriptions were required to be preapproved and all drugs were moved to the central pharmacy.

### Seattle
- Researchers visited Pittsburgh to learn about problems associated with their implementation of the CPOE system.
- Intensive care staff was actively involved during the design, build, and implementation stages.
- Specific order sets were designed for ICU and pediatric ICU before implementation.
- New order sets, based on the most frequently used orders, were created to help reduce the time it takes a clinician to enter orders (Del Beccaro et al., 2006; Han et al., 2005).

### COMPLEXITY OF HEALTH IT AND PATIENT SAFETY

In general, health IT is not a specific product but is composed of components—such as computerized physician order entry (CPOE) systems and clinical decision support (CDS) systems—that are designed, implemented, and used differently by various vendors, health care settings, and users (Hayrinen et al., 2008). These differences can have dramatic effects on care processes including care design, workflow, and—ultimately—the quality and safety of the care delivered. When health IT is designed and implemented in a manner that complements how information is transferred between health professionals and patients, the reliability of patient information—and therefore patient safety—can increase (Dorr et al., 2007; Niazkhani et al., 2009; Shah et al., 2006). However, when health IT unexpectedly alters workflow, it has the potential to hinder cli-
nicians’ abilities to communicate patient information (Niazkhani et al., 2009), and it may result in increased cognitive workload, clinicians ignoring computer-generated information, continued reliance on various traditional modes of communication, creation of unsafe workarounds, and more time spent dealing with health IT than with patient care (Ash et al., 2009). Several important factors regarding how health IT products are designed and implemented can have meaningful effects on the collection, storage, and transfer of information, as well as the utility of the product. Slight variations in these factors can have differing effects on how health IT impacts patient safety. Some of these factors include the following:

- Decisions about implementation strategies (e.g., “big bang” versus incremental),
- The degree to which users can configure their IT system and the approaches to such configurations,
- Clinician training strategies,
- Front-line use (e.g., the IT integration into and redesign of clinical workflow), and
- Tools for analyzing and reporting results of care (e.g., quality improvement).

LIMITATIONS OF CURRENT LITERATURE TO DETERMINE HEALTH IT’S IMPACT ON PATIENT SAFETY

Like all studies regarding patient safety, studies focusing on health IT and patient safety are complex and subject to a variety of methodological challenges. To provide generalizable knowledge about the impact of health IT on patient safety, the interaction of the factors listed in the previous section (e.g., frontline use) needs to be understood. However, very few studies to date have done so, resulting in major gaps in our knowledge regarding how health IT affects safety. While most of the literature examining the effects of health IT has focused on quality and processes of care, studies regarding the impact of health IT on patient safety have been narrowly focused on a few specific aspects of care. Given that adverse events (events resulting in unintended harm to a patient from a medical intervention; IOM, 2004) are multifaceted and diverse, much of the literature that does center on how health IT affects patient safety has focused on prevention of medication errors, identification of patients at high risk for adverse events, and avoidance of documentation errors. Although much of this evidence suggests that IT can be helpful in improving patient safety, a number of studies have failed to find a benefit (Black et al., 2011; Culler et al., 2006; Garg et al., 2005; Reckmann et al., 2009).

Many studies, including meta-analyses, offer strong evidence that computerization of prescribing can dramatically improve patient safety. These products were consistently correlated with lowering the frequency of medication errors and may be able to reduce preventable adverse drug events significantly (Kaushal et al., 2003; Shamliyan et al., 2008; Wolfstadt et al., 2008). However, the degree to which health IT can lower medication errors varies widely among the different computerized prescribing system used (Nanji et al., 2011).

The evidence of similar impact outside of medication safety is much weaker (Bates and Gawande, 2003). Indeed, some systematic reviews conclude that the current literature is insufficient to establish any beneficial impact of health IT on patient safety and health outcomes (Black et al., 2011; Garg et al., 2005; Reckmann et al., 2009). More recently, new data have emerged, suggesting that health IT can introduce new patient safety challenges into the health care system (Magrabi et al., 2010; 2011). These studies are unable to accurately quantify the number of people harmed by health IT. This inability of the committee to quantify the harm makes it diffi-
cult to understand the tradeoffs between the potential safety benefits and harms caused by health IT.

The differing results found in the literature may be due to a variety of reasons. Among those reasons are the heterogeneous nature of health IT—including the differences in the products themselves, how they are implemented, and how they are used across care settings. Most studies focused on health IT and patient safety examined care at a single medical center, often with homegrown IT systems. Aggregating many single-center studies, such as those common throughout the literature, does not necessarily lead to the same outcomes as having a few studies that are conducted in a broader array of clinical settings. However, systematic reviews have attempted to aggregate these studies and have done so in inconsistent ways, often choosing to include low-quality studies while failing to include higher-quality ones. Therefore, the committee could not point to any systematic reviews or studies as representing the most definitive evidence of the impact of health IT on patient safety (see Table B-1).

A major challenge in quantifying the harm that might result from health IT is the lack of data in this area. However, the absence of quantifiable evidence of health IT’s harm is not evidence that health IT does not create harm. It is clear that harm exists. The current literature does not sufficiently produce estimates on the harm that might result from health IT. For example, a recent study by Nanji et al. evaluated the frequency, types, and causes of errors associated with outpatient computer-generated prescriptions. The study evaluated 3,850 prescriptions and found 466 errors, involving almost 12 percent of the orders. Because the error rates varied widely between different computerized prescribing systems (from 5.1 to 37.5 percent), the authors strongly recommended that users evaluate the safety of each system (Nanji et al., 2011). However, the authors were not allowed to list which error rates and safety issues were associated with each particular system. Instead, the article prescribed a “vigorous vendor selection” process, which each potential user would have to go through in order to identify safety concerns of that system. Had the authors been allowed to identify specific systems with higher error rates, users could know which systems to avoid and could select systems with characteristics that would best fit their workflow and safety needs.

Studies with generic descriptions of health IT products and patient safety issues will be of little utility to users because health IT products—even those made by the same manufacturers—are heterogeneous, tailored to individual clinical settings, and have varying impacts on patient safety. Therefore, to assist users in selecting the safest health IT product for their unique clinical environment, studies need to be able to name specific health IT products, describe how those products have been implemented, and identify their impact on patient safety in different clinical environments. For example, as mentioned in Box 2-1, a Pittsburgh pediatric ICU’s implementation of a CPOE system resulted in higher mortality; however, several different hospitals were able to subsequently identify safety problems associated with Pittsburgh’s experience and implemented the same CPOE system with either no change or up to a 20 percent decrease in hospital-wide patient mortality (Longhurst et al., 2010). In order to identify problems associated with the Pittsburgh implementation, a pediatric ICU in Seattle sent researchers to Pittsburgh’s facilities, met with their administrative and clinical leadership, and spoke with clinical staff. After months of correspondence, the Seattle pediatric ICU was able to determine why Pittsburgh’s implementation resulted in a higher mortality rate and was able to avoid such problems (Del Beccaro et al., 2006; Han et al., 2005). When selecting health IT products, many potential users do not have the time or the resources to spend months corresponding, visiting, and observing other hospitals. Users and researchers need to be encouraged to provide specific descriptions of
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safety problems associated with particular health IT products in order to provide potential users with credible data regarding which IT products are safer than others.

**BARRIERS TO KNOWING THE MAGNITUDE OF THE HARM**

When researchers, consumer groups, and users attempt to identify and share information of health IT features related to adverse events and patient safety risks, they can be faced with barriers created by market inefficiencies within health IT, such as lack of information available to consumers and the inability of users to freely move between health IT products. For example, because the impact of health IT in each clinical environment is extremely diverse and highly dependent on the user’s specific clinical environment, it is difficult for clinicians to know how the myriad of different health IT products will affect patient safety. Additionally, due to the substantial costs and effort used in tailoring and integrating health IT products, users may not be able to readily switch products after discovering patient safety problems. Many health IT products can only be maintained by the manufacturer of that product, causing users to maintain service contracts with that manufacturer, regardless of whether that manufacturer addresses patient safety issues associated with its product. Even if users are willing to switch health IT products, there is no guarantee another product will achieve greater levels of patient safety, once integrated. These inefficiencies result in an inadequate understanding of how health IT impacts patient safety and leads users to select and make a long-term commitment to products that may not adequately complement their clinical environment.

To increase understanding of how health IT affects patient safety and allows users to make informed decisions, it is important that the health IT community share details, such as screenshots of risk-enhancing interfaces, descriptions of potentially unsafe processes, and other components of health IT products associated with adverse events. Some vendors allow users to share information through industry conferences, sponsored user group meetings, blogs, and consultants that provide conduits for information about vendor experiences. However, the ability of users and researchers to share such information outside industry-controlled venues can be limited by nondisclosure clauses.

Nondisclosure clauses—commonly found in many types of commercial contracts and almost always included in software license agreements—are intended to protect licensors’ intellectual property interests, competitive edge, and liability from consumer misuse of their products (Koppel and Kreda, 2009; personal communication, B. Leshine, LeClairRyan, April 20, 2011; personal communication, H. Levine, Blaszak, Block & Boothby, LLP, June 10, 2011). The fear of violating nondisclosure clauses and intellectual property interests may discourage users from sharing health IT-related patient safety risks. Additionally, if users believe that hold harmless clauses, which are placed in many vendor contracts, can shift the liability of unsafe health IT features solely to the user, they may fear that disclosing unsafe features may unfairly increase their risk of liability.

To adequately understand how health IT impacts patient safety, users and researchers need to be able to share information that may normally be protected by intellectual property rights or may expose users to unfair liability. Some vendors have expended considerable effort to ensure patient safety, but allowing the disclosure of patient safety issues may cause vendors to lose their competitive advantage. Thus, some vendors may impose or enforce such restrictions in ways that may conceal patient safety issues (Koppel and Kreda, 2009; personal communication, B. Leshine, LeClairRyan, April 20, 2011; personal communication, H. Levine, Blaszak, Block & Boothby, LLP, June 10, 2011). As long as vendors may restrict the release of information about
safety issues through confidentiality clauses, intellectual property protections, and hold harmless clauses, the health care community will be limited in its understanding of how health IT affects patient safety.

Because the nature of these legal issues limits publicly available information, very little evidence establishes their frequency of use or impact on users (Koppel and Kreda, 2009). However, the committee believes that these types of contractual restrictions limit transparency, which significantly contributes to the gaps in knowledge of health IT–related patient safety risks. Regardless of whether these barriers have actually been used to prevent reporting, the fear of legal action itself may prevent health professionals from sharing crucial health IT–related information with researchers, consumer groups, other users, and the government. As stated by the American Medical Informatics Association, such clauses should be considered unethical (Goodman et al., 2011).

**IMPACT OF HEALTH IT COMPONENTS ON PATIENT SAFETY**

The following sections examine how individual components of health IT affect patient safety. However, most health IT products are not a single component, but a complex system of health IT components, sometimes collectively referred to as electronic health records (EHRs). Although the definition of EHRs can vary substantially, there are generally four core components of an EHR: electronic clinical documentation (usually physician, nurse, and other clinician documentation), electronic prescribing (e.g., computerized provider order entry), results reporting and management (e.g., clinical data repository), and clinical decision support (DesRoches et al., 2008; Jha et al., 2006, 2009a, 2009b). Many EHRs also include bar-coding systems and patient engagement tools. The Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC) defines an EHR as “a real-time patient health record with access to evidence-based decision support tools that can be used to aid clinicians in decision-making. The EHR can automate and streamline a clinician’s workflow, ensuring that all clinical information is communicated. It can also prevent delays in response that result in gaps in care. The EHR can also support the collection of data for uses other than clinical care, such as billing, quality management, outcome reporting, and public health disease surveillance and reporting” (HHS, 2004; ONC, 2009).

Although EHR and health IT are terms that are still evolving and are often interpreted differently, much of the evidence regarding the impact of EHRs on patient safety has focused on individual components of EHRs. The following sections explore the evidence for individual components and then discuss the evidence from studies that use the “EHR” as a general term.1 Because almost every component uses documentation and results review and management throughout their tasks (bar-coding, CPOE, and CDS systems all use documentation and results reporting and management in prescribing and delivering medication), this chapter will not address documentation results reporting and management individually. The section then looks at how current EHR systems can be leveraged to further improve patient safety. Table 2-1 summarizes the benefits and safety concerns commonly found in the literature.

---

1 Although there are many other components of health IT, the bulk of the literature has focused on the following components: EHR, CPOE systems, CDS systems, patient engagement tools, and bar-coding systems. Some other components not listed in this chapter include medication reconciliation systems and smartpumps; see Appendix B.
### TABLE 2-1
Potential Benefits and Safety Concerns of Health IT Components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Computerized Provider Order Entry (CPOE)</th>
<th>Potential Benefits</th>
<th>Safety Concerns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| An electronic system that allows providers to record, store, retrieve, and modify orders (e.g., prescriptions, diagnostic testing, treatment, and/or radiology/imaging orders). | - Large increases in legible orders  
- Shorter order turnaround times  
- Lower relative risk of medication errors  
- Higher percentage of patients who attain their treatment goals | - Increases relative risk of medication errors  
- Increased ordering time  
- New opportunities for errors, such as  
  - fragmented displays preventing a coherent view of patients’ medications  
  - inflexible ordering formats generating wrong orders  
  - separations in functions that facilitate double dosing  
  - incompatible orders  
- Disruptions in workflow |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical Decision Support (CDS)</th>
<th>Potential Benefits</th>
<th>Safety Concerns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Monitors and alerts clinicians of patient conditions, prescriptions, and treatment to provide evidence based clinical suggestions to health professionals at the point of care. | - Reductions in  
  - relative risk of medication errors  
  - risk of toxic drug levels  
  - time to therapeutic stabilization  
  - management errors of resuscitating patients in adult trauma centers  
  - prescriptions of nonpreferred medications  
- Can effectively monitor and alert clinicians of adverse conditions  
- Improve long-term treatment and increase the likelihood of achieving treatment goals | - Rate of detecting drug-drug interactions varies widely among different vendors  
- Increases in mortality rate  
- High override rate of computer generated alerts (alert fatigue) |
Bar-coding can be used to track medications, orders, and other health care products. It can also be used to verify patient identification and dosage.

**Potential Benefits**
- Significant reductions in relative risk of medication errors associated with
  - transcription
  - dispensing
  - administration errors

**Safety Concerns**
- Introduction of workarounds; for example, clinicians can
  - scan medications and patient identification without visually checking to see if the medication, dosing, and patient identification are correct
  - attach patient identification bar-codes to another object instead of the patient
  - scan orders and medications of multiple patients at once instead of doing it each time the medication is dispensed

**Patient Engagement Tools**
Tools such as patient portals, smartphone applications, email, and interactive kiosks, which enable patients to participate in their health care treatment

**Potential Benefits**
- Reduction in hospitalization rates in children
- Increases in patients' knowledge of treatment and illnesses

**Safety Concerns**
- Reliability of data entered by
  - patients,
  - families,
  - friends, or
  - unauthorized users

---

**NOTE:** Table 2-1 is not intended to be an exhaustive list of all potential benefits and safety concerns associated with health IT. It represents the most common potential benefits and safety concerns.

---

**Computerized Provider Order Entry**

CPOE is an electronic system that allows providers to record, store, retrieve, and modify orders (e.g., prescriptions, diagnostic testing, treatment, and radiology/imaging orders). The use of CPOE has varying degrees of impact on patient safety, depending on how well the CPOE system complements or improves provider workflow. The successful impact of a CPOE system on patient safety may also depend heavily on the change management approach employed by organizational leadership to prepare clinicians and recipients of the new workflow, as well as the decision support tools associated with it. Short-term benefits of CPOE systems commonly found in studies include large increases in legible orders, shorter order turnaround times, lower relative risk of medication errors, and a higher percentage of patients who attain their treatment goals (Devine et al., 2010; Nam et al., 2007; Niazkhani et al., 2009). In the inpatient setting, a series of literature reviews and meta-analyses found that medication error rates fell (Kaushal et al., 2003; Shamliyan et al., 2008; Wolfstadt et al., 2008) due to the introduction of a CPOE system and most, though not all, studies suggest that the preventable adverse drug events (ADEs) rate decreases as well. Studies suggest that CPOE systems have a greater impact when designed for the specific needs of the hospital environment, workflow, and providers (Callen et al., 2010). For
example, CPOE systems with order sets specifically designed for ICUs can increase efficiency and workflow (Ali et al., 2005).

Although the potential benefits of CPOE systems are well established, the harms that have been well articulated on a case-by-case basis have relatively little empirical basis behind them (Aleccia, 2011; Associated Press, 2009; Graham and Dizikes, 2011; Schulte and Schwartz, 2010; Silver and Hamill, 2011; U.S. News, 2011). The lack of data on harm is driven in large part, as described earlier, by practices that limit disclosure of health IT–related adverse drug events. Based on the existing information, it seems likely that, if these systems are either designed poorly or interface with clinicians in an ineffective manner, they can cause harm. Several experts have suggested that CPOE systems can have a number of potential adverse consequences, including increased ordering time, disruptions in workflow, new opportunities for errors (e.g., fragmented displays preventing a coherent view of patients’ medications, inflexible ordering formats generating wrong orders, separations of functions that facilitate double dosing, and incompatible orders), and increased relative risk of medication errors (Koppel et al., 2005; Niazkhani et al., 2009; Santell et al., 2009; Singh et al., 2009; Walsh et al., 2006; Weant et al., 2007).

Some of the variability in the impact of CPOE systems is likely due to differences in decision support systems that can detect potential errors and/or generate care suggestions. For example, a CPOE system was introduced to a pediatric ICU without a CDS and resulted in no significant change in the rate of potential adverse drug events. However, a significant reduction in potential adverse drug events was found after a CDS system was implemented (Kadmon et al., 2009). Further discussion regarding the impact of CDS on patient safety is examined in the next section.

**Clinical Decision Support**

CDS systems are also an important component of an EHR. They can monitor patient conditions, prescriptions, and treatment to provide evidence-based clinical suggestions to health professionals at the point of care. The literature regarding the implementation of CDS is largely positive with respect to medication safety, though it is more mixed in domains such as chronic disease management. The majority of systematic reviews in this area report that most studies have demonstrated positive impacts on patient safety by improving practitioner performance and reducing the relative risk of medication errors, time to therapeutic stabilization, and risk of toxic drug levels (Ammenwerth et al., 2008; Conroy et al., 2007; Durieux et al., 2008; Garg et al., 2005; Georgiou et al., 2007). However, many of these reviews also stress that further research needs to be conducted to determine the full impact of CDS use on patient safety because many of the studies are often weak, differ substantially in their settings and design, and are inconsistent (Ammenwerth et al., 2008; Garg et al., 2005).

The inconsistency seen throughout the literature may be due to the differences in clinical settings, CPOE systems, CDS components, and workflow (Georgiou et al., 2007). Several studies have shown that the ability of CDS tools to perform even simple tasks, such as detecting drug–drug interactions, varies widely. For instance, when fictitious patients with simulated drug–drug interactions were entered in a CDS system, the results were disappointing. Using Leapfrog Group’s “flight simulator technology,” one study found that the mean scores for detecting simulated orders that would have led to serious adverse drug events for 62 hospitals was 43 percent (range 10 to 82 percent). The ability of the 62 hospitals to detect simulated medication errors that could result in fatalities was 53 percent (Metzger et al., 2010). In a similar study of 13 communi-
ty and hospital pharmacies, six mock patients with a total of 37 drug–drug interactions were entered into each pharmacy’s CDS e-prescribing system. The ability of the CDS systems to detect drug–drug interactions significantly varied. The CDS systems’ sensitivity ranged from 0.15 to 0.94 and its specificity from 0.67 to 1.00, even among CDS systems designed by the same manufacturer (Abarca et al., 2006).

Although most of the literature suggests that CDS has had a positive overall impact on medication safety, a few studies have shown either no significant change with CDS use (Gandhi et al., 2005; Glassman et al., 2007; Gurwitz et al., 2005; Tierney et al., 2005) or negative consequences, such as increased patient mortality (see Box 2-1) (Han et al., 2005). However, these differences in impact may relate to variations in implementation and use of these systems, dissimilar designs, and how those CDS systems are used or differences in the organizations themselves (Del Beccaro et al., 2006). To create (or configure and populate) a CDS system to best improve patient safety, designers must consider hospitals’ different clinical environments and test management practices (Callen et al., 2010). Several examples of successful implementations indicate that CDS systems may be more effective at increasing medication safety when they are specifically tailored to the clinical environment (Callen et al., 2010; Fitzgerald et al., 2011; Kadmon et al., 2009; Nies et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2006). For example, CDS use was found to be extremely effective at reducing management errors while resuscitating patients in an adult trauma center (Fitzgerald et al., 2011). Additionally, elderly patients were prescribed fewer nonpreferred medications after implementation of a CDS system specifically designed to alert and recommend clinicians of alternative treatments (Smith et al., 2006).

In addition to monitoring for potential medication errors, CDS systems can also suggest potential diagnoses and treatment, monitor patients’ conditions, determine whether a potential or actual adverse event may occur, and alert clinicians to potential adverse conditions. Alerts can come in the form of chimes, flashing lights, and/or popup windows that appear while health professionals are accessing patient EHRs or entering orders into a computer system. Many alert systems require health professionals to acknowledge the alert by clicking a button in the popup window before continuing treatment, while others may appear and disappear without interrupting the health professionals’ work. These systems can also help with surveillance and have been shown to be effective at diagnosing and alerting clinicians of adverse conditions (Claridge et al., 2009; Herasevich et al., 2009; Jha et al., 2008).

When implementing an alert system, success depends on how alerts impact workflow (Bates et al., 2003). If implemented correctly, alerts can improve patient safety. Alerts have been demonstrated to lower the rate of inappropriate medication prescriptions to select vulnerable populations, such as the elderly (Raebel et al., 2007). Flag alerts—reminders of patient diagnosis or conditions to clinicians who access patient EHRs—have been demonstrated to improve long-term treatment and increase the likelihood of achieving treatment goals (Agostini et al., 2007; Whitley et al., 2006). A retrospective analysis examining a diagnostic alarm system showed that the alarm system could detect and alert clinicians of critical events during anesthesia administration as effectively as anesthesiologists (Gohil et al., 2007).

Although patient safety can be improved by alerts, an improperly designed system may be ignored or even considered a nuisance to users (Phansalkar et al., 2010). In a retrospective cohort study of a large Veterans Affairs medical center and its five clinics, 10.2 percent of all alerts were unacknowledged and 6.8 percent of all alerts lacked timely follow-up (Singh et al., 2010). A controlled study of two medical departments in a French hospital showed that use of computer-generated alerts had no significant impact on the rate of inappropriate first prescriptions. Further study is needed to understand the factors that influence the success of CDS systems.
ther analysis of the data showed that while the senior physicians made more inappropriate pre-
scriptions with the alert system, residents made fewer inappropriate prescriptions, indicating that
newer providers may be more adaptable to alert systems (Sellier et al., 2009).

Ineffectiveness of an alert system has been attributed to high rates of overrides and alert fati-
gue. If alerts are too numerous and are not representative of clinically significant conditions, they
can overload clinical workflow and cause clinicians to ignore information that could prevent ad-
verse events (Phansalkar et al., 2010). In an observational study, 25 percent of clinicians demon-
strated signs of alert fatigue (van der Sijs et al., 2010). Several observational and retrospective
studies found override rates between 80 and 98 percent (Lin et al., 2008; Shah et al., 2006; van
der Sijs et al., 2009). Although high-severity alerts have a higher acceptance rate, they are still
overridden more often than not (Isaac et al., 2009). One study was able to substantially reduce
override rates of serious alerts by developing a tiered alert system, where alerts of less serious
magnitude do not interrupt workflow. The more serious alerts caused a popup window to appear
and forced the clinicians to acknowledge the alert (Shah et al., 2006). By limiting interruptions in
workflow, an alert system can remind clinicians of important patient information without causing
alert fatigue or high override rates.

### Bar-coding

The introduction of a bar-coding system to administer medication and verify patient identifi-
cation has been strongly associated with significant reductions in relative risk of medication er-
rors, including transcription, dispensing, and administration errors (Franklin et al., 2007; Poon et
al., 2010). Although bar-coding has been shown to reduce medication errors, like any other tech-
nology, it can also create new opportunities for errors to occur. In a study observing and inter-
viewing clinicians who use bar-coding systems to dispense and order medication, examples of
multiple workarounds that could lead to patient harm were found. For example, clinicians who
violate safe procedures and practices may scan medications and patient identification without
visually checking to see if the medication, dosing, and patient are correct. Instead, clinicians de-
pend on alarms or alerts to detect errors that may never have occurred if visually checked. An
example of a workaround is that clinicians could attach patient identification bar-codes to anoth-
er object instead of the patient, such as the patient’s bed, which may lead to patients receiving
incorrect medications in cases where the technology was perceived to be an obstacle to providing
care. The study also found that, instead of scanning an order and the medication and then dis-
pensing the medication to the patient, clinicians sometimes scanned all the orders and medica-
tions of multiple patients at once. This would save clinicians time because they would not have
to scan the orders and medications each time they administered the medications. However, this
workaround could result in the clinician giving patients wrong medications (Koppel et al., 2008).
Despite the presence of these workarounds, the overall effect of bar-coding has been shown to
substantially reduce the relative risk of medication errors, both at the point of care (Franklin et
al., 2007; Poon et al., 2010) and in dispensing errors in the pharmacy (Poon et al., 2006).

### Patient Engagement Tools

To date, much of the data on patient care reside on paper with little ability for patients and
their families to access or use the information to improve their own health. Adoption of health IT
by consumers is growing and includes a variety of tools that patients can use to engage in their
care. These engagement tools are in varying stages of development and sophistication, with a growing number using smartphones as a common platform.

The literature regarding patient engagement tools generally does not focus on safety. Rather, the focus of most studies primarily examines the levels of comfort patients have with patient engagement tools and how engaged they are when these tools are made available to them. However, some studies demonstrate that patient engagement tools reduce hospitalization rates in children, increase patients knowledge of treatment and illnesses, and increase clinician knowledge (Murray et al., 2005; Ngo-Metzger et al., 2010).

Electronic Health Records

The following section discusses studies that focus either on EHRs as a whole or on how multiple components have affected patient safety. Implementation of EHRs has been reported to increase providers’ perceptions of safety (Ferris et al., 2009), to lower infection rates (Parente and McCullough, 2009), and to reduce the number of documentation errors (Smith et al., 2009). While a review of the literature establishes that the use of EHRs improves process measures of quality of care in certain domains (e.g., preventions, specific chronic diseases), its impact on patient outcomes has been much more mixed (Einbinder and Bates, 2007).

The literature regarding EHR features, such as electronic documentation and results review and management, are also mixed. While health professionals perceive that these components can increase safety and efficiency (Ferris et al., 2009), they also expressed that features—such as copy and paste forward functions—can pose patient safety risks. One study found that the implementation of electronic vital sign documentation can reduce medical error rates in half (Gearing et al., 2006), while another study found that more than half of new aortic dilations discovered by CT scan could not be found within patients’ EHRs (Gordon et al., 2009).

The effectiveness of an EHR system on patient safety is dependent on the compatibility of that EHR with the individual needs of its users (Hayrinen et al., 2008). For example, EHR implementation can have differing effects on the flow of patient information (Benham-Hutchins and Effken, 2010). The Department of Veterans Affairs was able to demonstrate that an EHR could help coordinate care by providing a continuous flow of information among multiple clinicians (Litaker et al., 2005). Conversely, other studies in different clinical settings have found EHR implementation to have either no effect or a negative impact on workflow and patient outcomes (Benham-Hutchins and Effken, 2010; DesRoches et al., 2010). In a survey of an urban, university-based hospital, 84 percent of surveyed health professionals preferred verbal over electronic communication because they believed information contained in the EHR was unreliable. There, it was found that health professionals used nonlinear communication, combining several modes of communication to exchange patient information, including EHRs, paper notes, phone, and in-person verbal communication (Benham-Hutchins and Effken, 2010).

In general, EHRs have the potential to greatly increase patient safety, but the potential has not been realized consistently. For example, EHRs could include tools to help ensure that if a major issue such as an aortic aneurysm is detected, it is added to a problem list, or that problem and medication lists get updated more effectively. Research is needed to develop such tools, though early evidence suggests they have the potential to be highly effective (Wright et al., 2011). More broadly, additional research needs to be conducted on how various EHR designs affect different workflows and providers’ needs.
LEVERAGING EHR DATA TO IMPROVE SAFETY OF POPULATIONS

In addition to results reporting for individual patients, EHRs can be a rich source of data for the identification of care gaps and patient lists for monitoring and clinical action across populations. While the degree of harm to patients is unclear, the failure to follow up on laboratory results represents one of the leading causes of lawsuits in the outpatient setting (Gandhi et al., 2006). Reports have shown that many abnormal lab results had not been acted upon by the appropriate clinicians, leading to important delays in diagnosis and treatment to patients (Kravitz et al., 1997; Magid et al., 2010). Surveys demonstrate that physicians are dissatisfied with paper approaches to management of test results (Poon et al., 2004). Data, identifying care gaps, and patient lists for monitoring, and clinical action across populations can be extracted from EHRs. Inpatient “system lists” of patients provide real-time data to monitor and identify high-risk patients for falls, pain management, pressure ulcers, ventilator-acquired pneumonia, and restraints. They can also be used to communicate test results directly to patients, which improves patient satisfaction (Matheny et al., 2007).

These population support tools have been shown to be effective at identifying gaps in care. Population support tools identified gaps in 32 evidence-based care recommendations for individual patients, groups of patients selected by a provider, or all patients on a primary care provider’s panel. One tool was shown to have improved primary care teams’ performance by up to 21 percent on preventive, monitoring, and therapeutic evidence-based recommendations (Zhou et al., 2011). A similar registry targeting females over the age 67 with a previous fracture along with follow-up activity showed a 13 to 44 percent improvement in patients receiving an evaluation and/or treatment for osteoporosis (Feldstein et al., 2007).

A powerful, more long-term impact was described in “The best medicine: A quiet revolution in comparative effectiveness research.” Begley describes the use of data from an EHR to find out which antihypertension drugs worked best if diuretics do not bring about the needed reduction in blood pressure (Begley, 2011). More proximate to patient safety is the early Kaiser Permanente recall of Vioxx. Here, Kaiser’s EHR data independently showed increased incidence of heart attack and stroke. Based on these data, Kaiser stopped use of Vioxx months prior to the Merck recall (Graham et al., 2005).

Finally, EHRs can be used to detect, document, analyze, track, and report patient safety problems, including both adverse events and errors. Initially, automated EHRs were used to detect adverse drug events in hospital patients (Classen et al., 1991; Jha et al., 1998). This type of automated surveillance was expanded to health care–associated infections (Evans et al., 1998) and has been used increasingly by hospitals as the routine and operational approach to detecting these infections from ICU central line–related bloodstream infections to surgical-site infections that occur long after discharge (Wright, 2008). Recently, commercial EHRs that allow broad use of real-time safety tracking systems have been expanded to detect global adverse events in hospitalized patients (Classen et al., 2011). These EHR databases could also be retrospectively data-mined to study the occurrence of harm to patients across the continuum of care.

LESSONS FROM THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY: INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS

There are a significant number of high-income countries and multinational programs that have made substantial progress in implementing health IT and improving patient safety, at least in the ambulatory care setting. These countries can serve as important lessons from these settings.
for health professionals and policy makers in the United States. There has been a series of multinational programs to improve patient safety in which health IT has played a key role. For example, the World Health Organization’s (WHO’s) patient safety program has 13 specific patient safety action areas that focus on patient safety as a global health care issue. These action areas are aimed to “coordinate, disseminate, and accelerate improvements in patient safety worldwide” (WHO, 2011a). While it focuses on a broad range of safety issues, “Action Area 8: Technology and Patient Safety,” most specifically, targets systemic and technical aspects to improve patient safety around the world by promoting personal health records (PHRs), automated prescribing systems, simulation training, and failsafe mechanisms in diagnostic tools, such as computerized radiographs (WHO, 2008, 2011a, 2011b).

On a similarly large scale, the European Union (EU) has funded specific eHealth initiatives (EU, 2010a) and the use of technology to improve the quality and safety of care delivered during disaster response efforts (EU, 2007). These programs focus on PHRs, patient guidance services, virtual physiological humans, and computer simulations. The EU is supporting several efforts using information and communication technologies to improve patient safety, focusing on the “development of advanced applications to improve risk assessment and patient safety” (EU, 2010b). In 2009 alone, the EU invested €28 million (EU, 2010b), including programs such as Patient Safety through Intelligent Procedures in Medication (PSIP), whose main aim is to develop computer applications and to educate providers and patients on how to prevent medication errors (PSIP, 2011). Additionally, the Safety for Robotic Surgery (SAFROS) project seeks to develop technologies for patient safety in robotic surgery (SAFROS, 2009).

Broad country comparison studies have been conducted on the use of health IT and its potential to improve patient safety. For example, an international cross-sectional study examined health IT’s functional capacity and quality of care delivered in New Zealand, Denmark, the United Kingdom, Australia, Canada, Germany, the Netherlands, and the United States. The study found that, when controlling for within country differences of specific health IT methods adopted and primary care physician (PCP) practice sizes, significant disparities exist in the quality of care delivered among practices with low IT capacity compared to those with high IT capacity. IT functional capacity was measured through a count of 14 different items (such as whether the clinician used an EHR, prescribed medicine electronically, had a computerized system for patient reminders, prompts for potential drug interaction, and test results). Practices were deemed “low” if they had two or fewer of the 14 items and “high” if they had between 7 and 14 items (Davis et al., 2009).

Although the study focused on several outcomes, the specific safety outcome measured was whether a physician practice had a specific, documented process for patient follow-up and analysis of adverse events. Thirty-eight percent of physicians had a documented process for patient follow-up and analysis of adverse events (ranging from 27 percent in low-capacity countries to 43 percent of physicians in countries with high IT capacity), while 17 percent of physicians had a process for adverse drug reactions online (ranging from 22 percent in low-capacity countries to 15 percent in high-capacity countries) (Davis et al., 2009). Approximately 50 percent of practices with low IT capacity reported no processes for following up on adverse events compared to 41 percent of practices with higher IT functionality. Researchers suggested that countries that support a stronger IT infrastructure are better suited to address coordination of care and safety issues, as well as to maintain satisfaction among the PCP community (Davis et al., 2009).

Other country-specific studies have been conducted, including a series of papers comparing the adoption of health IT among PCP offices in New Zealand and Denmark, two countries lead-
ing the way in the adoption of health IT over the past two decades (Protti et al., 2008a, 2008b, 2008c, 2008d, 2009). These studies suggest that it has been possible for many nations to adopt and use health IT in PCP practices without measurable, deleterious consequences on patient safety.

While the United States has made significant strides in health IT over the past 20 years, it is clear that many other high-income nations are much further ahead in IT adoption, at least in the ambulatory setting. Despite the fact that these other nations have had a much greater experience with health IT, there is very little direct information on the impact of their investments on patient safety. The primary lesson for the United States is that it is possible to have widespread adoption of health IT without harming safety. What the optimal strategies are for doing so cannot be so easily gleaned by looking at these other nations.

**CONCLUSION**

Health IT has already been shown to improve medication safety. Although the evidence is mixed for areas outside of medication safety, both within the United States and abroad, the fact that several studies have improved patient safety with implementation of health IT leads the committee to believe that health IT has at least the potential to drastically improve patient safety in other areas of care. As with any new technology, health IT carries benefits and risks of new and greater harms. To fully capitalize on the potential that health IT may have on patient safety, a more comprehensive understanding of how health IT impacts potential harms, workflow, and safety is needed.
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Examination of the Current State of the Art in System Safety and Its Relationship to the Safety of Health IT–Assisted Care

To understand the complex relationship of implementation and safety, this chapter presents key concepts of system safety and applies those concepts to the domains of health IT and patient safety.

SAFETY IN COMPLEX SYSTEMS

Complex systems are in general more difficult to operate and use safely than simple systems—with more components and more interfaces, there are a larger number of ways for untoward events to happen. Safety of complex systems in a variety of industries, such as health care (IOM, 2001), aviation (Orasanu et al., 2002), oil (Baker, 2007), and military operations (Snook, 2002), has been the focus of substantial research and a number of broad lessons have emerged from this research.

Safety is a characteristic of a system—it is the product of its constituent components and their interaction. That is, safety is an emergent property of systems, especially complex systems. Failure in complex systems usually arises from multiple factors, not just one. The reason is that the designers and operators of complex systems are generally cognizant of the possibilities for failure, and thus over time they develop a variety of safeguards against failure (e.g., backup systems, safety features in equipment, safety training and procedures for operators). Such safeguards are most often useful in guarding against single-point failures, but it is often difficult to anticipate combinations of small failures that may lead to large ones. Put differently, the complexity of a system can mask interactions that could lead to systemic failure.

Nevertheless, complex systems often operate for extended periods of time without displaying catastrophic system-level failures. This is the result of good design as well as adaptation and intervention by those who operate and use the system on a routine basis. Extended failure-free operation is partially predicated on the ability of a complex system to adapt to unanticipated combinations of small failures (i.e., failures at the component level) and to prevent larger failures from occurring (i.e., failure of the entire system to perform its intended function). This adaptive capability is a product of both adherence to sound design principles and of skilled human operators who can react to avert system-level failure. In many cases, adaptations require human operators to select a well-practiced routine from a set of known and available responses. In some cas-
es, adaptations require human operators to create on-the-fly novel combinations of known responses or de novo creations of new approaches to avert failures that result from good design or adaptation and intervention by those who use the system on a routine basis.

System safety is predicated on the affordances available to humans to monitor, evaluate, anticipate, and react to threats and on the capabilities of the individuals themselves. It should be noted that human operators (both individually and collectively as part of a team) serve in two roles: (1) as causes of and defenders against failure and (2) as producers of output (e.g., health care, power, transportation services). Before a system-wide failure, organizations that do not have a strong safety- and reliability-based culture tend to focus on their role as producers of output. However, when these same organizations investigate system-wide failures, they tend to focus on their role as defenders against failure. In practice, human operators must serve both roles simultaneously—and thus must find ways to appropriately balance these roles. For example, human operators may take actions to reduce exposure to the consequences of component-level failures, they may concentrate resources where they are most likely to be needed, and they may develop contingency plans for handling expected and unexpected failures.

When system-level failure does occur, it is almost always because the system does not have the capability to anticipate and adapt to unforeseen combinations of component failure, in addition to not having the ability to detect unforeseen adverse events early enough to mitigate their impact. By most measures, systems involving health IT are complex systems.

One fundamental reason for the complexity of systems involving health IT is that modern medicine is increasingly dependent on information—patient-specific information (e.g., symptoms, genomic information), general biomedical knowledge (e.g., diagnoses, treatments), and information related to an increasingly complex delivery system (e.g., rules, regulations, policies). The information of modern medicine is both large in volume and highly heterogeneous.

A second reason for the complexity of systems involving health IT is the large number of interacting actors who must work effectively with the information. For example, the provision of health care requires primary care physicians, nurses, physician and nurse specialists, physician extenders, health care payers, administrators, and allied health professionals, many of whom work in both inpatient and outpatient settings.

The IT needed to store, manage, analyze, and display large amounts of heterogeneous information for a wide variety and number of users is necessarily complex. Put differently, the complexity of health IT fundamentally reflects the complexity of medicine. Safety issues in health IT are largely driven by that complexity and the failure to proactively take appropriate systems-based action at all stages of the design, development, deployment, and operation of health IT.

THE NOTION OF A SOCIOTECHNICAL SYSTEM

The sociotechnical perspective takes the approach that the system is more than just the technology delivered to the user. The overall system—the sociotechnical system—consists of many components whose interaction with each other produces or accounts for the system’s behavior (Fox, 1995). A sociotechnical view of health IT–assisted care might be depicted as in Figure 3-1.
For purposes of this report, the components of any sociotechnical system include the following:

- **Technology** includes the hardware and software of health IT, which are organized and developed under an architecture that specifies and delivers the functionality required from different parts of health IT, as well as how these different parts interact with each other. From the perspective of health professionals, technology can also include more clinically based information (e.g., order sets), although technologists regard order sets as the responsibility of clinical experts.

- **People** relates to individuals working within the entire sociotechnical system and includes their knowledge and skills regarding both clinical work and technology as well as their cognitive capabilities such as memory, inferential strategies, and knowledge. The “people” component also includes the implementation teams that configure and support the technology and those who train clinical users. People are affected by technology—for example, the use of health IT may affect clinician cognition by changing and shaping how clinicians obtain, organize, and reason with knowledge.\(^1\) The way knowledge of health care is organized makes a difference in how people solve problems. Clinicians’ interactions with the technology and with each other in a technology-mediated fashion—both the scope and nature of these interactions—are very likely to affect clinical outcomes.

- **Process** (sometimes referred to as “workflow”) refers to the normative set of actions and procedures clinicians are expected to perform during the course of delivering health care. Many of the procedures clinicians use to interact with the technology are prescribed, either formally in documentation (e.g., a user’s manual) or

---

\(^1\) As one illustration, the introduction of a computer-based patient record into a diabetes clinic was associated with changes in the strategies used by physicians for information gathering and reasoning. Differences between paper records and computer records were also found regarding the content and organization of information, with paper records having a narrative structure while the computer-based records were organized into discrete items of information. The differences in knowledge organization had an effect on data-gathering strategies, where the nature of doctor–patient dialogue was influenced by the structure of the computer-based patient record system (Patel et al., 2000).
informally by the norms and practices of the work environment immediately surrounding the individual. Process also includes tasks such as patient scheduling.

- **Organization** refers to how the organization installs health IT, makes configuration choices, and specifies interfaces with health IT products. Organizations also choose the appropriate clinical content to use. These choices reflect the organizational goals such as maximizing usage of expensive clinical facilities (e.g., computed tomography scanners, radiation therapy machines) and minimizing costs. Of particular relevance to this report is the organization’s role in promoting the safety of patient care while maximizing effectiveness and efficiency. Organization also includes the rules and regulations set by individual institutions, such as hospital guidelines for treatment procedures that clinicians must follow, and the environment in which clinicians work. In many institutions, the environment of care is chaotic and unpredictable—many clinicians are often interrupted in the course of their day, subject to multiple distractions from patients and coworkers.

- **External environment** refers to the environment in which health care organizations operate. Essential aspects of the environment are the regulations that may originate with federal or state authorities or with private-sector entities such as accreditation organizations. For example, health care organizations are often required to publicly report errors made in the course of providing care at a variety of levels, including the private-sector, federal, and state levels.

A comprehensive analysis of the safety afforded by any given health care organization requires consideration of all of these domains taken as a whole and how they affect each other, that is, of the entire sociotechnical system. For example, an organization may develop formal policies regarding workflow. In the interests of saving time and increasing productivity, health care professionals may modify the prescribed workflow or approved practices in ways organizational leadership may be unaware. Workflow also can affect patient care, as in cases in which psychiatric patients in the emergency room are transferred from a psychiatric unit to a general medical unit. Units are often specialized to accommodate the needs of a particular group of patients; thus, the transfer of a psychiatric patient to the medical section may result in suboptimal or even inappropriate care for his medical condition (e.g., a medication associated with substance withdrawal not prescribed, or monitoring for withdrawal not performed) (Cohen et al., 2007).

### SAFETY AS A SYSTEM PROPERTY

A traditional perspective on technology draws a sharp distinction between technology and human users of the technology. The contrast between a traditional perspective of technology and the sociotechnical perspective has many implications for how to conceptualize safety in health IT-assisted care. Perhaps most important, in the traditional perspective, health IT–related adverse events are generally not recognized as systemic problems, that is, as problems whose causation or presence is influenced by all parts of the sociotechnical system (see Box 3-1).

---

2 A conceptual model of some of the unintended consequences of information technologies in health care can be found in Harrison et al. (2007).
As a result of multiple medication errors, an elderly patient who was originally hypokalemic (suffering from low levels of KCl) became severely hyperkalemic (suffering from high levels of KCl). To treat the original hypokalemia, the diagnosing physician used the hospital’s computerized physician order entry (CPOE) system to prescribe KCl to the patient. Although she used the coded entry fields to write the order, she also tried to limit the dose by communicating to the nurse the volume of KCl that should be administered because the CPOE system was not designed to recognize instructions written in comment boxes. However, the nurse either misinterpreted the note or did not read it and the patient received more KCl than the diagnosing physician intended. A second physician, not having been informed that the patient was already prescribed KCl, used the CPOE system to prescribe even more KCl to the patient. As a result of these and other errors, the patient became hyperkalemic (Horsky et al., 2005).

Here, the patient’s hyperkalemia was not a result of any coding errors in the CPOE system. However, when the CPOE system was closely scrutinized, it was discovered that the interface’s poor design (see Box 3-2) and failure to display important lab reports and medication history (see Box 3-3) were also major contributors to the patient’s hyperkalemia. The patient’s hyperkalemia was not solely caused by human or computer error. Instead, it was the result of combined interactions of poor technology, procedures, and people. The boxes throughout this chapter examine how these interactions all contributed to the hyperkalemia suffered by the patient.

From a traditional perspective, software failures are primarily the result of errors in the code causing the software to behave in a manner inconsistent with its performance requirements. All other errors are considered “human error.” However, software-related safety problems can often arise as a misunderstanding of what the software should do to help clinicians accomplish their work. The representative of an electronic health record (EHR) vendor testified to the committee that a user error occurs when a human takes some action under a certain set of circumstances that is inconsistent with the software’s documentation. In this view, the software works as designed and the user makes an error. However, such views can have negative consequences. In examining the traditional perspective, a National Research Council report (NRC, 2007) concluded that:

As is well known to software engineers (but not to the general public), by far the largest class of problems arises from errors made in the eliciting, recording, and analysis of requirements. A second large class of problems arises from poor human factors design. The two classes are related; bad user interfaces usually reflect an inadequate understanding of the user’s domain and the absence of a coherent and well-articulated conceptual model.

By blaming users for making a mistake and not considering poor human factors design, the organization accepts responsibility only for training the individual user to do better the next time similar circumstances arise. But the overall system and the interactions among system compo-
nents that might have led to the problem remain unexamined. Better training of users is important but it does not by itself address issues arising because of the overall system’s operation. Other parts of the sociotechnical system—such as organization, technology, and processes—could also have increased the likelihood of an error occurring (see Box 3-2). Of particular importance to technology vendors is that adopting this unsophisticated oversimplification that user error is the principal actionable cause essentially exonerates any technology that may be involved. If the problem arises because the user failed to act in accordance with the technology’s documentation, then it is the clinician’s organization that must take responsibility for the problem, and vendors may feel that they need not take responsibility for making fixes for other users that may encounter a similar situation or for improving the technology to make serious errors less likely.

Applying the concept of the sociotechnical system of which technology is a part, safety is a property of the overall system that emerges from the interaction between its various components. By itself, software—such as an EHR—is neither safe nor unsafe; what counts from a safety perspective is how it behaves when in actual clinical use.

BOX 3-2
Mismanaging KCl Levels
Part II: Medication Errors Can Result from Poor Design

Although the physician in Box 3-1 typed instructions as free text, the physician had also attempted to use the CPOE system’s coded order entry fields. However, the user interface design made it difficult to correctly write the orders. The CPOE system allowed KCl to be prescribed either by the length of time KCl is administered through an intravenous (IV) drip or by dosage through an IV injection. The CPOE system’s interface headings, denoting the two types of orders, were subtle and hard to see; therefore, the physician may have been confused as to whether she should place her KCl IV drip order by volume or by time. Further complicating matters, a coded entry field for drip orders was labeled “Total Volume,” which the physician may have interpreted as the total volume of fluid the patient will receive. However, the “Total Volume” field is meant to indicate the size of the IV drip bags (Horsky et al., 2005).

Here, instead of the CPOE system assisting the clinician in calculating the correct dosages, the system’s poorly designed interface serves as a hindrance and increases the cognitive workload placed on clinicians. The CPOE system’s design made it easy for clinicians to make a mistake. Vendors may claim that the software worked as designed and that clinicians should be better trained to use the design. However, it may be much more effective to appropriately design and simplify the CPOE system than to train all the clinicians to use a needlessly complicated system that requires an increased cognitive workload and is prone to misinterpretations. A safer system would be designed to make it difficult for a clinician to make a mistake that could result in harm to the patient.

By viewing technology as part of a sociotechnical system, a number of realizations can be made. First, although individual components of a system can be highly reliable, the system as a whole can still yield unsafe outcomes. Second, while no component of any system is perfect or 100 percent reliable, even “unreliable” components can be assembled into a system that operates at an acceptable level of reliability at the systems level even in the face of individual system

---

4 Reliability is used here as behavior that is consistent with the stated performance requirements of those components. Reliability does not speak to whether those stated requirements are correct.
element failures. Third, the distinction between “human error” and “computer error” is misleading. Human errors should be seen as the result of human variability, which is an integral element in human learning and adaptation (Rasmussen, 1985). This approach considers the human-task or human-machine mismatches as a basis for analysis and classification of human errors, instead of solely tasks or machines (Rasmussen et al., 1987). These mismatches could also stem from inappropriate work conditions, lack of familiarity, or improper (human-machine) interface design.

From the sociotechnical perspective, safety issues commonly arise from how practitioners interact with the technology in question. “Human error” in using technology can be more properly regarded as an inconsistency between the user’s expectations about how the system will behave and the assumptions made by technology designers about how the system should behave. In some cases, the system is designed in a way that induces human behavior, resulting in unsafe system behavior. Human behavior is a product of the environment in which it occurs; to reduce or to manage human error, the environment in which the human works must be changed (Leveson, 2009). This implies thoughtful design that can proactively mitigate the risk of harm when health IT is used.

Finally, when complex systems are involved, a superficial event-chain model of an unsafe event is inadequate for understanding such events but is often employed by unsophisticated organizations. This model is described in terms of event A (the unsafe event) being caused by event B (the “proximate cause”), which was caused by event C, and so on until the “root cause” is identified.

Many problematic events involving complex systems cannot be ascribed to a single causative factor. Although the model described above provides some information as to the cause, it fails to account both for the conditions that allowed the preceding events to occur and for the indirect, usually systemic factors that increase the likelihood of these conditions occurring. Furthermore, because the decision to terminate the chain at any given event is essentially arbitrary, the single root cause is frequently ascribed to human error, as though possible system-induced causes of human error need not be further investigated. Investigations that find human error to be the root cause, while common, are usually inadequate and result in corrective action that essentially directs people to be “more careful” rather than to examine the constellation of contributing factors that make a so-called human error more likely (see Box 3-3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOX 3-3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mismanaging KCl Levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part III: Medication Errors Caused by Multiple Factors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After receiving an excessive amount of KCl by the diagnosing physician, the patient described in Box 3-1 was prescribed an additional dose of KCl by a second physician. Although told by the first physician to review the patient’s KCl levels, the second physician was unaware that the patient was already being administered an excessive amount of KCl due to several factors. These factors included the following:

1. The previous physician did not explicitly inform the second physician that KCl was already ordered.
2. The KCl IV drip did not appear in the CPOE system’s medication list because IV drips are not displayed in the CPOE’s medication list.
3. The CPOE only showed the patient’s lab results before the administration of the KCl drip ordered by the first physician; therefore, the second physician only saw the patient’s previously low levels of KCl (Horsky et al., 2005).
Although the second physician had checked the previous physician’s notes, medication history, and lab reports, there was no indication that the patient was already receiving KCl. These factors, including the poorly designed CPOE interface, may not be identified in a single event chain, yet each independently contributed to the patient’s excessive KCl levels. Looking for a single “root cause” responsible for the patient’s adverse condition would fail to address the other factors that may continue to put future patients at risk.

The primary lesson from this perspective on safety can be described as the following: “Task analysis focused on action sequences and occasional deviation in terms of human errors should be replaced by a model of behavior-shaping mechanisms in terms of work system constraints, boundaries of acceptable performance, and subjective criteria guiding adaptation to change” (Rasmussen, 1997).

THE NEED FOR AN EXPLICIT EVIDENCE-BASED CASE FOR SAFETY IN SOFTWARE

Safety has no useful meaning for software until a clear understanding is achieved regarding what the software should and should not do and under what circumstances these things do and do not happen. (In this context, safety refers to claimed properties of software that make it safe enough to use for its intended purpose.)

When safety is at issue, the burden of proof falls on the software developer to make a convincing case that the software is safe enough for use. The audience for the case differs depending on the situation at hand. For example, it may be the software vendor who must make the safety case to a prospective purchaser of its products, or to an entity that might provide a safety certification for a given product. Once the software has been developed, installed, and the relevant processes and procedures put into place for proper software use, it may be the health care organization that must make the safety case for the overall system—that is, the software as installed into a larger sociotechnical system—to an external oversight organization responsible for ensuring the safe operation of care providers.

Such a case cannot be made by relying primarily on adherence to particular software development processes, although such adherence may be part of a case for safety. Nor can the safety case be made by relying primarily on a thorough testing regimen. Rigorous development and testing processes are critical elements of software safety, but they are not sufficient to demonstrate it. Developing a comprehensive case for safety that can be independently assessed depends on the generation, availability, communicability, and clarity of evidence. Three elements are necessary to develop a case for safety:

- **Explicit claims of safety.** No software is safe in all respects and under all conditions. Thus, to claim software is safe, an explicit articulation is needed of the requirements and properties the software is expected to possess and exhibit in use and the assumptions about the environment in which the software operates and usage models upon which such a claim is contingent. Explicit claims of safety further depend on the inclusion of a hazard analysis. Hazard analyses ought to identify and assess po-
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5 This section is based in large part on *Software for Dependable Systems* (NRC, 2007).
tential hazards and the conditions that can lead to them so that they can be eliminated or controlled (Leveson, 1995).

- **Evidence.** A case for safety must argue that the required behavioral properties of the software are a consequence of the combination of the actual technology involved (that is, as implemented), users, the processes and procedures they use, and other aspects of the larger sociotechnical system within which the technology is embedded. All domains of the sociotechnical system must be taken into account in the development of a case for safety. Evidence acquired from testing the software will be part of this case, but “lab” testing alone is usually insufficient. The case for software safety typically combines evidence from testing with evidence from analysis. Other evidence also contributes to the safety case, including the qualifications of the personnel involved in the system’s development, the safety and quality track record of the organizations in building the system’s components, integration of the components into the overall system, and the process through which the software was developed. Furthermore, the safety case must present evidence that use of the technology in the actual work environment by real clinicians with real patients demonstrates functioning without a level of malfunction greater than that specified in the design requirements.

- **Expertise.** Expertise—in software development and in the relevant clinical domains, among other things—is necessary to build safe software. Furthermore, those with expertise in these different contexts must communicate effectively with each other and be involved at every step of the design, development, and component integration process.

When software is complex, it can be difficult to determine its safety properties. An analytical argument for safety is easier to make when global safety properties of the software can be inferred from an analysis of the safety properties of its components. Such inferences are more likely to be possible when different parts of the system are designed to operate independently of each other.

Achieving simplicity is not easy or cheap, but simpler software is much easier for independent assessors to evaluate, and the rewards of simplicity far outweigh its costs (NRC, 2007). Pitfalls to avoid include interactive complexity, in which components may interact in unanticipated ways and a single fault cannot be isolated but it causes other faults that cascade through the software. Avoiding these characteristics both reduces the likelihood of failure and simplifies the safety case to be made.

Most important to developing a plausible case for safety is the stance that developers take toward safety. A developer is better able to make a plausible safety case when it is willing to provide safety-related data from all phases in the components’ or software’s life cycle, to ensure the clarity and integrity of the data provided and the coherence of the safety case made, and to accept responsibility for safety failures. One report goes so far as to assert that “no software should be considered dependable if it is supplied with a disclaimer that withholds the manufacturer’s commitment to provide a warranty or other remedies for software that fails to meet its dependability claims” (NRC, 2007).

With respect to health IT, it is not often that health care organizations make an explicit case for the safety of health IT in situ, and not often that vendors make an explicit case for the safety of their health IT products.
THE (MIS)MATCH BETWEEN THE ASSUMPTIONS OF SOFTWARE DESIGNERS AND THE ACTUAL WORK ENVIRONMENT

Generally, health IT software is created by professionals in software development, not by clinicians as content experts. Content experts are usually provided with multiple opportunities to offer input into the performance requirements that the software must meet (e.g., users brief software developers on how they perform various tasks and what they need the software to do, and they have opportunities to provide feedback on prototypes before designs are finalized). Traditionally, technology development follows a process where users of the technology articulate their needs (or performance requirements) to developers. Developers create technology that performs in accordance with their understanding of user needs. Users then test the resulting technology and provide feedback to developers. Developers provide a new version that incorporates that feedback and, when users are satisfied with the technology, the developer assumes it is suitable for use in the user’s environment and delivers the technology. However, software developers and clinicians generally come from different backgrounds, making communication of ideas more difficult. As a result, these processes for gaining input rarely capture the full richness and complexity of the actual operational environment in which health professionals work and vary enormously from setting to setting and practitioner to practitioner.6

Deviations Versus Adherence to Formal Procedures

Indeed, in most organizations, guidance provided by formal procedures is rarely followed exactly by health professionals. Although this lack of user predictability can dramatically increase the difficulty for the software developer to deliver the degree of functional robustness required, deviations between work-as-designed and work-in-practice (work-in-practice is sometimes regarded as a workaround) are not necessarily harmful or negative. Such deviations are necessary under circumstances not anticipated by rules governing work-as-designed. In some cases, deviations are necessary if work is to be performed at all (Kahol et al., 2011).

Deliberate deviations between work-as-designed and work-in-practice are smallest when significant changes are made to the work environment—and the introduction of new technology usually counts as a significant change. Deviations are smallest during this period of introduction because practitioners are unfamiliar with the new technology and are learning about its capabilities for the first time. But, as practitioners become more familiar with the new technology, the limitations imposed by the new technology become more apparent in the local work environment. Practitioners thus develop modified—possibly unsanctioned—practices for using the technology that account for the on-the-ground requirements of doing work; this process is sometimes known as “drift” (Snook, 2002) or workarounds and reflects the phenomenon of local rationality in which practitioners are all doing reasonable things given their limited perspective but the modified practices result in poor outcomes (Woods et al., 2010).

Sometimes modified practices are needed to manage conflicting goals that arise in an operational environment (e.g., pressures for speedy resolution vs. pressures for collecting more data) (Woods et al., 2010). Under some circumstances, adherence to prescribed procedures can indeed result in unsafe outcomes. While modified practices may be required to make the overall system safer, the modified practices themselves can sometimes result in unsafe outcomes. Almost by
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6 For example, Suchman (1987) argues that user actions depend on a variety of circumstances that are not explicitly related to the task at hand. In practice, the behavior of people varies if they are in the presence of other people (when they can ask for advice about what actions to take), for example if they are unusually pressed for time (in which case they may take possibly risky short-cuts).
definition, the situations for which the use of the modified practices is unsafe occur only rarely. Practitioners adopt the modified practices to cope more effectively with frequently occurring situations, but the modified practices have mostly not been developed with the rarely occurring situation in mind.

Herein lies a critical safety paradox. Practitioners following the prescribed procedures may be unable to complete all of their work, which may motivate them to use nonstandard or unapproved approaches. If a disaster occurs because they did not follow the prescribed procedures in a given instance, they may be blamed for not following procedures. As discussed previously, unsafe outcomes result not from human failures per se but rather from the way the various components of the larger sociotechnical system interact with each other.

**Clumsy Automation**

A particularly relevant illustration of mismatches between the assumptions of software designers and the actual work environment can be seen in the notion of clumsy automation (Woods et al., 2010). Clumsy automation “creates additional tasks, forces the user to adopt new cognitive strategies, [and] requires more knowledge and more communication at the very times when the practitioners are most in need of true assistance” (see Box 3-4). At such times, practitioners can least afford to spawn new tasks and meet new memory demands to fiddle with the technology, and such results “create opportunities for new kinds of human error and new paths to system breakdown that did not exist in simpler systems” (Woods et al., 2010).

**BOX 3-4**

**Mismanaging KCl Levels**

**Part IV: Poor Performance Due to Clumsy Automation**

The CPOE interface described in Box 3-1 did not have one screen that lists previous medication and drip orders, up-to-date laboratory results, or whether the patient is currently receiving a KCl drip (Horsky et al., 2005). Here, clinicians may need to switch between different display windows to ascertain all the information needed to complete KCl calculations. This requires the practitioner to enter keying sequences that are quite arbitrary and to remember what was on previous screens as he switches between them. The practitioner becomes the de facto integrating agent for all such data and hence bears the brunt of all the cognitive demands required for such integration (Woods et al., 2010). Furthermore, practitioners who work in a chaotic interruption-driven environment must turn their efforts to many other tasks before they have completed the task on which they are currently working. In such an inadequately designed environment, it is easy for a practitioner to lose context, to get lost in a multitude of windows, and to regain context of the interrupted task only partially, resulting in a higher risk of patient harm.

Clumsy automation reflects poor coordination between human users and information technology. Even clumsy automation often offers benefits when user workload is low (which is why systems that offer clumsy automation are so often accepted initially), but the costs and burdens of such automation become most apparent during periods of high workload, high criticality, or high-tempo operations.

The use of a computerized interface—usually a video display screen—to display data can provide examples of the phenomenon of clumsy automation. Poorly designed computerized in-
interfaces tend to make interesting and noteworthy things invisible when they hide important data behind a number of windows on the screen (Woods et al., 2010). Thus, practitioners are forced to access data serially even when the data are highly related and are most usefully viewed in parallel.

SAFETY REPORTING AND IMPROVEMENT

The safety of a system may degrade over time if attention is not given to ensuring system safety. Over time, technology changes as fixes and upgrades are made to the applications and the infrastructure on which those applications run, and the changes may often not be systems based and may be made without considering their impact on operational tasks. Experienced personnel depart and inexperienced personnel arrive. External regulations and institutional priorities both evolve, and thus operating procedures change.

When such changes are large, they are often accompanied by formal documentation that modifies existing work-as-designed procedures. But more often, changes to work-in-practice occur with little formal documentation. As the system’s work-in-practice drifts farther away from work-as-designed, the likelihood of certain unsafe outcomes increases, as discussed above. For this reason, safety-conscious overseers of the system will audit the system from time to time so that they can identify budding safety problems and take action to forestall them.

But it is hard to know where to look for problems in a system that appears to be performing safely. Thus, all parties responsible for safety must make it easy for practitioners to report circumstances that result in actual harm and also to report close calls that could have resulted in harm if they had not been caught in time.

In addition, because the society in which the U.S. health care system is embedded (that is, society writ large) generally seeks to apportion responsibility and fault for actual harm, health professionals—who are in the best position to know what actually happened in any given accident—often have incentives to refrain from reporting fully or at all when unsafe conditions occur. Thus, information that is needed to improve the safety of health care—and of health IT–assisted care in particular—is likely to be systematically suppressed and underreported. Reporting mechanisms must therefore be structured to offer countervailing incentives for such reporting. Safety analysts often point to the “Just Culture” principles for dealing with incident reporting (Marx, 2001; Global Aviation Information Network Working Group E, 2004; Reason, 1997). Based on the notion that the safety afforded by an organization can benefit more by learning from mistakes than by punishing people who make them, a Just Culture organization encourages people to report errors and to suggest changes as part of their normal everyday duties. People can report without jeopardy, and mistakes or incidents are seen not as failure but as an opportunity to focus attention and to learn. Thus, information provided in good faith is not used against those who report it.

The Just Culture organization recognizes that most people are genuinely concerned for the safety of their work, and it takes advantage of the fact that when reporting of problems leads to visible improvements, employees need few other motivations or exhortations to report. In Leveson’s words, “empowering people to affect their work conditions and making the reporters of safety problems part of the change process promotes their willingness to shoulder their responsibilities and to share information about safety problems…. Blame is the enemy of safety … [and] when blame is a primary component of the safety culture, people stop reporting incidents” (Leveson, 2009).

PREPUBLICATION COPY: UNCORRECTED PROOFS
CONCLUSION

The idea that safety is an emergent property of a sociotechnical system is easy to acknowledge in the abstract. But in fact, the implications of taking such a view challenges many widespread practices found in health IT vendors and health care–providing organizations. Vendors often focus on the role of technology when safety is compromised, and they pledge to fix any technology problems thus found without addressing the human-interaction component in the overall functioning of the technology as an inextricable component of health IT as a clinical tool. Because complex systems almost always fail in complex ways (a point noted in safety examinations in other fields7), health care organizations must focus on identifying the conditions and factors that contribute to safety compromises. They must pledge to address these conditions and factors in ways that reduce the likelihood of unsafe events rather than superficially focusing only on single root causes. Failure to acknowledge that technology-related problems that are encountered are a product of larger systems-based issues will result in the implementation of countermeasures that will fall far short with regard to the reduction of risk to the patient.

The fact that a sociotechnical system has multiple components that interact with each other in unpredictable ways means that an isolated examination of any one of these components will not yield many reliable insights into the behavior of the examined component as it operates in actual practice. This point has implications for technology developers in particular, who must develop products that can fit well into the operational practices and workflow (which are usually nonlinear) of many different health care organizations. The next chapter suggests various levers with which to improve safety.
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7 This point was noted in the report of the Board investigating the Shuttle Columbia disaster (http://spaceflightnow.com/columbia/report/006boardstatement.html) and in the investigation of the Deepwater oil rig explosion (http://www.deepwaterinvestigation.com/go/doc/3043/1193483/).
Opportunities to Build a Safer System for Health IT

Health IT supports a safety-critical system: its design, implementation, and use can either provide a substantial improvement in the quality and safety of patient care or pose serious risks to patients. In any sociotechnical system, consideration of the interactions of the people, processes, and technology form the baseline for ensuring successful system performance. Evidence suggests that existing health IT products in actual use may not yet be consistently producing the anticipated benefits, indicating that health IT products, in some cases, can contribute to unintended risks of harm.

To improve safety, health IT needs to optimize the interaction between people, technology, and the rest of the sociotechnical system. Sociotechnical theory, as described in Chapter 3, advocates for direct involvement of end users in system design. It shifts the paradigm for software development from technical development done in isolation by software and systems engineers to a process that is inclusive and iterative, engaging end users in design, deployment, and integration of the software product into workflow to enhance satisfaction and effectiveness.

Adhering to well-developed practices for design, training, and use can minimize safety risks. Building safer health IT involves exploring both real and potential hazards so that hazards are minimized or eliminated. Health IT can be viewed as having two related but distinct life cycles, with one relating to the design and development of health IT and the other associated with the implementation and use of health IT. Vendors and implementing organizations have specific roles in all phases of both life cycles and ought to coordinate their efforts for ensuring safety. The size, complexity, and resources available to large and small clinician practices and health care organizations may affect their abilities to fully realize the benefits of health IT products intended to facilitate safer care. This chapter reflects as much as possible the literature, experiences of key stakeholders, and the committee’s expert opinion.

FEATURES OF SAFER HEALTH IT

Technology does not exist in isolation from its operator. As such, the design and use of health IT are interdependent. The design and development of products affects their safe performance and the extent to which clinician users will accept or reject the technology. To the end user, a safely functioning health IT product is one that includes
- Easy retrieval of accurate, timely, and reliable native and imported data;
- A system the user wants to interact with;
- Simple and intuitive data displays;
- Easy navigation;
- Evidence at the point of care to aid decision making;
- Enhancements to workflow, automating mundane tasks, and streamlining work, never increasing physical or cognitive workload;
- Easy transfer of information to and from other organizations and providers; and
- No unanticipated downtime.

Investing in health IT products aims to make care safer and improve health professional workflow while not introducing harm or risks. Key features such as enhanced workflow, usability, balanced customization, and interoperability affect whether or not clinician users enjoy successful interactions with the product and achieve these aims. Effective design and development drive the safe functioning of the products as well as determine some aspects of safe use by health professionals. Collaboration among users and vendors across the continuum of technology design, including embedding products into clinical workflow and ongoing product optimization, represents a dynamic process characterized by frequent feedback and joint accountability to promote safer health IT. The combination of these activities can result in building safer systems for health IT, as summarized in Figure 4-1.

**FIGURE 4-1**
Interdependent activities for building a safer system for health IT.
Safer Systems for Health IT Seamlessly Support Cognitive and Clinical Workflows

The cognitive work of clinicians is substantial. Clinicians must rapidly integrate large amounts of data to make decisions in unstable and complex settings. The use of health IT is intended to aid in performing technical work that is also cognitive work, such as coordination of resources for a procedure, assembling patient data for action, or support for a decision that requires knowledge of resource availability. However, creating a graphical representation of the information needed to support the complex processes clinicians use to collect and analyze data elements, consider alternative choices, and then make a definitive decision is challenging.

The introduction of health IT sometimes changes clinical workflows in unanticipated ways; these changes may be detrimental to patient safety. While some templates may be very useful to providers, a rigid template for recording the “history of present illness,” for example, may alter the conversation between physician and patient in such a way that important historical clues are not conveyed or received. An inflexible order sequence may require the provider to hold important orders in mind while navigating through mandatory screens, increasing the cognitive workload of communicating patient care orders and adding to the possibility that intended orders are forgotten. A time-consuming process for locating laboratory or radiographic data presents a barrier to retrieval. In addition, the time spent on cumbersome data retrieval and data remodeling is time taken away from other clinical demands, requiring shortcuts in other aspects of care. Evaluation of the impact of introducing health IT on the cognitive workload of clinicians is important to determine unintended consequences and the potential for distraction, delays in care, and increased workload in general.

The timeframe for greatest threats to safety is during initial implementation, when workflow is new, a steep learning curve threatens previous practice, and nonperformance of any aspect of a technology causes the user to seek immediate alternate pathways to achieve a particular functionality, otherwise called a workaround. Alternatively, users of mature health IT products are at risk for habituation and overreliance on a technology, requiring vigilant attention to alerts or other notifications so that safety features are not ignored. When use of health IT impedes workflow, there must be a way to identify not only the faulty process that results but also any potential increase in workload for clinicians.

Workarounds, common in health IT environments, are often a symptom of suboptimal design. When workarounds circumvent built-in safety features of a product, patient safety may be compromised. Integrating health IT within real-world clinical workflows requires attention to in situ use to ensure appropriate use of safety features (Koppel et al., 2008).

For example, coping mechanisms such as “paste forward” (or “copy forward”), a practice of copying portions of previously entered documentation and reusing the text in a new note, may be understood as compensatory survival strategies in an environment where the electronic environment does not support an efficient clinician workflow. However, this function may encourage staff to repeat an earlier evaluation rather than consider whether it is still accurate. In addition, the problem list in some electronic health records (EHRs) is limited to structured ICD-9 entries, which may not capture the relevant clinical information required for optimal care. Paste forward is then employed as a means of bringing forward important, longitudinal data, such as richly detailed descriptions of the prior evaluation and medical thinking for each of a patient’s multiple medical problems which otherwise is not accommodated in the EHR. Yet, if done without exquisite attention to detail, these workarounds themselves can create risk. The optimal design and
implementation of EHRs should include a deep understanding of and response to the clinician-initiated workarounds.

**Usability is a Key Driver of Safety**

Health professionals work in complex, high-risk, and frequently chaotic environments fraught with interruptions, time pressures, and incomplete, disorganized, and overwhelming amounts of information. Health professionals require technologies that make this work easier and safer, rather than more difficult. Health IT products are needed that promote efficiency and ease of use while minimizing the likelihood of error.

Many health information systems used today provide poor support for the cognitive tasks and workflow of clinicians (NRC, 2009). This can lead to clinicians spending time unnecessarily identifying the most relevant data for clinical decision making, potentially selecting the wrong data, and missing important information that may increase patient safety risks. If the design of the software disrupts an efficient workflow or presents a cumbersome user interface, the potential for harm rises (see Box 4-1). Software design and its affect on workflow, as well as an effective user interface, are key determinants of usability.
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**BOX 4-1**

**Opportunities for Unintended Consequences**

Health IT that is not designed to facilitate common tasks can result in unintended consequences.

- The most common ordering sequence is frequently not the most prominent sequence presented to the clinician, increasing the chance of an inadvertent error. For example, in the hospital setting, where anticoagulation is being initiated or where patient characteristics are in flux, the required dose of Coumadin varies from day to day. When the selections for “__mg of Coumadin daily” appear at the top of the list of choices, there is an increased chance clinicians will inadvertently select “5 mg of Coumadin daily” rather than scrolling down to the bottom of the page and finding “5 mg of Coumadin today.” This design–workflow mismatch may result in patients receiving unintended Coumadin doses or similarly may affect other medications requiring daily dose adjustment.

- When a patient’s medications are listed alphabetically or randomly rather than grouped by type, users are forced through several pages of medications and mentally knit together the therapeutic program for each individual condition. In this situation, the cognitive workload of understanding of the patient’s diabetic regimen, for example, is made unnecessarily complex, and a clinician may easily miss one of the patient’s five diabetic medications, scattered among the patient’s 24 medications displayed across three different pages. Likewise, a patient’s congestive heart failure medications may be dispersed across the same several pages, interspersed with medications for other conditions, again increasing the mental workload. In one example, “furosemide 80 mg q am” was toward the top of the list and then, separated by many intervening medications and on the next page, the clinician later found an entry for “furosemide 40 mg q pm.” Such data disorganization contributes to the possibility of clinical error.

Even if clinicians are aware of these issues and become more diligent, health IT products that are not designed for users’ needs create additional cognitive workload which, over
time, may cause the clinician to be more susceptible to making mistakes (personal communication, Christine Sinsky, August 11, 2011).

The committee expressed concerns that poor usability, such as the example in Box 4-1, is one of the single greatest threats to patient safety. On the other hand, once improved, it can be an effective promoter of patient safety.

The common expectation is that health IT should make “the right thing to do the easy thing to do” as facilitated by effective design. Evaluation of the impact of health IT on usability and on cognitive workload is important to determine unintended consequences and the potential for distraction, delays in care, and increased workload in general.

Usability guidelines and principles focused on improving safety need to be put into practice. Research over the past several decades supports a number of usability guidelines and principles. For example, there are a finite number of styles with which a user may interact with a computer system: direct manipulation (e.g., moving objects on a screen), menu selection, form fill-in, command language, and natural language. Each of these styles has known advantages and disadvantages, and one (or perhaps a blend of two or more) may well be more appropriate for a specific application from a usability standpoint.

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has been developing guidelines and standards for usability design and evaluation. One report, NIST Guide to the Processes Approach for Improving the Usability of Electronic Health Records, introduces the basic concepts of usability, common principles of good usability design, methods for usability evaluation and improvement, processes of usability engineering, and the importance of organizational commitment to usability (NIST, 2010b). The second report, Customized Common Industry Format Template for Electronic Health Record Usability Testing, is not only a template for reporting usability evaluation but also a guideline for what and how usability evaluation should be conducted (NIST, 2010a). Recently, NIST has been working on a third report that focuses on usability issues related to patient safety. This report will be made available to the public soon.

The National Center for Cognitive Informatics and Decision Making in Healthcare (NCCD) has developed the Rapid Usability Assessment process to assess the usability of EHRs on specific meaningful use objectives and to provide detailed and actionable feedback to vendors to help improve their systems. The Rapid Usability Assessment process is based on two established methodologies. The first is the use of well-established usability principles to identify usability problems that are targets for potential improvements (Neilson, 1994; Zhang et al., 2003). This evaluation is performed by usability experts. The usability problems identified in the process are documented, rated for severity by the experts, and communicated to the vendors.

The second phase of the Rapid Usability Assessment involves the use of a technique known as the “keystroke-level model” (Card et al., 1983; Kiers). Using this method, it is possible to estimate the time and steps required to complete specific tasks. This method makes the assumption that an expert user would be using the system and therefore provides the optimal or fastest time to complete the task. The Rapid Usability Assessment uses a software tool, CogTool, to enhance the accuracy and reliability of the keystroke-level model (John, 2004). The program calculates the amount of time an expert user will use to complete the task and steps involved in that task. A confidential report is provided to participating vendors, which includes objective measures of the usability of the system, actionable results, and opportunities for further consultation with the usability evaluation team. It is important to note that although usability is integral to safe systems, sometimes safe practices require taking more time to perform a task to do it safely.
In addition to the Rapid Usability Assessment, NCCD also developed a unified framework for EHR usability, called TURF, which stands for the four major factors for usability: task, user, representation, and function (Zhang and Walji, 2011). TURF is a theory that describes, explains, and predicts usability differences across EHR systems. It is also a framework that defines and measures EHR usability systematically and objectively. NCCD is currently developing and testing software tools to automate a subset of the features of TURF, but these tests are still laboratory based.

A dynamic tension exists between the need for design standards development and vendor competitive differentiation, which is discussed further in the next section. As a result, dissemination of best practices for EHR design has been restrained (McDonnell et al., 2010). Without a comprehensive set of standards for EHR-specific functionalities, general software usability design practices are used knowing that modification will likely be needed to meet the needs of health professionals.

User-centered design and usability testing takes into account knowledge, preferences, workflow, and human factors associated with the complex information needs of varied providers in diverse settings. Many new product enhancements address functionalities desired by users that facilitate or improve workflow and improve on current health IT products. One such example is the electronic capture of gestures observed in an operating room which is then recorded as activities requiring no interruption of the clinician’s working within the sterile field. To support usability within EHRs, Shneiderman has identified eight heuristically and experientially derived “golden rules” for interface design (Shneiderman et al., 2009) (see Table 4-1).
TABLE 4-1
Eight Golden Rules for Interface Design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principles</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Strive for consistency        | - Similar tasks ought to have similar sequences of action to perform, for example:  
                                 |   • Identical terminology in prompts and menus  
                                 |   • Consistent screen appearance  
                                 |   - Any exceptions should be understandable and few                                                                                              |
| Cater to universal usability  | - Users span a wide range of expertise and have different desires, for example:  
                                 |   • Expert users may want shortcuts  
                                 |   • Novices may want explanations                                                                                                                  |
| Offer informative feedback     | - Systems should provide feedback for every user action to:  
                                 |   • Reassure the user that the appropriate action has been or is being done  
                                 |   • Instruct the user about the nature of an error if one has been made  
                                 |   - Infrequent or major actions call for substantial responses, while frequent or minor actions require less feedback |
| Design dialogs to yield closure| - Have a beginning, middle, and end to action sequences  
                                 | - Provide informative feedback when a group of actions has been completed  
                                 | - Signal that it is OK to drop contingency plans  
                                 | - Indicate the need for preparing the next group of actions                                                                                     |
| Prevent errors                 | - Systems should be designed so that users cannot make serious errors, for example:  
                                 |   • Do not display menu items that are not appropriate in a given context  
                                 |   • Do not allow alphabetic characters in numeric entry fields  
                                 |   - User errors should be detected and instructions for recovery offered  
                                 | - Errors should not change the system state                                                                                                      |
| Permit easy reversal of actions| - When possible, actions (and sequences of actions) should be reversible                                                                                                                                   |
| Support internal locus of control| - Surprises or changes should be avoided in familiar behaviors and complex data-entry sequences                                                                                                              |
| Reduce short-term memory load  | - Interfaces should be avoided if they require users to remember information from one screen for use in connection with another screen                                                             |

Achieving the Right Balance Between Customization and Standardization

Current health IT products do not arrive as finished products ready for out-of-the-box or turnkey deployment, but rather often require substantial completion on site. Many smaller organizations do not have the resources for such onsite “customization” and must get by without the products being user ready. For example, when a large institution recognized the need for a diabetic flow sheet that was not supplied by the vendor, it created its own diabetic flow sheet locally. A smaller organization, using the same EHR product and with the same need for a diabetic
flow sheet, did not have this capability and its clinicians reverted to a paper workaround using a handwritten flow sheet.

Widespread institution-specific customization presents challenges to maintenance, upgrades, sharing of best practices, and interoperability across multiple-user organizations. Some standardization is necessary, but too much standardization can unnecessarily restrict an organization. In some instances, the implementing organization needs to customize and adapt innovation—the product being integrated—in order to better adopt the innovation (Berwick, 2003). The committee believes there is value in standardization and expressed the need for judicious use of customization when appropriate. Vendors are encouraged to provide more complete, responsive, and resilient health IT products as a preferred way to decrease the need for extensive customization.

**Interoperability**

Increased interoperability (i.e., the ability to exchange health information between health IT products and across organizational boundaries) can improve patient safety (Kaelber et al., 2008). Multiple levels of interoperability exist and are needed for different levels of communication (see Table 4-2). Currently, laboratory data have been relatively easy to exchange because good standards exist such as Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC) and are widely accepted. However, important information such as problem lists and medication lists (which exist in some health IT products) are not easily transmitted and understood by the receiving health IT product because existing standards have not been uniformly adopted. Standards need to be further developed to support interoperability throughout all health IT products.

The committee believes interoperability must extend throughout the continuum of care, including pharmacies, laboratories, ambulatory, acute, post-acute, home, and long-term care settings. For all these organizations to safely coordinate care, health IT products must use common nomenclatures, encoding formats, and presentation formats. Interoperability with personal health record systems and other patient engagement tools is also desirable, both in delivering data to patients and in collecting information from any patient-operated systems.
TABLE 4-2
Aspects of Interoperability and Their Impact on Patient Safety

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects of Interoperability</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Impact on Patient Safety</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Ability to exchange the physical data stream of bits (Hoekstra et al., 2009) that represent relevant information | Allows for electronic communication between software components | Software components that cannot communicate with each other force users to reenter data manually, which: 
- Detracts from time better used attending to patient safety and 
- Increases opportunities to enter misinformation |
| Ability to exchange data without loss of semantic content | Ability for software system to properly work when modules from different vendors are “plugged in” | The loss of meaning in received data compromises patient safety |
| Accept “plug-ins” seamlessly | Semantic content refers to information that allows software to understand the electronic bits | - The inability to use multiple modules within one organization decreases the likelihood that the user can provide their patient information to another health IT product 
- Lack of “plug-in” interoperability means that the user does not have the ability to select modules from multiple vendors that may perform a specific function more safely |
| Display similar information in the same way | - Different health IT products display similar information in similar ways 
- Systems are consistent in matters such as screen position of fields, color, and units | When information is displayed inconsistently across organizations, the user must reconcile the different representations of the information mentally, which: 
- Requires an increased cognitive effort that could be better used toward safe care and 
- Increases the chance that a user may make a mistake |

Failure to achieve interoperability has considerable risks for patient safety. Without the ability of different health IT products to exchange data, information must be transferred by hand or electronic means outside the primary method (e.g., facsimile). Every time information is copied or transmitted by hand, there is a risk of error or loss of data. Incomplete and erroneous records may cause delays in care and result in harm.

Imported data must be timely, accurate, accessible, and displayed in a user-friendly fashion. Patient safety can be at risk even among products that have achieved some level of interoperability. For example, when a data value expected as a number arrives as a string, it can be misinterpreted, resulting in a wrong display. Also, electrocardiogram tracings can be displayed on a screen split in parts and rotated 90 degrees. The extra time required to mentally process such data into what is familiar delays care and increases the chance of error.
The nationwide exchange of data is intended to support portability and immediate access to one’s health information. However, the competitive marketplace today provides few incentives for vendors themselves to support portability. The committee believes conformance tests ought to be available to clinicians so they can ensure their data are exchangeable. Independent entities need to be supported to develop “stress tests” that can be applied to validate whether medical record interoperability can be achieved. These should impose requirements that will ensure both completeness of the record (e.g., a drug administration should include dosage and time) and interoperability (e.g., the drug name and units should be available and displayable by the receiving system). Suitable organizations to develop conformance tests might be entities such as ECRI or the Certification Commission for Healthcare Information Technology. Smaller clinics are in particular need of testing to ensure interoperability. Vendors could facilitate this process by publicly documenting their product and identifying the conformance tests they ran successfully.

Making data exchangeable is primarily the responsibility of the vendors who produce the code. The committee believes guidelines need to be developed to support safe interoperability (see Box 4-2).

**BOX 4-2**

**Potential Guidelines for Safe Interoperability**

The committee believes guidelines for safe interoperability are needed, such as the following:

- All health IT products should be able to export data in structured and standard formats, ready for use in other modules or systems, without loss of semantic content.
- All health IT products should provide their documentation without fee and in an easily read form. All products should publicize their adherence to relevant standards.
- All health IT products should be able to display imported data in a way compatible with data generated internally, so that users need not exert additional mental effort to deal with data arriving from other software packages.
- Use of standards for data representation should be strongly encouraged, as should support for both the completion of important standards still being developed, such as the RxNorm drug nomenclature effort at the National Library of Medicine, and the adoption of standards which exist but lack adequate adherence, such as SNOMED (Systematized Nomenclature for Medicine).

**Safety Considerations for EHR Implementation in Small Practices and Small Hospitals**

In examining the current state of health IT, it is important to recognize that experiences often differ for care providers in small settings as compared to others. This difference is often not well captured in the literature but instead recounted in personal experiences, which are the basis for this section. An emphasis on safety specific to small practices and hospitals—as well as rural providers and federal health centers—is particularly important because they provide a large frac-
tion of the services delivered by the health care system. These providers are often unfamiliar with system safety as an office concept, and they tend to lack champions and administrative support for a broader vision of how health IT fits into the overall picture of health care delivery. As a result, small providers can be at greater risk for not using health IT effectively and, more importantly, can fail to recognize and abate risks even after sentinel events.

Small practices and hospitals may often be more nimble than their larger counterparts in making changes to workflow processes and procedures, but they tend to lag in health IT implementation compared to large integrated delivery or hospital-based systems (see Box 4-3). Compared to their larger counterparts, small practices and hospitals generally have:

- Less administrative capacity or support to undertake the complex new process of health IT implementation and use (and no skills acquisition in this area during their medical training), especially with respect to workflow redesign to optimize the use of health IT (e.g., introduction of an e-prescribing system may require 26 separate mouse clicks to refill a prescription when only a few of those clicks may actually require a physician);
- Less redundancy in staff, which makes training more challenging and burdensome;
- Less capacity to support and train patients in use of new health IT products (e.g., these providers wind up becoming “help desks” for their patients using their IT such as secure email);
- Less access to technical support to keep their systems running reliably;
- Less ability to appreciate, purchase, and afford the amount of training and/or vendor support needed for an optimal implementation;
- Less capacity to monitor for and recognize new failure modes associated with implementation of health IT; and
- An absence of standard recommendations on a variety of key implementation issues such as what to do with paper, and whether to implement as a “big bang” or in phases.

### BOX 4-3

**A Small Provider’s Experience with EHRs**

It was mostly on my initiative to implement an EHR. The process itself, which included five round-trip flights to Anchorage and 8 days off of work was pricey and incredibly disappointing. Most EHRs were too expensive for small offices.

Of all my years in practice, the last year and a half has been my worst. Information is so poorly organized and difficult to access that I now have to remember that Ethel Smorley had an aorta that measured 4.2 cm on the ultrasound, which we did to follow up on her RUQ abdominal pain. At the same time, I must remember that Thomas Richardson needs a RIBA, if and when the reagent becomes available, to sort out the meaning of his hepatitis C antibody.

For one patient I filed, a slightly elevated calcium with inappropriately normal PTH gets filed under "laboratory." I even took the time to label it "Ca + PTH-abnl-need short term f/u" so it stands out. Several months later when I look back at the lab-tab to review, that calcium and PTH are buried among all of the subsequent labs the patient has had and the date is off.

---

1 Ninety-three percent of all primary care physicians work in organizations of 10 physicians or fewer; of those, about half practice in organizations with 1 to 2 physicians (Bodenheimer and Pham, 2010).
to the right of the 'real estate' and without that all-important lateral scroll I can't tell if the lab was from a week ago or 4 years ago. To review the lab I have to click open one lab—wait one Mississippi, two Mississippi, three Mississippi—look, close, open the next—one Mississippi, two Mississippi, three Mississippi—look, close, open the next—one Mississippi, two Mississippi, three Mississippi—look, and close. It is easy to get lost.

For this patient I made an addendum to the chart noting the patient's complaint of depression and fatigue as well as the abnormal calcium and PTH and the need to follow up. But this addendum is in the virtual basement of the note and if you don't do a descending scroll down down down past the Assessment and Plan and the deceptive blank space beneath, the addendum isn't visible. You have to KNOW it is there to find it, but if you KNOW it is there you don't need to find it.

I copied a message from another patient's confidential and encrypted email and pasted it into his chart. I don't know how it happened but somehow it was also copied to a woman's chart. Now, according to my EHR, she is suffering from the same symptoms as the previous patient: scrotal pain, decreased urinary stream, and dysuria. It was tucked in the screen pocket out of sight and I immortalized it when I coded and closed the note. Now it lives there forever: A woman with scrotal pain.

If not for my familiarity with long-term patients, the luxury to schedule fewer patients in my day and survive the resultant financial hit, and the resilience of patients, I truly believe that bad outcomes could have happened. As I tell patients, I used to be a doctor but now I am a typist. I am fed up and frustrated and frightened of really missing something bad (personal communication, Elizabeth A. Kohnen, M.D., M.P.H., FACP, August 5, 2011).

Central to safe clinical implementation and use of health IT is adoption of redesigned workflows. With the adoption of health IT, each member of the office team or the staff within a small hospital setting needs to approach his job differently and use new tools, while also breaking up tasks and aligning them differently among team members. While this is true for all settings, the challenges of these processes are exacerbated in small practices and hospitals, which often have little to no experience in workflow redesign. New technologies simply inserted in old frameworks and workflows are likely to create new risks for patients.

Challenges also exist in both small practices and small hospitals with the integration of multiple health IT products from boutique niche software systems to legacy software systems. This is due in part to the proprietary nature of some products and the lack of adoption of data standards in other health IT products. The challenges to and costs of switching out vendors are prohibitive for small practices and hospitals, thus creating an obstacle for embracing new and improved technologies.

The great variability in implementation of health IT products in small provider settings is a major reason the literature is limited. Further research is needed to better understand the requirements specific to small practices and hospitals to enable safer deployment and use of health IT, such as the necessary resources and skills that facilitate the change-management process employed during health IT product implementation and adoption. In addition, small practices need self-assessment tools to evaluate the safety of their operational EHR systems.

Small Office Practices

Primary care physicians in small practices face particular challenges. They need to access, integrate, and interpret a large amount of data from multiple sources into a comprehensive picture of a patient. Much of these data are generated outside their offices (e.g., hospitals, specialists,
laboratories, pathology laboratories) from information systems that are less likely to be inte-
grated into their own record-keeping system.

In contrast, nonprimary care physicians may focus on more limited aspects of the patient’s condition and are likely to generate much of the clinical data on which they need to act within their offices (e.g., a cardiac imaging machine produces structured data about relevant clinical is-
iues such as left ventricular ejection fraction). Nonprimary care providers may also be more likely than primary care providers to have clinical support staff who assist with data entry, data ag-
gregation, and data extraction in the routine course of patient care.

Small Hospitals

Small hospitals face many of the same challenges as small office practices. Typically there is limited expertise in health IT implementation, workflow redesign, and training, which is com-
pounded by the fact that some small hospitals are struggling to implement the processes and technology needed to meet Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health regulations. There can be large dependencies on vendor-supplied services and expertise, such as the following:

- Technology-related costs, in addition to the major investment needed for organiza-
tional and process change, challenge the small hospital already strapped with re-
source constraints necessary to maintain financial viability.
- Individuals with the required implementation process management expertise are ei-
ther not present in sufficient numbers or are too immersed in other activities to de-
vote the required time to a safe implementation.
- The small hospital has a huge challenge to assemble and organize the relatively large number of professionals required to ensure a successful implementation while at the same time ensuring that these participants’ other responsibilities are met.
- Day-to-day participation by practicing physicians is especially problematic because small hospitals generally lack the complement of available clinical champions, phy-
sic administrators, hospital-based practitioners, intensivists, clinic directors, and training directors who often play critical roles in implementing clinical systems at larger institutions (Frisse and Metzer, 2005).

OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNOLOGIES

Software development is an important determinant of patient safety in all types of health IT. Opportunities exist for vendors, aided by users, to improve safety in the different phases or activities of the software design and development life cycle. While in theory these activities are iden-
tifiable, in practice the boundaries between them are not well defined and require varying levels of intensity to complete.
The key activities in the software life cycle are identifying requirements, software development and design, and testing (see Table 4-3).\(^2\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activities/Phases</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Opportunities to Improve Safety</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Requirements Activity      | - Developers articulate what the software must do and the circumstances under which such behavior is appropriate  
- Developers articulate what the software must not do when safety is an issue  
- End users of the software must be intimately involved in all aspects of the requirements activity | - Clinicians communicate their needs  
- Clinicians identify data that must be captured or imported, with any requirements for conversion and validation such as full text entries  
- Prototype testing  
- Safety analyses                                                                 |
| Software Development       | - Involves actual programming or coding that reflects the software design  
- Software development is often undertaken iteratively with testing  
- Results from testing are used to inform another round of software development | - Iterative testing identifies unintended consequences for early revisions and informs the next round of development |
| Design of User Interface Activity | - Designers define the structure of the software  
- Software engineers decide on the appropriate technical approaches and solve problems conceptually | - Clinicians give feedback to designers about effectiveness or improvements needed for usability testing |

\(^2\) Traditionally, these activities are called “phases” (e.g., requirements phase, design phase); this report adopts the “activities” terminology to emphasize the point that, although these activities are conceptually distinct, some of them may be occurring simultaneously from time to time.
TABLE 4-3 Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activities/Phases</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Opportunities to Improve Safety</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Testing Activity  | - Examines the code that results from software development  
|                   | - Examines code functionality and the extent that the code complies with the requirements  
|                   | - Testing is often split into three separate subactivities:  
|                   |   • Unit testing, where individual software modules are tested  
|                   |   • Integration testing, where individual modules are assembled into an integrated whole and the whole assembly is tested  
|                   |   • Acceptance testing, where the entire assembly is tested to determine compliance with the requirements  
|                   | - Involving clinician superusers can reveal code functionality  
|                   | - Involving clinicians in the testing process provide an avenue for identification and correction of code defects and workflow risks  
|                   | - Dress rehearsals—real use by real users with actual data under realistic conditions—allow the clinicians opportunities to identify previously invisible flaws  

NOTE: The design of user interfaces illustrates the concurrent nature of some of the activities of software development—users have an important stake in the design of user interfaces, and their needs must be expressed in the requirements activity.

Software Requirements and Development Activities

Traditionally, the software development process begins with the explicit statement of what the software is intended to do and the circumstances under which such behavior is appropriate, otherwise known as the performance requirements. Clinicians communicate their needs in detailed statements based on evidence of safe practices whenever possible. Clinicians and software developers need to communicate safety needs and expectations for the clinical environment and the health IT product.

Traditional writing of requirements, although precise, can be a tedious task. When requirements become very complex, it is difficult to be confident that they actually describe what the users want. At times, a sequence of prototypes can be an alternative that allows users to see what a proposed version of the software would actually do. User input can provide for a more effective and accurate product. However, in a safety-critical area, even if the software task is defined by a sequence of prototypes, it will still be necessary to define the task sufficiently rigorously to permit adequate testing. The software functionality, whether developed from requirements or from experiments with prototypes, has to be understood as part of the process of delivering care and ought to reflect the desired changes to that process when it is revised and adapted in the light of operational experience.

Articulating requirements is often difficult. A critical path for identifying and validating requirements for software functionality includes assessment of current-state workflow, mapping the current state to the desired future state, and devising a plan to identify and address the gaps between the two. A process like this includes observation and documentation of the real-life
workflow as well as interviews with the clinician. Validation that the software meets redesigned workflow needs is accomplished in multiple phases of testing to obtain iterative feedback from users, as discussed later in this chapter.

Many organizations purchasing health IT products define their requirements only once—immediately prior to purchasing the product off the shelf. Compared to organizations that can specify their requirements to their vendors, organizations purchasing products off the shelf face a somewhat different challenge—that of assessing whether an existing product is suitable for their organization.

Best practices for developing software emphasize systematicity and quality control. Software developers should identify and record significant risks of failure in development or in performance and articulate a plan to reduce them. They also need to have an explicit definition of the quality criteria for the software, to develop and follow version control procedures, and to track reported bugs and index them. Performing a complete safety analysis requires a comprehensive inventory of the possible clinical harms that might befall a patient and an understanding of how the health IT software might contribute to those harms.

**Design of User Interface**

Although definitive evidence is limited, the committee believes poor user-interface design is a threat to patient safety (Thimbleby, 2008; Thimbleby and Cairns, 2010). The user interface is one of the most important factors influencing the willingness of clinicians to interact with EHRs and to follow the intended use that is assumed to promote safe habits. The more functional the user interface, the more it enhances usability of the product. Inadequate user interfaces can lead to error and failure. The interface is intended to facilitate a desired clinical task; when the clinician cannot readily locate data or perceives the amount of time required to perform a function is too long, the user interface needs to be evaluated. Poor interface design that detracts from clinician efficiency and affinity for the system will likely lead to underuse or misuse of the system (Franzke, 1995).

The goals of user-centered design are to create an efficient, effective, and satisfying interaction with the user. The interface design starts with an understanding of human behaviors and familiar work patterns. Human nature is such that busy clinicians will trade thoroughness for efficiency, or they will modify their behavior to achieve efficiency. Shneiderman has identified eight heuristically and experientially derived “golden rules” for interface design that, if followed, support the principles of EHR usability (Shneiderman et al., 2009), including consistency for similar tasks; universal applicability for a wide range of expertise; feedback for every user action; communicating closure of an action sequence; design to prevent errors; allowing easy reversal of actions; avoiding complex data entry and retrieval sequences; and reducing memory load (see Table 4-1). Although it is important to develop and follow principles for safe design interfaces, it is equally important that designers do not follow a formulaic checklist. Instead, designers need to continually interact with users to discover and address the safety issues unique to each clinical environment. Formal usability testing during development is essential.

**In Vivo Testing: Uncovering Use Error Versus User Error**

Often, miscommunications between developers and users leave critical ambiguities that can only be discovered through testing. Therefore, it is critical to test health IT during all stages of development to determine whether user requirements have been translated into software that ac-
tually does what the user wants. An important source of information for obtaining information about meeting clinician needs is operational prototype testing. The first versions of software rarely meet clinician needs fully, and observing how a clinician uses a software prototype will yield a great deal of information about what the clinician actually does and does not find useful and appropriate. Such observations are fed back to software developers, who then revise the software so that its performance better reflects user needs and safe practices as expressed in an operational context.

However, testing cannot be oriented solely to determining if software does what it is supposed to do when users follow all of the proper steps. Because users do make mistakes, a significant portion of testing must be devoted to seeing if the software responds properly when the user does something unexpected. For example, the user may enter data in an unexpected format. Testing is also a longer-term process where the experiences of users based on reported events and workarounds is considered as part of a postmarketing program designed to improve the design of software. To maximize the user–designer feedback loop, EHR products might include a “report here now” button on each screen wherein the user can indicate that a display was confusing, a workflow was cumbersome, or some other way that the design did not support optimal clinical care.

**Software Implementation and Postdeployment Activities**

Portions of the software life cycle led by vendors in partnership with users influence safer use of health IT such as training prior to implementation, addressing problems that appear during testing and implementation of software, and planning for the ongoing maintenance and upgrade activities that directly impact users. These activities occur not only as part of software development but also during implementation and subsequent phases of use in an organization.
**TABLE 4-4**

Health IT Vendor Implementation and Postdeployment Activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activities/Phases</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Opportunities to Improve Safety</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Software Implementation</td>
<td>- Installing the software in the users’ organization</td>
<td>- Initial planning involves end users prior to deployment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Users are trained to use the software</td>
<td>- Training is provider- or user-specific to achieve desired learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance</td>
<td>- Fixing problems that appear after deployment, including errors that may have occurred during</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Software implementation (i.e., programming errors)</td>
<td>- Mechanism for rapid identification of needed maintenance will avoid perpetuating flaws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Requirements (i.e., incorrect elicitation of performance requirements from users)</td>
<td>- Performing episodic maintenance maintains trust by users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Design (e.g., a dysfunctional architecture)</td>
<td>- Planned maintenance is best practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrade</td>
<td>Modifying the software to meet new requirements that may emerge over time, such as enabling the software to work with new hardware</td>
<td>- Planning for upgrades with adequate backup systems is a requirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Planned safety testing of operational system on routine ongoing basis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Traditionally, these activities are called “phases” (e.g., requirements phase, design phase); this report adopts the “activities” terminology to emphasize the point that, although these activities are conceptually distinct, some of them may be occurring simultaneously from time to time.

**Software Implementation Activity**

After the technology package is deemed ready for delivery to the user, it is transmitted to the user’s organization for initial use. Prior to using health IT products in the care of patients, extensive training must be done for the specific product and the specific organizational setting. It is customary for organizations to set expectations for training that require documentation of learning modules and demonstrated competency. Resources to support initial and ongoing training are essential components of planned implementation activities. The period of initial use in an operational environment is fraught with patient safety risks, because it is during this period that many problems are most likely to appear. Some of these problems will result from users who have not received adequate training—this will be true even if the technology is designed to require minimal training. Other problems will result from operating the technology with the health of real patients at stake rather than in an artificial environment that is well controlled and does not reflect an actual health care setting.

An organization typically selects one of two approaches to implementing the technology: either a big bang strategy (i.e., the technology is implemented for use throughout the entire organization at the same time or nearly so) or an incremental approach (i.e., the technology is first deployed for use on a small scale within the organization and then, as operating experience is acquired, it is deployed to other parts of the organization in a gradual, staged manner).
Experience with the implementation of large-scale technology applications suggests that, over time, success is possible with either approach. Nevertheless, a health care organization should plan on the simultaneous operation of both the new and old technologies (even if the old technology is paper based) for some transitional period, so that failures in the new technology do not cripple the organization. Backup and contingency plans are necessary to help anticipate and protect against a wide range of failures and problems with the newly implemented technology and are an essential part of implementation planning.

**Maintenance and Upgrade Activities**

Maintenance and upgrade refer to activities carried out after software is initially deployed to keep it operational, to support ongoing use, or to add new functionality to the software. Because upgrading a software package involves many of the same considerations as maintenance, the discussion that follows will speak simply of “maintenance” with the understanding that the term also includes upgrades. During maintenance, health IT products are continuously subject to a variety of activities and interventions by vendors intended to correct defects, introduce new features, optimize performance, or adapt to changing user environment or technologies (Canfora et al., 2010).

Maintenance activities paradoxically can make products increasingly defect-laden and more difficult to understand and maintain in the future (Parnas, 1994). Maintenance activities inadvertently tend to degrade software system structure, increase source code complexity, and produce a net negative effect on system design for a variety of reasons, such as production pressures, limited resource allocation, and the lack of a disciplined process. Maintenance also increases the complexity of health IT, increasing the likelihood for error.

End users and purchasers of health IT are not always aware of the specific risks associated with the maintenance phase. Installation of a patch (code upgrade) can disrupt existing functionality by introducing previously absent dependencies, and functionality can be lost by installing a patch. Maintenance work often requires taking software offline for a number of hours, and requires advance planning and notification of users to minimize disruptions in care. Maintenance also requires that actively engaged users be involved in the testing process prior to the implementation of a patch or upgrade into the production environment.

**OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE SAFETY IN THE USE OF HEALTH IT**

Safer use is intimately linked to safer design. For example, safer use of an EHR evolves from effective planning and deployment with testing and management of human–computer interface issues, to optimization of tools and processes to improve the application of the system. Users receive education and skill development to learn the utility of the system and accept responsibility to report conditions that could detract from or enhance EHR functionality. Observation, measurement, and synthesis of lessons learned about the impact of EHRs on desired work patterns and outputs will help address deficiencies in the design, usability, and clinical behavior related to EHR products. Ensuring safer use relies upon evaluation of workload impact—ergonomic, cognitive, and data comprehension—and its effect on each clinician and the care team. There is a need for metrics to describe accurately user interactions with EHRs and other health IT devices that enable care (Armijo et al., 2009). For users, the opportunities to improve safety of health IT can be divided into the following phases: acquisition, clinical implementation (which includes planning and goal setting, deployment, stabilization, optimization, and transformation), and
maintenance activities (see Table 4-5). These stages create a continuous cycle that can be applied throughout the life cycle of health IT. The safety of health IT is contingent on each of these stages. An ongoing commitment to implementation is needed to realize safer, more effective care. It is an iterative process that requires ongoing learning and improvement based on the experience of users.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activities/Phases</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Opportunities to Improve Safety</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Acquisition**        | - Selecting and attaining a system that will connect data from clinical and other related IT and support an organization’s clinical and administrative workflows | - Perform self-assessments and strategic planning before the decision to purchase health IT  
- Ensure that the resources needed to support adoption and implementation of health IT products are available |
| **Clinical Implementation** | - Planning and goal setting  
  • Assessing needs  
  • Selecting systems based on functionality  
  • Testing quality before go-live  
- Deployment  
  • Training and demonstrating competence of users  
  • Converting data conversions prior to go-live  
  • Minimizing mix of electronic and paper functions  
  • Planning orderly implementation  
- Stabilization  
  • Evaluating human-computer interactions for effective design and interface  
  • Correcting functions that disrupt workflow  
  • Minimizing downtime  
  • Planning maintenance  
- Optimization  
  • Engaging clinical decision support  
  • Retraining for proper and best use  
  • Readdressing changes needed for workflow improvements  
- Transformation  
  • Measuring improved clinical and efficiency outcomes | - Analyze existing workflow, envision the optimal workflow, and select the automated system that achieves the optimal automated workflow  
- Establish mechanisms and metrics to identify, escalate, and remediate patient safety issues  
- Testing locally to verify safety, interoperability, security, and effectiveness  
- Monitor and measure the dependability, reliability, and security of the installed system  
- Take steps to resolve any potential hazards  
- Learn and improve patient safety by utilizing data generated by the health IT system |
TABLE 4-5 Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activities/Phases</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Opportunities to Improve Safety</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance Activities</td>
<td>- Activities are carried out to keep a system operational and to support ongoing use</td>
<td>- Schedule any needed downtown and upgrades in advance to minimize disruptions in workflow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Acquisition

The first activity for users is the decision to move from an existing environment or status quo to one that better serves the business needs and/or functionalities of the organization or practice. Delineation of business needs and drivers is the foundation of the IT strategy that propels the decision to acquire a system and initiates the acquisition process. Acquiring health IT requires a decision and commitment to change workflows within the organization. Designing new and acceptable workflows, training staff, and dealing with consequential changes will be major drivers of cost and potential risk. Implementing a new health IT product is not an IT project, it is a quality improvement and business change project facilitated by IT.

A needs assessment can help evaluate the current status and the future needs in relation to the health IT solutions targeted to close gaps in clinical, operational, and financial goals. After a need is identified, timelines for acquiring and implementing ought to be developed and an imperative for change be created. Change management is complex and requires organizations to be aware of the potential downstream misalignments between the perceived functionality of health IT and the needs of the organization.

Acquisition requires a deliberative process to select and attain a system that will connect data from clinical and other related IT and support an organization’s clinical and administrative workflows. The organization wants to ensure an effective, safe implementation and not favor speed over quality; the number of systems being integrated may also affect the depth and volume of implementation support required. Similarly, the cost of a health IT product is often a major driver in the decision-making process but cost has to be balanced with quality of the product. Maintenance costs also need to be recognized. Unconstrained growth of requirements can result in changing project goals that can lead to frustration and schedule overruns.

Organizations should perform self-assessments and strategic planning before the decision to purchase health IT. Organizations need to consider their innovation temperance, or their tolerance for risk, as well as the stability of the current process. Organizational infrastructure also needs to be considered to ensure that the resources needed to support adoption and implementation of health IT products are available. Not only are the personnel resources and monetary resources important but also the technical resources needed to adopt the proposed technology, such as the ability to test the product and ensure functionality including interoperability with secure exchange of data. The characteristics of having a culture of safety, being a learning organization, having strong staff morale, and having adequate resources are critical to the successful adoption of health IT. These are especially important for smaller organizations with fewer resources to
consider in the adoption and decision-making processes. Much of the responsibility for these characteristics occurs at the senior leadership level, but driving change requires both administrative and clinical staff taking on delineated roles.

These antecedents to acquisition will help an organization prepare for both acquisition and implementation of health IT and optimize outcomes in subsequent phases of the implementation life cycle. Unfortunately, sometimes the due process of strategic planning is in place, but the evaluative decision-making model is inadequate. For example, everyone’s opinions and feedback are acquired by the organization leaders, but, in the final decision, critical information from the clinicians may be weighted the least (Keselman et al., 2004).

Some of the generalizable traits organizations must demonstrate for achieving safer patient care have applicability to the use of health IT. Gleaned from sociotechnical industries such as aviation, nuclear power, chemical, road transportation, and health care, there are five systemic needs health care providers must satisfy to maximize safe performance, which are the needs to:

- Limit the discretion of workers,
- Reduce worker autonomy,
- Transition from a craftsmanship mindset to that of equivalent actors,
- Develop system-level (senior leadership) arbitration to optimize safety strategies, and
- Strive for simplification (Amalberti et al., 2005).

At times, these restraining forces are at odds with traditional values promoting autonomy, creativity, academic expression, safety, and exercising professional judgment. They do, however, demand careful consideration to ensure the very individuals entrusted to provide safe care are not contributing barriers to safe care delivery.

An organization’s readiness to adopt health IT can impact the safety, suitability, and performance of the technology. Managing end-user expectations from the beginning will also help aid implementation. Clinicians expect technology to be perfect and deliver efficient and effective information just in time, every time, with little effort. Whereas most systems are able to perform at these levels, there will be times, such as initial implementation or unanticipated downtimes, that will challenge user patience. These factors need to be considered before implementation both to reduce burdens to the organization and to protect the organization from harming patients in the later phases.

Clinical Implementation

Successful deployment of a health IT product and its effective use are intended to achieve seamless internal information flow as well as to enhance performance in safety, quality, service, and cost. Safe implementation of health IT is a complex, dynamic process that requires continual feedback to vendors and investment by health care organizations. Merely installing health information technologies in health care organizations will not result in improvements in care.

Because each health care organization is different, each organization has different needs and makes choices resulting in varied, customized implementation. Poor implementation can result in the development of processes different from the intended use of a system, otherwise known as use error. As shown in Figure 4-2, implementation includes the stages of planning and goal setting, deployment, stabilization, optimization, and transformation.
### I: Planning/Goal Setting
- What are we hoping to achieve?
- What are our criteria for success?
- What training is valuable and needed?
- What are the roles for champions and governance?

### II: Deployment
- Is it installed?
- How many users are up?
- Is it running?

### III: Stabilization
- Is it reliable?
- Are users proficient enough?

### IV: Optimization
- Is the “build” optimal?
- Have we improved workflows?
- Are we improving quality, service and cost of care?

### V: Transformation
- Are we creating a new value proposition for patients?
- Are we supporting an ongoing learning health care organization?

#### Factors that Enhance or Detract from Patient Safety

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Are users actively involved in the acquisition and design of the system?</td>
<td>- Are users actively involved in the acquisition and design of the system?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the mechanisms to identify, escalate, and remediate patient safety issues and errors as deployment proceeds?</td>
<td>- Are safety enhancements standardized across all users (response, formats, data presentation, colors, etc.)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How does patient safety remain a major organizational and provider priority?</td>
<td>- Are safety enhancements standardized across all users (response, formats, data presentation, colors, etc.)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are the design principles increase safety or generate measures that verify usable design?</td>
<td>- Are the design principles increase safety or generate measures that verify usable design?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the mechanisms to identify, escalate, and remediate patient safety issues and errors as deployment proceeds?</td>
<td>- Are safety enhancements standardized across all users (response, formats, data presentation, colors, etc.)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How does patient safety remain a major organizational and provider priority?</td>
<td>- Are safety enhancements standardized across all users (response, formats, data presentation, colors, etc.)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are the design principles increase safety or generate measures that verify usable design?</td>
<td>- Are safety enhancements standardized across all users (response, formats, data presentation, colors, etc.)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the mechanisms to identify, escalate, and remediate patient safety issues and errors as deployment proceeds?</td>
<td>- Are safety enhancements standardized across all users (response, formats, data presentation, colors, etc.)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How does patient safety remain a major organizational and provider priority?</td>
<td>- Are safety enhancements standardized across all users (response, formats, data presentation, colors, etc.)?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 4-2**
Implementation Life Cycle.

SOURCE: Adapted from Kaiser Permanente experience.
Planning and goal setting

In planning and goal setting, organizations target improvements in quality, safety, and efficiency when automating processes. For example, automating orders or medication administration targets improvements of systems composed of nonlinear, complex workflows. The first step is similar to the acquisition phase—determining the organization’s needs and identifying the resources needed to achieve those needs. In aligning technological and organizational change, there needs to be effective management of both technological and organizational change (Majchrzak and Meshkati, 2001). The organization needs to analyze existing workflow, envision the optimal workflow, and select the automated system that achieves the optimal automated workflow. This may involve customization of the purchased system. If workflow analysis and redesign are not completed before implementation, it is possible automation will create unanticipated safety risks. For example, the introduction of a new lab system may require new work and the right person to take on that new work may not have been correctly selected, resulting in the new work falling to the physician or others at the cost of other clinical activities.

Users need to be actively involved in the planning and goal-setting stage. Mechanisms to identify, escalate, and remediate patient safety issues need to be in place as the organization proceeds to the deployment stage. Metrics to be considered at this stage include ensuring that organization leaders have identified objectives, teams, and resources committed to the implementation.

Deployment

When organizations deploy a selected health IT, they make assumptions that vendors have made safety a primary goal in specification and design, that their products support high-reliability processes, and health IT standards (e.g., content, vocabulary, transport) have evolved to address safety, safe use, and value (McDonnell et al., 2010). At the same time, strategies are needed to address potential patient-safety events that can arise from decisions such as whether the organization should take a big bang or sequential approach and how to manage partial paper and electronic systems that can create opportunities for missing data and communication lapses.

Collaboration between user organizations and vendors to improve patient safety is critical and requires a specific and immediate information loop between the parties, allowing detailed information to be exchanged to quickly address safety issues or potential safety issues. Attention to collateral impact in a multivendor environment is also necessary to identify any other corrective actions. For example, in the event a safety incident occurs, rapid notification of health IT stakeholders should be accompanied by rapid correction of system-safety flaws, including vendor notification and collaboration to change software, process, or policy as indicated. Most mechanisms impose a large burden on users to specify what was happening when a problem occurred (e.g., a system error, an instance of inconvenient use, an instance of avoidable provider error). The organization should consider developing mechanisms for providing feedback from users to vendors in an easy-to-use way, such as a “report problem here” button on every screen.

Local testing is needed to verify safety, interoperability, security, and effectiveness, particularly at interfaces with other software systems during the go-live event. Policies to define data stewardship need to address accountability for following up on data when there is more than one recipient, development of processes for correcting incorrect data, and ways to identify and avoid
potentially harmful shortcuts or behaviors that result in unintended use of the system. Ongoing monitoring to assure secure exchange of data as well as adherence to predetermined security performance expectations is essential; users must have confidence that data are secure at all times. General metrics for evaluating deployment include failure rates, quality assurance rates for each interface, percent of users trained, and checklists of essential functions.

Clinicians using multiple EHRs also experience challenges of retaining information about how to use different EHR systems. This affects professionals in training as well as those on staff who care for patients in multiple settings or organizations.

Stabilization

Following deployment, health IT enters a stage of stabilization. During stabilization, potentially hazardous human–computer interactions such as alert fatigue, communication hazards, and workarounds such as “paste forward” must be managed. During this stage, the organization ought to be monitoring the dependability, reliability, and security of the installed system and taking steps to resolve any potential hazards. More specific measures of these system characteristics will guide actions for clinician retraining, software modification, and the need for additional guidance and policies. As with the maintenance activity in the design and development of technology, stabilization also provides time to evaluate how downtime is managed. Organizations can measure the stability of a system by assessing user proficiency (e.g., reduction in helpdesk calls, higher percentage of e-prescriptions), the percent of time the system is available, and trends in identified errors for a given timeframe.

Optimization

In the optimization stage, the organization analyzes how well it is using the functions such as decision support and safety effects of computerized physician order entry (CPOE) and other functions. Revisiting revised workflows to measure achievement of intended changes can reveal improvements or degradation in quality and service. Assessing task distribution to the care team can help evaluate the impact of the health IT. Further evaluation is important to assess changes in quality measures over time as well as whether the health IT is being used in a meaningful manner. One example of measuring optimization is by tracking quality over time and the level of an organization’s reliance on paper. Self-assessment tools are an important adjunct approach to assessing aspects of EHR use such as clinical decision support performance (Metzger et al., 2010). A sample set of concepts for metrics to track a successful implementation across the life cycle of an EHR appears in Table 4-6.
TABLE 4-6
Measure Concepts for Successful Implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I Planning and Goal Setting</th>
<th>II Deployment</th>
<th>III Stabilization</th>
<th>IV Optimization</th>
<th>V Transformation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- IT, medical, and</td>
<td>- System up</td>
<td>- Percent of time</td>
<td>- Ongoing health IT</td>
<td>- Show improved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>operations leaders</td>
<td>- Percent of users trained</td>
<td>system is available</td>
<td>patient safety with</td>
<td>outcomes over time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>identified and in agreement on objectives</td>
<td>- Percent of users logged in</td>
<td>- User proficiency measures</td>
<td>analysis of reporting and remediation of safety issue</td>
<td>- Health care is safer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Teams identified</td>
<td>- Number and nature of errors identified in the field per week</td>
<td>- Trend of errors identified in the field per week</td>
<td>- Tracking of quality measures over time</td>
<td>based on identified measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Money and resources</td>
<td>- Quality assurance stats for each interface</td>
<td>- Alert overrides</td>
<td>- QI projects and results</td>
<td>- Care processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>made available</td>
<td>- Quality assurance user acceptance testing stats for system</td>
<td>- Event reports</td>
<td>- System passes ongoing safety tests after all upgrades, crashed or new application implementations</td>
<td>redesigned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- ‘Shakedown cruise’ stats—review of functionality in initial period post-go-live</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Continuous improvement of new steady state</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Transformation: The Learning Health System

Transformation is the future state of an organization that has extracted learning from the system itself and from application of knowledge. It can be evaluated by identifying changes in practice derived from aggregate data analysis and application of new knowledge that result in improved outcomes. Proactive monitoring for new failure modes created by the implementation and use of health IT is going to be necessary. Proactive monitoring can also help define how such failures occur, and the contributing forces. In the small practice and hospital setting this is particularly challenging as there is limited to no experience in these methods or approaches.

A learning health care organization creates a new value proposition by improving quality and value of care. Ultimately the transformation achieved through optimal use of health IT will improve outcomes over time and achieve a safer system. Continuous evaluation and improvement occurs over the dynamic and iterative life cycle of health IT products (Walker et al., 2008).

Maintenance Activities

Maintenance begins after implementation when activities are carried out to keep a system operational and to support ongoing use. It is a period when there is shared responsibility between the vendor and the organization. The cost and effort needed to maintain an IT system is influenced by the underlying complexity of the system and design choices made by both vendors and users. A relationship exists between the complexity of the system and the error-proneness of a system immediately after installation. Complexity also increases the overall lifetime effort and cost associated with maintenance activities.

Contingency planning for downtime procedures and data loss is necessary to address both short- and long-term occurrences. Scheduled downtime for maintenance and upgrades typically occurs at the organization’s discretion to minimize work disruption. Downtime procedures for planned outages as well as emergency procedures are necessary to protect security and are to include measures to prevent data loss; these measures will differ based on the type of EHR architecture. Planning for obsolescence and eventual system replacement also requires a contingency plan that includes safeguarding of data (American Academy of Family Physicians, 2011). Any
disruption, no matter how small, can present safety risks resulting from unfamiliarity with man-
ual backup systems, delays in care, and data loss. Power interruptions and other unexpected
events can result in unavoidable downtime. Procedures should address immediate communica-
tion and deployment of contingency plans as well as reentry to normal functioning and subse-
quent recovery actions. Advance planning, education, training, and practice for downtime can aid
in successful performance during planned or unplanned outages.

**MINIMIZING RISKS OF HEALTH IT TO PROMOTE SAFER CARE**

While not everything is known about the risks of health IT, there is some evidence to suggest
there will be failures, design flaws, and user behaviors that thwart safe performance and application
of these systems. To better understand these failures, more research, training, and education
will be needed. Specifically, measures of safe practices need to be developed to assess health IT
safety. Vendors, health care providers, and organizations could benefit from following a proven
set of general safe practices representing the best evidence about design, implementation strate-
gies, usability features, and human-computer interactions for optimizing safe use. Vendors take
primary responsibility for the design and development of technologies with iterative feedback
from users. Users assume responsibility for safe implementation and work with vendors through
the health IT life cycle. The mutual exchange of ideas and feedback regarding any actual or po-
tential failures or unintended consequences can also inform safer design and use of health IT
products.

Due to the variations in health IT products and their implementation, a set of development
requirements that stipulates consistent criteria known to produce safer design and user interac-
tions would be beneficial. Consistent testing procedures could then be applied to ensure the safe-
ty of health IT products. Inclusion of appropriate requirements and iterative testing can con-
tribute to effective practices for safe design and implementation.

With growing experience of health IT and EHR deployment, gleaning best practices for im-
plementation from case reports and reviews is possible. The importance of testing for safe de-
signs, functioning, and usability to reduce deployment errors can enhance safety in user adop-
tion. Continual testing and retesting, for any change such as when upgrades are installed, will be
needed. As high-prevalence and high-impact EHR-related patient safety risks are identified,
these should be incorporated into pre- and postdeployment testing. Feedback from testing as well
as learning from event reports and detecting workarounds is also important as part of the iterative
process of continually improving health IT.

The partnership to design, develop, implement, and optimize systems extends beyond a sin-
gle vendor and single organization. Many public- and private-sector groups have a stake in the
safety of health IT to ensure the very systems intended to help improve quality of care are per-
forming without creating risk of harm. Indeed such a public–private partnership already exists in
this area through the National Quality Forum’s safe practices, one of which is focused on CPOE
and includes in its standard the routine use of a postdeployment test of the safety of operational
CPOE systems in hospitals (Classen et al., 2010). Ensuring this outcome will entail additional
requirements for public and private agencies, vendors, and users across the health IT life cycle.

Current government programs, such as EHR product certification, can also be a path towards
more effective usability and safer use of health IT products. Together, product developers, certi-
fication groups, and ONC can expand product requirements that address safer deployment with
strategies to mitigate anticipated risks and address those that develop unexpectedly. Accrediting
agencies can reinforce relevant standards and criteria for safer health IT by including review cri-
teria for areas such as training, standardized testing procedures, maintenance, and safety issue reporting and remediation internally and with vendors. Vigilance before, during, and after the selection and implementation of health IT is a shared responsibility.

Data from EHRs also can be used to evaluate the impact of health IT on patient safety. Methods for collecting and evaluating these data are needed.

**Recommendation 1:** The Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS) should publish an action and surveillance plan within 12 months that includes a schedule for working with the private sector to assess the impact of health IT on patient safety and minimizing the risk of its implementation and use. The plan should specify:

a. The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) and the National Library of Medicine (NLM) should expand their funding of research, training, and education of safe practices as appropriate, including measures specifically related to the design, implementation, usability, and safe use of health IT by all users, including patients.

b. The Office of the National Coordinator for Health IT (ONC) should expand its funding of processes that promote safety that should be followed in the development of health IT products, including standardized testing procedures to be used by manufacturers and health care organizations to assess the safety of health IT products.

c. ONC and AHRQ should work with health IT vendors and health care organizations to promote postdeployment safety testing of EHRs for high-prevalence, high-impact EHR-related patient safety risks.

d. Health care accrediting organizations should adopt criteria relating to EHR safety.

e. AHRQ should fund the development of new methods for measuring the impact of health IT on safety using data from EHRs.

**CONCLUSION**

Building health IT for safer use by health professionals is indeed a shared responsibility. Vendors, care providers, provider organizations and their health IT departments, and public and private agencies focused on quality of care are all partners in building a safer system in which health IT is used. The recommendations outlined in this chapter seek to align this shared responsibility and to provide structured guidance to further support safer care enabled by health IT. The committee acknowledges that health IT is an evolving domain and, as such, guidance, structure, and processes will need to evolve as well.
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Patients’ and Families’ Use of Health IT: Concerns About Safety

While much of the focus of this report is on health IT products that are intended to support clinicians and health care delivery organizations, health IT products are also being developed to engage and support patients in health-related decision making and management of their own personal health information. This chapter discusses a few of these tools, which are often seen as supporting patient engagement and the relationship, if any, between use of these tools and patient safety.

PATIENT-CENTERED CARE AND THE ROLE OF HEALTH IT

Patient-centered care, and patient and family engagement in health care, has been a growing priority in national health policy discussions. The Institute of Medicine (IOM) identified patient-centeredness as one of the six aims of quality health care (IOM, 2001). Federal and private-sector agents have echoed this patient-centered focus in several recent policy and position statements. The National Quality Forum’s National Priorities Partnership, for example, has called for care that is both patient-centered and engages patients and their families (NQF, 2011), and the Department of Health and Human Services’ National Quality Strategy declared as a priority “that each person and family is engaged as partners in their care” (HHS, 2011). More recently the discussion also has focused on the role that information technology can play in achieving some patient-engagement goals. In its 2010 report, the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology asserted that health information technology “can help patients become more involved in their own care, which is especially important in managing chronic conditions” (President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology, 2010). Consistent with this, the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC) included a goal of “empower[ing] individuals with health IT to improve their health and the health care system” in its draft federal health IT strategic plan (ONC, 2011) and has included this goal in the criteria for its meaningful use program.

Over time, discussions of patient or family engagement in health care have tended to revolve around three topics:
1. patient access to their own personal health data in electronic formats (personal health information management),
2. patient access to evidence-based information about their medical conditions, treatment options, and health-promoting activities and behaviors (more than 80 percent of Internet users in the United States search for health information online (Pew Research Center, 2011), and
3. effective communication between a patient (and family or caregiver) and health care providers and the health care delivery system so as to improve safety and quality.

Such discussions center on the belief that patients who have the tools to manage their own health care data, who have ready access to reliable health-related information, and/or who can communicate more effectively with health professionals will be capable of making more informed decisions and will experience better outcomes. Recent trends with personal health records (PHRs) indicate that patient engagement tools may have a role in allowing patients and their families to become more involved in their care. Therefore, the impact of the growing use of patient engagement tools on patient safety should be considered.

**GROWTH OF CONSUMER HEALTH IT**

There has been rapid growth of consumer health IT in recent years designed for the purpose of enabling patients and their families to become truly engaged consumers of health care (Poon et al., 2007). Tools such as PHRs can help patients feel more knowledgeable about their conditions, offer shared decision making, and can lead to fewer gaps in care (California HealthCare Foundation, 2010; Detmer et al., 2008; Zhou et al., 2010). For example, one study found that patients had eight times more adverse events than noted in their medical records when asked directly if they had experienced a problem with a drug (Gandhi et al., 2003). Importantly, PHRs can also be used to improve communications between patients and health professionals.

It is reasonable to assume that, over time, patient interest in health IT resources will increase, especially given the broad appeal of general Internet use, including social networking and other consumer-oriented web services. Among American health care consumers, considerable interest exists in Internet access to personal health information stored on electronic health records (EHRs). Across several surveys, 76 to 86 percent of respondents expressed interest in having access to their health information over the Internet (Fricton and Davies, 2008; Patel et al., 2010; Wen et al., 2010); however, at that time, 1 in 11 had experience doing so (Wen et al., 2010). It has been found that people pay more attention to and become more engaged in their health and medical care when they have easy online access to their health information (Skorve, 2010).

In addition, patient “engagement” and “centeredness” have become ubiquitous goals and objectives of many policies and program promoted by health reform. For many engaged in realizing these goals, widespread adoption and use of health IT by the public is a necessary, if not sufficient, condition. Within the very large and heterogeneous category of consumer-focused health IT, a few have the potential to increase patient engagement in their own health management (see Box 5-1).
To better understand the impact of consumer health IT, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality held a workshop and issued a report in 2010 recognizing that the contribution of consumer health IT to intended and unintended consequences will need to be analyzed continually. The report recommended “[r]igorous research is needed to examine the impact of consumer health IT use on various outcomes (including behavioral, clinical, patient experience, provider experience, efficiency, and unanticipated outcomes), and the specific relationship of design to those outcomes” (Wilson and Peterson, 2010).

PERSONAL HEALTH RECORDS

One tool of particular importance to engage patients and their families is the PHR. PHRs may include features such as health and lifestyle records, ability to book appointments and receive reminders, patient–doctor messaging, and consultation summaries. PHRs are classified as either integrated PHRs or freestanding PHRs. The extent of the differences depends on the specific implementation of the PHR, but this discussion focuses on data and content, stewardship, and self-management features and tools. While considerations of privacy, security, and confidentiality are critical to the development of PHRs, the committee deemed full discussion of these issues to be outside the statement of task.

Data and Content

Integrated PHRs are an essential component of many EHR systems. Data from a resource (e.g., EHRs, insurance claims) populate an integrated PHR. Many of these systems typically offer a portal for secure, online patient access and can serve as an interface to provide useful information to both patients and health professionals. The patient is given a view to key elements of the EHR. In some integrated PHRs, patients can add supplemental data under the broad head-
ing of patient experience, including activities of daily living, reactions to treatments, self-
management activities such as exercise, dietary diaries, and data collected from another primary
device (e.g., glucometer readings, scales, blood pressure devices). Patients may also amend data,
track progress on chronic health issues, and/or otherwise interact with their care team via the por-
tal. Patients can download their PHR to paper or electronic format for transport. While it is diffi-
cult to build an integrated PHR that allows health professionals to communicate effectively with
their patients, a few EHRs do this well and could serve as models as other products are devel-
oped.

Freestanding PHRs such as Microsoft HealthVault are not linked to an EHR, although many
of them may allow individuals to access data from different providers’ EHRs. Enabling measures
such as the “blue button” concept developed by the Markle Foundation (Ellerin Health Media,
2010) could help consumers download electronic copies of health records to a location of their
choice; this capability exists with the My HealtheVet and My Medicare. They may be especially
useful to the health of certain population groups such as migrant workers (MiVia, 2011).

Stewardship

One primary distinction between integrated and freestanding PHRs is that many integrated
PHRs do not require patients to actively manage or maintain their data yet still allow access to
clinical data. In contrast, the individual (and possibly his legal proxy) is typically primarily re-
sponsible for initiating and maintaining all aspects of a freestanding PHR—including collecting,
organizing, and storing data—but there are potentially fewer opportunities to validate secondari-
ly or verify the accuracy of content. Thus, the individual patient controls all aspects of the frees-
tanding PHR.

Self-Management Features and Tools

In addition to serving as a repository of personal health data, PHRs may provide patients with
other health management and communication tools. Portals within integrated PHRs provide
access to records and data, as well as convenience tools for appointments, prescriptions, billing
questions, and other communications.

To date, freestanding PHRs have had more limited adoption than integrated PHRs. The fu-
ture of freestanding PHRs is unclear (Google decided in June 2011 to discontinue marketing and
supporting its application Google Health).

MITIGATING SAFETY RISKS OF PATIENT ENGAGEMENT TOOLS:
“RULES OF ENGAGEMENT”

The discussion of Chapter 3 introduced the idea of viewing health IT as a component in a
larger sociotechnical system that includes technology, people, processes, organizational practic-
es, and the external environment. Adding patients themselves inserts an additional layer of com-
plexity in thinking about how to enhance the safety of patient safety tools in actual use.

For example, although PHRs and other patient engagement tools are designed to have a posi-
tive impact on patients’ management of their own health, computer-mediated interactions be-
tween people are known to be more prone to misinterpretation and misunderstanding than in-
teractions conducted face-to-face (Epley and Kruger, 2005; Kruger, 2005). Given the importance
of clear patient-provider communications, special attention may have to be devoted to ensuring that computer-mediated interactions are not used inappropriately. Compensation and payment plans and/or job expectations for care providers may have to be adjusted if sufficient amounts of useful information are to be delivered to patients. Free-standing PHRs will need to be designed so that health professionals can track easily and clearly the provenance, accuracy, and currency of data that they did not themselves enter. Health professionals will need to establish procedures to identify and correct errors in an integrated PHR. To be most effective, these mechanisms have to be communicated to patients and their families.

Questions surrounding how PHRs can facilitate communications will require health professionals to manage patient expectations. Health professionals and patients and their families need to develop a shared understanding of appropriate use of patient-entered, validated data. An example of an expectation to be discussed is the types of health problems that are both appropriate and inappropriate for electronic models of communication alone. Managing expectations of both patients and health professionals as to the currency of information and the turnaround time for various applications can have implications for patient safety.

PHRs and other patient engagement tools will benefit from employing user-centered design that enhances the ability of patients and their families to take part in their care management and coordination. There is growing interest in providing mechanisms that support patient and family feedback to providers and clinicians about their experiences of care so as to inform safety and quality improvement. Innovative and flexible applications offer greater opportunity for engagement (Brennan et al., 2010). Features might include using general IT solutions familiar to patients and their families (both non-Internet-based and Internet-based). Simple, easy data entry ought to be available through a variety of different means (e.g., touch interface, key strokes, mouse). Common international standards for such patient applications may reduce confusion and support both utilization and safe use. An international team has developed a global EHR template standard for PHRs that offers patients the flexibility of the record summary remaining on the web, being stored in a cell phone, being used on a computer, or being stored on a flash drive (Li et al., In press). Such a ubiquitous standard for data structure and minimal EHR elements offers an excellent research opportunity for greater use and also safety studies.

Use of mobile applications (mobile apps) has become more widespread and a wide variety of mobile medical apps has been developed. As of July 2011, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has issued draft guidance stating that it will only regulate mobile applications that either impact the performance or functionality of currently regulated medical devices or have conventionally been considered medical devices. These apps will be classified and regulated similarly to other medical devices under FDA’s jurisdiction. Apps to be used as PHRs, to track general health and wellness such as dietary logs and calorie counters, and to automate common medical knowledge will only be regulated at the FDA’s discretion (FDA, 2011). As new apps are developed that serve patients and their families as a mobile medical device, their impact on safety will need to be examined.

It is important to note that, although not directly related to safety, overreliance on technology as a vehicle to provide patients access to their health data or other decision-making tools may create barriers for many consumers. Limited access by some populations as a result of the availability of hardware and high-speed Internet connectivity may diminish broad access and create inequities or exacerbate disparities. Furthermore, obtaining the knowledge and skills needed to navigate the Internet, sign up for portal access, and then use the sites effectively may be intimidating, challenging, or impossible for some patients. English-language proficiency, health litera-
cy levels, and numeracy skills all play important roles in the ability of an individual to interpret, understand, and use most of the data and information stored in electronic records, much as in paper records (Yamin et al., 2011).

POPULATION HEALTH MANAGEMENT

Technologies are emerging that will enhance tracking of population health. Reporting of conditions to health departments, and recording emergency and natural disaster situations, can inform community and public health officials about health and illness patterns and needs. Populating databases about lifestyle, healthy behaviors, and disease prevention interventions will add new knowledge to our system that currently focuses mainly on diseases and treatment. As data are analyzed across communities, workers and clinicians can learn about local health risks and disease rates. In addition to reporting and querying information, core functionalities of a population health record would include generating alerts, identifying disease outbreaks and trends, identifying geographic influences on illness, and reporting of behaviors impacting health or development of disease (Friedman and Parrish, 2010). Longitudinal records can bring together data from PHRs, EHRs, and public health agencies. Eventually analysis of health care equity across populations may guide approaches to eliminate health disparities.

PHRs can boost patient safety not only at the individual level but also for aggregate populations. Accessing patient information across care settings is essential to future enhancements in safe delivery of care (Kilbridge and Classen, 2008). As communities promote nationwide exchange of health information, pooling of information about consumer engagement and learning strategies can reveal approaches for better integration of PHRs with provider records and engagement of consumers in health-promoting behaviors.

CONCLUSION

The field of patient engagement tools that rely on health IT is rapidly developing and offers many potential benefits to patient care. However, the unintended consequences these tools may have, such as threats to patient safety, have not been adequately studied. The increasing use of health IT by consumers, patients, and families creates an urgent need for the development and support of a research agenda to inform future public policy about the design, implementation, and use of such tools.
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A Shared Responsibility for Improving Health IT Safety

As discussed in Chapter 2, the use of health IT in some areas has significantly improved the quality of health care and reduced medical errors. Continuing to use paper medical records can place patients at unnecessary risk for harm and substantially constrain the country’s ability to reform the health care system. However, there are clearly cases in which harm has occurred associated with new health IT. The committee believes safer health care is possible in complex, dynamic environments—which are the rule in health care—only when achieving and maintaining safety is given a high priority.

Achieving the desired reduction in harm will depend on a number of factors, including how the technology is designed, how it is implemented, how well it fits into clinical workflow, how it supports informed decision making by both patients and providers, and whether it is safe and reliable. An environment of safer health IT can be created if both the public and private sectors acknowledge that safety is a shared responsibility. Actions are needed to correct the market and commit to ensuring the safety of health IT. A better understanding and acknowledgement of the risks associated with health IT and its use, as well as how to maximize the benefits, are needed. An example of a new kind of error that can occur with IT which did not occur previously is the “adjacency error,” in which a provider selects an item next to the one intended from a pulldown menu, for example picking “penicillamine” instead of “penicillin.” Such errors occur in many products, but effective solutions have not yet generally been fielded. This chapter details the actions to be taken by both the public and private sectors that the committee believes will be necessary for the creation of an environment in which IT improves safety overall, and the new problems created by health IT are minimized.

THE ROLE OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR: PROMOTING SHARED LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS

This chapter broadly defines the private sector to include health IT vendors, insurers, and the organizations that support each of these groups (e.g., professional societies). Health care organizations, health professionals, and patients and their families are also considered part of the private sector. The public sector generally refers to the government. Operationally, the line between
the private and public sectors is not completely clear, as some organizations operate in both sectors.

The current environment in which health IT is designed and used does not adequately protect patient safety. However, the private sector has the ability to drive innovation and creativity, generating the tools to deliver the best possible health care and directly improve safety. In this regard, the private sector has the most direct responsibility to realign the market, but it will need support from the public sector.

The complexity and dynamism of health IT requires that private-sector entities work together through shared learning to improve patient safety. Manufacturers and health professionals have to communicate their capabilities and needs to each other to facilitate the design of health IT in ways that achieve maximum usability and safety. Patients and their families need to be able to interact seamlessly with health professionals through patient engagement tools. Health care organizations ought to share lessons learned with each other to avoid common patient safety risks as they adopt highly complex health IT products.

However, today’s reality is that the private sector currently consists of a broad variety of stakeholders lacking a uniform approach, and potentially misaligned goals. The track record of the private sector in responding to new safety issues created by IT is mixed. While nearly all stakeholders would endorse the broad goals of improving the quality and safety of patient care, many stakeholders (particularly vendors) are faced with competing priorities, including maximizing profits and maintaining a competitive edge, which can limit shared learning, and have adverse consequences for patient safety. Shared learning about safety risks and mitigation strategies for safer health IT among users, vendors, researchers, and other stakeholders, can optimize patient safety and minimize harm.

As discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, there are many opportunities for the private sector to improve safety as it relates to health IT, but to date, little action has been taken. Insufficient action by the private-sector to improve patient safety can endanger lives. The private sector must play a major role in addressing this urgent need to better understand risks and benefits associated with health IT, as well as strategies for improvement and remediation. As it stands now, there is a lack of accountability on the part of vendors, who are generally perceived to shift responsibility and accountability to users through specific contract language (Goodman, 2010). As a result, the committee believes a number of critical gaps in knowledge need to be addressed immediately, including the lack of comprehensive mechanisms for identifying patient safety risks, measuring health IT safety, ensuring safe implementation, and educating and training users.

**Developing a System for Identifying Patient Safety Risks**

The committee believes that transparency, characterized by developing, identifying, and sharing evidence on risks to patient safety, is essential to a properly functioning market where users would have the ability to choose a product that best suits their needs and the needs of their patients. However, the committee found sparse evidence pertaining to the volume and types of patient safety risks related to health IT. Indeed, the number of errors reported both anecdotally and in the published literature was lower than the committee anticipated. This led primarily to the sense that potentially harmful situations and adverse events caused by IT were often not recognized and, even when they were recognized, usually not reported. This lack of reported instances of harm is consistent with other areas of patient safety, including paper-based patient records and other manually based care systems, where there is ample evidence that most adverse
events are never reported, even when there are robust programs encouraging health professionals to do so (Classen et al., 2011; Cullen et al., 1995).

Information technology can assist organizations in identifying, troubleshooting, and handling health IT-related adverse events. Digital forensic tools (e.g., centralized logging, regular system backups) can be used to record data during system use. After an adverse event occurs, recorded data—such as log-in information, keystrokes, and how information is transported throughout the network—can be used to identify, reconstruct, and understand in detail how an adverse event occurred (NIST, 2006).

Because of the diversity of health IT products and their differing effects on various clinical environments, it is essential that users share detailed information with other users, researchers, and the vendor once information regarding adverse events is identified. Examples of such information include screenshots or descriptions of potentially unsafe processes that could help illustrate how a health IT product threatened patient safety. However, as discussed in Chapter 2, users may fear that sharing this information may violate nondisclosure clauses and vendors’ intellectual property, exposing them to liability and litigation. Although there is little evidence on the impact of such clauses, the committee believes users may be less likely to share information necessary to improve patient safety, given these clauses.

If it is clearly understood that transparently sharing health IT issues with the public is for the purpose of patient safety, vendors ought to agree to remove such restrictions from contracts and work with users to explicitly define what can be shared, who it can be shared with, and for what purposes. However, to maintain a competitive advantage, many vendors may not be motivated to allow users to disclose patient safety–related risks associated with their health IT products. Many vendors place these clauses within the boilerplate language, and in the absence of comprehensive legal review, users may not even realize these restrictions exist when signing their contracts (personal communication, E. Belmont, MaineHealth, September 21, 2011). If more users carefully search for such clauses and negotiate terms that allow them to share information related to patient safety risks, vendors may be more likely to exclude such clauses. Furthermore, if it were easier to know which vendors had standard contracts that allowed for sharing, users might be more likely to select those vendors. However, users—particularly smaller organizations—are not part of a “cohesive community” with the legal expertise or knowledge to negotiate such changes. Therefore, the committee believes the Secretary of HHS should provide tools to motivate vendors and empower users to negotiate contracts that allow for sharing of patient safety–related details and improved transparency. The Secretary ought to investigate what other tools and authorities would be required to ensure the free exchange of patient safety–related information.

Recommendation 2: The Secretary of HHS should ensure insofar as possible that health IT vendors support the free exchange of information about health IT experiences and issues and not prohibit sharing of such information, including details (e.g., screenshots) relating to patient safety.

The committee recognizes that, short of Congressional and regulatory action, the Secretary cannot guarantee how contracts are developed between two private parties. However, the committee views prohibition of the free exchange of information to be the most critical barrier to patient safety and transparency. The committee urges the Secretary to take vigorous steps to restrict contractual language that impedes public sharing of patient safety–related details. Contracts
should be developed to allow explicitly for sharing of health IT issues related to patient safety. One method the Secretary could use is to ask ONC to create a list of vendors that satisfy this requirement and/or those that do not. If such a list were available, users could more easily choose vendors that allow patient safety–related details of health IT products to be shared. Having such a list could also motivate vendors to include contractual terms that allow for sharing of patient safety–related details and, as a result, be more competitive to users. ONC could also consider creating minimum criteria for determining when a contract adequately allows for sharing of patient safety–related details. These criteria need to define the following:

- What situations allow for sharing patient safety–related details of health IT products;
- What content of health IT should be shareable;
- Which stakeholders the information can be shared with, including other users, consumer groups, researchers, and the government; and
- What the limitations of liability are when such information is shared.

Private certification bodies such as the ONC-authorized testing and certification bodies (ONC-ATCBs)\(^1\) could also promote the free exchange of patient safety-related information. This could be implemented for example through the creation of a new type of certification that requires this information to be shared.

The Secretary could ask the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC) to develop model contract language that would affirmatively establish the ability of users to provide content and contextual information when reporting an adverse event or unsafe condition. Additionally, HHS could educate users about these contracts and develop guidance for users about what to look for before signing a contract. This education could potentially be done through ONC’s regional extension centers or the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services’ (CMS’) quality improvement organizations. This effort could also be supported by various professional societies.

To identify how pervasive these clauses are, the Secretary may need to conduct a review of existing contracts. While the Secretary may not be privy to vendor–purchaser contracts, HHS could conduct a survey or ask vendors to voluntarily share examples of their contract language. Understanding the magnitude of these clauses would be a critical first step.

Once this information is available, comparative user experiences can be made public. There is currently no effective way for users to communicate their experiences with a health IT product. In many other industries, user reviews appear on online forums and other similar guides, while independent tests are conducted by Consumer Reports and others. These reviews allow users to better understand the products they might be purchasing. Perhaps the more powerful aspect of users being able to rate and compare their experiences with products is the ability to share and report lessons learned. Comparative user experiences for health IT safety need to be created to enhance communication of safety concerns and ways to mitigate potential risks.

To gather objective information about health IT products, researchers should have access to both test versions of software provided by vendors and software already integrated in user organizations. Documentation for health IT products such as user manuals also could be made available to researchers. Resources should be available to share user experiences and other measures of

\(^1\) ONC-ATCBs as of April 2011 include the Certification Commission for Health Information Technology; Drummond Group, Inc.; ICSA-Labs; InfoGard Laboratories, Inc.; SLI Globan Solutions; and Surescripts LLC.
safety specifying data from health IT products. The private sector needs to be a catalyzing force in this area but governance from the public sector may be required for such tools to be developed.

**Recommendation 3: ONC should work with the private and public sectors to make comparative user experiences across vendors publicly available.**

Another way to increase transparency in the private sector is to require reporting of health IT–related adverse events through health care provider accrediting organizations such as The Joint Commission or the National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA). Professional associations of providers could also play this role. One of the tools ONC could provide to facilitate the implementation of Recommendation 3 is the development of a uniform format for making these reports, which could be coordinated through the Common Formats. However, it is important to note that a public-sector entity could also lead change in this regard.

Finally, a more robust and comprehensive infrastructure is needed for providing technical assistance to users who may need advice or training to safely implement health IT products. Shared learning between users and vendors in the form of feedback about how well health IT products are working can help improve the focus on safety and usability in the design of health IT products and identification of performance requirements. Tools to foster this feedback in an organized way are needed to promote safety and quality. The learning curve for safely using health IT–assisted care varies widely and technical assistance needs to be provided to users at all levels.

**Measuring Health IT Safety**

Another area the committee identified as necessary for making health IT safer is the development of measures. As is often said in quality improvement, you can only improve what you measure. Currently, few measures address patient safety as it relates to health IT; without these measures, it will be very difficult to develop and test strategies to ensure safe patient care. Although there has been progress in developing general measures of patient safety, the committee concluded that safety measures focusing on the impact of health IT must go beyond traditional safety measures (as discussed in Chapter 3) and are urgently needed.

Measures of health care safety and quality are generally developed by groups such as professional societies and academic researchers and undergo a voluntary consensus process before being adopted for widespread use. During the measure development process, decisions need to be made such as identifying what metrics can be used as an indicator of health IT safety, specifications of the metrics, and the criteria against which measures can be evaluated. Policies for measure ownership and processes for evaluating and maintaining measures will also need to be created. One example of the type of data that are likely to be important would be override rates for important types of safety warnings on alerts and warnings built into electronic health records (EHRs).

The committee believes a consensus-based collaborative effort that would oversee development, application, and evaluation of criteria for measures and best practices of safety of health IT—a Health IT Safety Council—is of vital need. For example, the council could be responsible

---

2 The Common Formats are coordinated by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) in an effort to facilitate standardized reporting of adverse events by creating general definitions and reporting formats for widespread use (AHRQ, 2011a).
for identifying key performance aspects of health IT and creating a prioritized agenda for measure development. Given that the process for developing health IT safety metrics would be similar to developing measures of health care safety and quality, a voluntary consensus standards organization would effectively be able to house the recommended council. Due to the ubiquity and complexity of health IT, all health IT stakeholders ought to be involved in the development of such criteria. HHS ought to consider providing the initial funding for the council because the need for measures of safety of health IT is central to all stakeholders. The more costly process of maintaining measures ought to be funded by private-sector entities.

Recommendation 4: The Secretary of HHS should fund a new Health IT Safety Council to evaluate criteria for assessing and monitoring the safe use of health IT and the use of health IT to enhance safety. This council should operate within an existing voluntary consensus standards organization.

One existing organization with a strong history of convening groups and experience with endorsing health care quality and performance measures that could guide this process is the National Quality Forum (NQF). The NQF is a nonprofit organization whose mission is to develop consensus on national priorities and endorse standards for measuring and publicly reporting on health care performance based on measures submitted from measure developers. Of particular note, the NQF hosts eight member councils, whose purposes are to build consensus among council members toward advancing quality measurement and reporting (NQF, 2011). These councils provide a voice to stakeholder groups—including consumers, health professionals, health care organizations, professional organizations (e.g., AMIA), vendors (e.g., individually and through societies such as the Healthcare Information and Management Systems Society [HIMSS]), and insurers—to identify what types of metrics are needed and the criteria for doing so. Measures should be NQF endorsed, a process that applies nationally accepted standards and criteria. The NQF could provide guidance in identifying criteria against which to develop health IT safety measures to help gain consensus on the right set of policies.

The ensuing task of developing measures of health IT safety needs to be undertaken by a variety of entities. To accomplish this, some research will be needed for measure development as good measures currently do not exist; these efforts should be supported by AHRQ, the National Library of Medicine, and ONC, as discussed in Recommendation 1. Health care organizations and even vendors could partner with more traditional measurement development organizations, for example the NCQA can create measures that would by default be subjected to the NQF consensus approval process.

Ensuring Safer Implementation

Efforts to safely implement health IT must address three phases: preimplementation, implementation, and postimplementation of health IT.

Preimplementation

Vendors, with input from users, play the most significant role in the preimplementation phase of health IT. Vendors ought to be able to assert that their products are designed and developed in a way that promotes patient safety. Currently, health IT products are held to few standards with
respect to both design and development. While it is typically the role of standards development organizations such as the American National Standards Institute, the Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation, HL7, and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers to develop such standards, criteria, and tests, a broader group of stakeholders including patients, users, and vendors should participate in creating safety standards and criteria against which health IT ought to be tested.

Vendors are currently being required by ONC to meet a specific set of criteria in order for their products to be certified as eligible for use in HHS’s meaningful use program. These criteria relate to clinical functionality, security, and interoperability and may be helpful for but not sufficient to ensure health IT–related safety. The American National Standards Institute, as the body that will accredit organizations that certify health IT, and certification bodies such as the Certification Commission for Healthcare Information Technology serve a vital function in this regard because they have the ability to require that patient safety be an explicit criterion for certification of EHRs. Doing so would be an important first step.

Another step that can be taken by the private sector prior to implementation of health IT is for vendors and manufacturers to declare they have addressed safety issues in the design and development of their products, both self-identified issues and those detected during product testing. Such a declaration ought to include the safety issues considered and the steps taken to address those issues. A similar declaration for usability has been supported by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), which has developed a common industry format for health IT manufacturers to declare that they have tested their products for usability and asks manufacturers to show evidence of usability (NIST, 2010). Declarations also ought to be made with respect to vendor tests of a health IT product’s reliability and response time, both in vitro and in situ (Sittig and Classen, 2010). Such declarations could provide users and purchasers of health IT with information as they determine which products to acquire. Additionally, vendors can help mitigate safety risks by employing high quality software engineering principles, as discussed in Chapter 4.

Usability represents an exceptionally important issue overall, and undoubtedly affects safety. However, it would be challenging to mandate usability. While some efforts are beginning to develop usability standards and tools as discussed in Chapter 4, more publicly available data about and testing regarding usability would be helpful in this area. EHRs should increasingly use standards and conformance testing to ensure that data from EHRs meet certain standards and would be readable by other systems to enable interoperability is practical.

Besides providing feedback to vendors about their products, users also have important responsibilities for safety during the preimplementation phase. Users need to make the often difficult and nuanced decision of choosing a product to purchase, as discussed in Chapter 4. If a product does not meet the needs of the organization and does not appropriately interface with other IT products of the organization, safety problems can arise. Similarly, organizations need to be ready to adopt a new product in order for the transition to be successful.

Implementation

Industry-developed recommended (or “best”) practices and lessons learned ought to be shared. There are instances where generic lessons are learned and recommended practices can be shared between health professionals through mediums such as forums, chat rooms, and conferences. Lessons can also be shared through training opportunities such as continuing professional development activities. Questions arise such as whether to roll out a health IT product through-
out an entire health care organization at once or in parts. Health care providers are continually attempting to determine the most effective configuration of health IT products for their own specific situations (e.g., drug interactions should be displayed as warnings in such a way that clinicians do not suffer from alert fatigue, leading clinicians to turn off all alerts). A user’s guide to acquisition and implementation ought to be developed by both the private and public sectors. Some efforts are currently under way, including programs at HIMSS and ONC, but more work is needed, and the committee believes that such user’s guides should receive public support, though they might be developed by private entities.

Opportunities also exist for users to learn more about safer implementation and customization of health IT products. For example, what lessons have been learned regarding customization of specific health IT products? What experiences have others had integrating a specific pharmacy system with a particular EHR? Lessons from such experiences, once they are widely shared, can greatly impact implementation. It will be critical for users and vendors to communicate as health IT products are being implemented to ensure they are functioning correctly and are fitting into clinical workflow.

**Postimplementation**

Similar to the preimplementation and implementation phases, standards and criteria will be necessary to ensure that users have appropriately implemented health IT products and integrated them into the entire sociotechnical system. In the postimplementation phase, the largest share of the work involves health professionals and organizations working with vendors to ensure patient safety.

Postimplementation tests, as discussed in Chapter 4, will be essential to monitoring the successful implementation of health IT products. Few tests currently exist and more will need to be developed. For example, self-assessments could monitor the product’s down time, review the ability to perform common actions (e.g., review recent lab results), and record patient safety events. Ongoing tests of how the product is operating with respect to the full sociotechnical system could identify areas for improvement to ensure the product fits into the clinical workflow safely and effectively (Classen and Bates, 2011; Sittig and Classen, 2010; Sittig and Singh, 2009). These tests are also a way for users to work with vendors to ensure that products have been installed correctly. Developers of these postimplementation tests should gather input from health care organizations, clinicians, vendors, and the general public. Similar to how organizations such as the Leapfrog Group validate tests for effective implementation of computerized physician order entry systems, an independent group ought to validate test results for implementation of all health IT. Conducting these tests is so important for ensuring safety that they ought to become a required standard and linked to a health care organization’s accreditation through The Joint Commission or others. Periodic inspections could also be conducted onsite by these external accreditation organizations (Sittig and Classen, 2010). Other ways to require these tests be performed include actions from the public sector, including regulation, such as including post-implementation testing in meaningful use criteria, but the committee feels postimplementation testing is too important to be tied only to the initiatives of a particular government program. These issues of safer implementation and safer use will continue to be an ongoing challenge with each new iteration of software and will continue to be an important area of focus long after the meaningful use program is completed.
Training Professionals to Use Health IT Safely

Education and training of the workforce is critical to the successful adoption of change. If the workforce is not educated and trained correctly, workers will be less likely to use health IT as effectively as their properly trained counterparts. Educating health professionals about health IT and safety can help them understand the complexities of health IT from the perspective of the sociotechnical system. This allows health professionals to transfer context- and product-specific skills, and therefore to be safer and more effective. For example, a team of clinicians using a new electronic pharmacy system needs to be trained on the functionalities of the specific technology. Otherwise, the team is susceptible either to being naïve to the abilities of the technology or to unnecessarily developing workarounds that may undermine the larger sociotechnical system.

As discussed in earlier chapters, basic levels of competence, knowledge, and skill are needed to navigate the highly complex implementation of health IT. Because health IT exists at the intersection of multiple disciplines, a variety of professionals will need training in this relatively new discipline that builds off the established fields of health systems, IT, and clinical care (Gardner et al., 2009). Training in the unique knowledge of health IT will be important, particularly for organizational leadership, IT professionals, and health professionals.

Organizational Leadership

Often it is the leadership of a health care organization that makes decisions about the various types of technologies to acquire based on the needs of the clinicians and patients. However, the decisions related to acquiring health IT are more complicated than acquiring other types of technologies such as computed tomography scanners and magnetic resonance imaging machines and require a specific body of knowledge. In order to select the most appropriate health IT product and make informed decisions, organizational leaders will need to be aware of specific considerations, such as whether to implement a health IT product all at once or in a sequential fashion, whether the vendor or the organization should be responsible for backing up data, and whether the health IT product will need to be interoperable with other products already in place, both internal and external to the organization. Understanding the issues related to health IT and its potential effects on patient safety is critical because of the large investment and continued resources needed for safer, more effective implementation of health IT.

The role of the chief medical and/or nursing information officer has been designed to be vital to the success of health IT, serving as a bridge between IT staff and clinicians. Small practices may relate to local hospitals or assign someone within their office, whether a clinician or not, to help lead these efforts. For example, the Chief Medical Information Officer Bootcamp offered by AMIA and tutorials or program offerings by organizations such as AMIA, the American Medical Directors of Information Systems, the College of Healthcare Information Management Executives, and the Scottsdale Institute can help identify and train appropriate personnel. Additionally, a better connection between the clinical informatics community and medical and nursing specialty society organizations would be helpful, such as the chief nursing information officers link promoted by HIMSS. Appointing a chief medical and/or nursing information officer allows for health care organizations to hold someone accountable for the implementation and use of health IT. As discussed in Chapter 3, truly being able to use health IT products and ensuring their safety requires a unique set of skills.
**IT Professionals**

With respect to the implementation and maintenance of technologies, a growing number of IT professionals are being trained to work with clinicians to redesign workflow as well as to manage and support implementation of health IT. ONC supports a workforce development program to provide training at these levels. In May 2011, ONC released a series of health IT competency exams for individual health IT professionals to demonstrate their knowledge level in acquiring health IT products, implementing and maintaining them, and training other staff on how to use them (ONC, 2011). IT professionals provide a key support function in health IT–enabled care delivery and therefore need to be trained on clinical workflows to best support clinicians and understand why workarounds that can lead to unsafe care are developed.

**Health Professionals**

While health professionals are rarely specialists in technologies themselves, they bear arguably the greatest responsibility for daily use of the technology and likely feel substantial responsibility to ensure that health IT products are not harmful to their patients. To optimize the potential for health IT to improve the safety of patient care, health professionals must not only learn how to use specific health IT products and about their full functionality but also learn how to incorporate these products into their daily workflows. If not properly trained on how to use a specific technology, health professionals may not only miss an opportunity to make their own processes safer and more efficient, but also may in fact develop unsafe conditions. At a minimum, clinicians need to be trained to recognize that health IT can improve quality of care while being cognizant of its potential to negatively impact patient safety if used inappropriately.

To date, programs focusing on training health professionals to use health IT generally are not widespread. As part of ONC’s health IT workforce development program, health professionals can learn techniques related to implementation. While this is a step in the right direction, other, more specific and comprehensive programs are needed to complement this training that focuses more specifically on using health IT and to do so in an interprofessional manner. The opportunity to provide care in interprofessional teams and improve communications may be essential to providing safer care, shifting the paradigm of health care delivery. In addition to the fact that almost all health IT products are configured differently, health professionals’ interaction with IT products differs by specialty, by profession, by health care setting, and even by state.

Clinician education and training can be encouraged through a number of avenues, including formal education and postgraduate training as well as the longer course of clinicians’ careers. Introducing concepts of health IT safety early in professional clinical training (e.g., professional school, residencies) allows clinicians the opportunity to learn how to use and practice delivery of care safely and effectively with a technology in place. As future generations of health professionals grow up using these technologies, they will be more adept at using them on a daily basis throughout their careers. It is also important to be trained in a local context (e.g., by hospital, clinic, nursing home). AMIA has had a program identified as “10×10” to offer rigorous graduate-training-level introductory courses in clinical informatics, of which safety is generally a part. Further dissemination and offering of these courses could result in important advances.

AMIA, in partnership with the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, has also developed a clinical informatics subspecialty through the American Board of Medical Specialties. Many boards are beginning to require a facility with health IT as part of a clinician’s maintenance of certification. Some specialty societies such as the American College of Physicians, the American Acad-
emy of Pediatrics, and the American College of Surgeons have active informatics committees that could explicitly take up the issue of safety, for discussions relating to both problems and solutions as well as creating a wider array of educational offerings.

To varying degrees, hospitals and other health care organizations require health professionals to be able to use health IT. For example, they often require clinicians to receive a certain number of hours of introduction to the health IT product before granting privileges.

Health IT can facilitate communication in team-based care. As a result, a focus on health IT safety is needed in interdisciplinary settings. An interdisciplinary focus on health IT safety that includes a variety of professionals is essential to safer, widespread use of health IT. A number of organizations are currently focusing on interdisciplinary team training. Nursing groups such as the Alliance for Nursing Informatics, the American Association of Colleges of Nursing, the National League for Nursing, and the American Organization of Nurse Executives are engaging in informatics and ought to continue developing concerted efforts to include safety issues in nursing programs. In addition the Quality and Safety Education for Nursing program funded by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation has developed a nursing curriculum that includes pathways for developing knowledge, skills, and attitudes related to patient safety and informatics (Quality and Safety Education for Nurses, 2011). Similar programs focusing on pharmacy training are also under way. For example, the American Society for Health-System Pharmacists has a membership section for pharmacy informatics and technology that sponsors educational programs at their annual meetings. An increasing number of institutions have postgraduate pharmacy informatics specialty residency programs. The leading national pharmacy societies have formed the Pharmacy e-Health Information Technology Collaborative, for which training is a foundational goal. Other health professionals such as physician assistants and physical therapists also need training on health IT, some of which already have efforts under way. Health care executives through organizations such as the American College of Physician Executives also ought to be involved in these efforts.

Most of the foregoing comments relate to education more than simply training, especially with regard to the proper use of specific EHR products and systems. However, training is just as critical to safe use as education and is necessary for users to become aware of limitations of the software and also potential problems that have arisen elsewhere. Hospitals typically have training programs and labs available for clinicians to “dry run” the product and dedicated staff on wards or in clinics to serve as resources for others. Training sessions may be few or many. With specific attention to safety, staff need to know how the software deals with updates, for example drug–drug interactions. Greater attention to the creation of training modules focused on safety is needed, particularly on the strengths and weaknesses of both the software and the institution with respect to its early use of the system.

The committee believes it is incumbent on all stakeholders to participate in the creation of shared learning environments. It is also important to realize that the goal is not only learning by individuals but equally, if not more importantly, learning by the system itself. Through shared learning, health IT products can adapt to new challenges and opportunities while becoming safer over time.

THE ROLE OF THE PUBLIC SECTOR: STRATEGIC GUIDANCE AND OVERSIGHT

The first four recommendations are intended to encourage the private sector to create an environment that facilitates understanding of the risk, gathers data, and promotes change. But in
Some instances, the private sector cannot create this environment itself. The government in some cases is the only body able to provide policy guidance and direction to complement, bolster, and support private-sector efforts and to correct misaligned market forces. While a bottom-up approach may yield some improvements in safety, it is limited in its breadth. Gaps will arise that require a more comprehensive approach, for example, ensuring processes are in place to report, investigate, and make recommendations to mitigate unsafe conditions associated with health IT-related incidents. This section addresses solutions to some of these gaps.

The Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health legislation has embarked the nation upon a $30 billion investment that will impact both technology and clinical practice on a scale heretofore unseen in the nation (Laflamme et al., 2010). However, it is unclear what value the nation is receiving for its investment. Thus, the public sector has a responsibility to monitor and assess its investment and ensure that it is not harmful to patients. ONC, AHRQ, CMS, the National Institutes of Health, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and NIST, among other federal agencies, are becoming more actively involved in guiding the future direction of health IT, indicating that patient safety will also require a shared responsibility among federal agencies. However, currently funded government programs are just one part of a multifaceted solution to improving patient safety and health IT.

An appropriate balance must be reached between government oversight or regulation and market innovation. As with most rapidly developing technologies, governmental involvement has the potential to both foster and stifle innovation (Grabowski and Vernon, 1977; Hauptman and Roberts, 1987; Walshe and Shortell, 2004). For example, blood banking has been regulated for some time, and many believe regulation has limited innovation in this domain (Gastineau, 2004; Kim, 2002; Schneider, 1996; Weeda and O'Flaherty, 1998). Stringent regulations, while intended to promote safety, can negatively impact the development of new technology (Grabowski and Vernon, 1977) by limiting implementation choices and restricting manufacturers’ flexibility to address complex issues (Cohen, 1979; Marcus, 1988) and may even adversely affect safety. However, regulations also have the potential to increase innovations (see Appendix D) and improve patient safety, especially if manufacturers are not adequately addressing specific safety-related issues.

The committee could not identify any definitive evidence about the impact regulation would have on the innovation of health IT. Because health IT is a rapidly developing technology and its impact on patient safety is highly dependent on implementation and design, the committee believes policy makers need to be cognizant of not restricting the positive innovation or flexibility needed to improve patient safety. However, legal barriers imposed by contracts between vendors and users may prevent the sharing of safety-related health IT information and hinder the development of a shared learning environment. To encourage innovation and shared learning environments, the committee adopted the following general principles for government oversight:

- Focus on shared learning,
- Maximize transparency,
- Be nonpunitive,
- Identify appropriate levels of accountability, and
- Minimize burden.

The committee considered the various levels of oversight that would be appropriate and focused on areas where private-sector efforts by themselves would not likely result in improved patient safety.
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safety. In particular, the committee considered a number of mechanisms to complement the private sector in filling the previously identified knowledge gaps. To achieve safer health care, the committee considers the following actions—when coupled with private-sector efforts—to be the minimum levels of government oversight needed:

- Vendor registration and listing of health IT products;
- Consistent use of quality management principles in the design and use of products;
- Regular public reporting of health IT–related adverse events to encourage transparency; and
- Aggregation, analysis, and investigation of reports of health IT–related adverse events.

The committee categorized health IT–related adverse events as deaths, serious injuries, and unsafe conditions. While deaths and serious injuries are concrete evidence of harm that has already occurred, unsafe conditions can represent the precursors of the events that cause death and serious injuries and are generally greater in volume and provide the proactive opportunity to identify vulnerabilities and mitigate them before any patient is harmed. Analysis of unsafe conditions would produce important information that could potentially have a greater impact on systematically improving patient safety and would enable the adoption of corrective actions that could prevent death or serious injury.

Registration of Vendors and Listing of Products

As a first step toward transparency and improving safety, it is necessary to identify the products being used and to whom any communications or actions about a product need to be directed. As learned from a variety of industries (such as medical devices and pharmaceuticals), vendor registration and listing of products is necessary to hold makers accountable for the safety of their products. Registration and listing can also serve as a resource for purchasers to know what products are available in the market when selecting a health IT product. Having a mechanism to accomplish this is important so that when new knowledge about safety or performance arises that is specific to a product and is developed independent of a vendor, other users, and products that could also be vulnerable, can be identified.

The committee believes it is important that vendors of complete EHRs and EHR modules register with a centralized body and continue to list their products. This should eventually include vendors of all health IT products. Seeing that creators of internally developed EHR systems are also considered under the meaningful use program, they should continue to be included as vendors that need to register and list their products.

In determining what organization would be appropriate to register manufacturers and house a list of products, the committee considered FDA and ONC as the most logical organizations to support these functions. According to the director of FDA’s Center for Devices and Radiological Health, FDA has authority to regulate health IT but has not yet exercised it for some types of

---

3 The committee recognizes that a number of terms are used to describe potential events and conditions unsafe for patients, otherwise known in this section as unsafe conditions. Other terms include close calls, near misses, hazards, and malfunctions that could lead to death or serious injury.

4 ONC defines a complete EHR as a “technology that has been developed to meet, at a minimum, all applicable certification criteria adopted by the Secretary” and an EHR module as “any service, component, or combination thereof that can meet the requirements of at least one certification criterion adopted by the Secretary” (HHS, 2010).
health IT such as EHRs (Shuren, 2010). FDA currently requires that manufacturers of pharmaceutical drugs and medical devices register with FDA and list their products through a fee-based system. However, pharmaceutical drugs and medical devices are very different from health IT products such as EHRs, health information exchanges, and personal health records.

As part of the meaningful use program, ONC employed a similar mechanism for EHR vendors to list their products. For health care providers to be able to qualify for EHR incentive payments, they must use a complete EHR or EHR module that meets specific certification criteria established by the ONC. ONC-ATCBs certify specific products based on these criteria and report certified products to ONC on a weekly basis. ONC collects and makes this information available to the public; the data are also available to allow purchasers to make more informed decisions about the systems they are interested in purchasing. ONC therefore already has relationships in place with vendors and would be able to conduct this function without requiring a new mechanism, limiting any confusion that may arise as a result of duplicating an already-existing system.

The committee concludes that ONC is a better option than FDA and supports continuation of ONC’s efforts to list all products certified for meaningful use in a single database as a first step for ensuring safety.

Recommendation 5: All health IT vendors should be required to publicly register and list their products with ONC, initially beginning with EHRs certified for the meaningful use program.

Adopting Quality Systems Toward Safer Health IT

The committee also considered enhancing the mechanisms for health IT vendors to ensure the safety of their products. Quality management principles and processes have been in place in industries such as defense and manufacturing since the early 20th century. These quality management principles and processes were first developed in response to military needs for quality inspection and evolved into a more comprehensive approach of identifying responsibilities for the production staff (American Society for Quality, 2011). These industries’ adoption of formal processes to continually improve the effectiveness, efficiency, and overall quality of their systems helped drive their products toward safety and reliability while still supporting innovation.

The same outcome can occur in health IT. Because quality management principles and processes focus on driving performance characteristics at each level to make sure that the product and specifications are in line with the users’ needs and expectations, they can help health IT vendors take into account characteristics such as interoperability, usability, and human factors principles as they design and develop safer products.

Examples of Quality Management Principles and Processes

Numerous industries have set standards for quality management principles and processes to help identify, track, and monitor both known and unknown safety hazards. Some examples of

---

5 FDA regulates some types of health IT, for example tools for storing laboratory data, decision support (e.g., prescription dose calculators), and technology related to blood banks (Shuren, 2010).

6 The certified health IT product list can be found at http://onc-chpl.force.com/ehrcert (accessed April 20, 2011).
quality management principles and processes include the following: the Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP) system, FDA Quality System Regulation (QSR), and the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) standards and principles. These examples of quality management principles and processes are designed to afford organizations the flexibility to develop their own processes to best suit their needs as long as these processes meet standard criteria. The examples presented are not meant to be inclusive or to indicate that one process is superior to the other. They are instead meant to illustrate what currently exists in other industries, what could be included in a process to ensure safety and quality with health IT, and how such processes could benefit the health IT industry.

A HACCP system, primarily used by the food industry as a quality system, is a proactive and preventive approach to applying both technical and scientific principles to ensure the reliability, quality, and safety of a product (Dahiya et al., 2009). Prior to implementation of a HACCP system, certain organizational prerequisites and preliminary tasks must be conducted to ensure that the environment supports the production of safe products. These tasks include assembling a team of individuals knowledgeable about the product and the processes involved in creating the product, as well as describing the product, its intended use, and its intended distribution. After these tasks have been completed, the focus can shift to implementing a HACCP system.

HACCP systems comprise seven principles that work together to help identify, prevent, track, and monitor hazards and aid in reducing risks that may occur at specific points in the product life cycle (see Figure 6-1) (Dahiya et al., 2009). Several of these principles can be important for use within the health IT industry, including the following: conducting a hazard analysis, determining critical control points, establishing monitoring procedures, and establishing corrective actions. Conducting a hazard analysis allows unsafe conditions to be identified prior to product completion and implementation in a health care setting. This is a preventive measure that enables vendors to determine critical control points which are then applied to prevent, eliminate, or mitigate the risk. These critical control points are then monitored to determine if they are under control or if a deviation has occurred. Finally, corrective actions are established to help determine the cause of a product deviation and what actions if any were taken to correct the issue. HACCP systems are used in the dairy, meat, and fish and seafood industries and are currently being adapted for use in the pharmaceutical industry.
Another example of quality management principles and processes can be found in FDA’s QSR for medical devices, which are also called current good manufacturing practices. A QSR is a set of interrelated or interacting elements organizations use to direct and control how quality policies are implemented and how quality objectives are achieved. FDA’s QSR helps ensure medical devices are safe and effective for their intended use by requiring both domestic and foreign device manufacturers to have a quality system that accomplishes the following outcomes: establish various specifications and controls for devices; design devices to meet the specifications of a quality system; manufacture devices based on the principles of a quality system; ensure finished devices meet these specifications; correctly install, check, and service devices; analyze quality data to identify and correct quality problems; and process complaints (FDA, 2009).
Like the HACCP principles, the subsystems under the FDA quality management principles and processes (see Figure 6-2) may be applied to health IT. In particular, the management subsystem and the production and process controls subsystem may be useful in considering what quality management principles apply to health IT. The management subsystem can be useful within health IT because it emphasizes the importance of management’s role in making sure quality management principles and processes are in place, such as completing quality audits to ensure employee compliance, and making employees aware of known product defects and errors. In addition, the production and process control subsystem allows for changes within product specification, methods, and procedures by allowing revalidation by the vendor to ensure that changes have not altered the intended use and usability of the product. This validation would be done by inspecting, testing, and verifying that the product conforms to its intended use and distribution.

Another proactive technique to characterize hazards, prioritize them for mitigation, and develop mitigation action plans is the Healthcare Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (HFMEA®). This methodology was developed by the National Center for Patient Safety at the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) and is an amalgam of HACCP and traditional failure modes and effects analysis. HFMEA has been used for many patient safety-related issues including barcoding for medication administration (DeRosier et al., 2002).

Another example of quality management principles and processes can be found with ISO, which sets standards for industries around the world. The ISO 9000 series is a quality management process based on eight principles to be used by an organization’s senior management as a framework toward improved performance (International Organization for Standardization, 2011). The eight principles are customer focus, leadership, involvement of people, systems approach management, continual improvement, factual approach to decision making, and mutually beneficial supplier relationships. Generally, these principles are considered to be more comprehensive than other quality management principles and processes, including both HACCP and FDA QSR, because they apply basic quality controls to the whole system, including design and servicing. In
addition to quality, ISO also provides guidance in the areas of safety and effectiveness and risk management. Finally, ISO standards have been developed to provide guidance on health informatics to manufacturers interested in producing EHRs as well as supporting interoperability and usability.

**Application to Health IT Vendors**

The adoption of quality management processes and principles have been demonstrated to improve product safety in other fields; therefore, the committee believes the adoption of quality management principles and processes to be critical to improving the safety of health IT (Chow-Chua et al., 2003; Glasgow et al., 2010, Johansen et al., 2011; VanRooyen et al., 1999). The committee is aware that many vendors already have some type of quality management principles and processes in place. However, not all vendors do and the level of comprehensiveness of these quality management principles and processes is unknown. An industry standard is needed to ensure comprehensive quality management principles and processes are adopted throughout the health IT industry to provide health care organizations and the general public assurance that health IT products meet a minimum level of safety, reliability, and usability.

To this end, the committee believes adoption of quality management principles and processes should be mandatory for all health IT vendors. Oversight is needed to ensure compliance with these quality management principles and processes once they are in place. The committee considered four entities that could potentially oversee this process: FDA, the ONC, current ONC-ATCBs, and professional societies such as HIMSS.

As discussed earlier, vendors of FDA-regulated industries (e.g., medical devices, food, biologics, drugs) are required to have adopted quality management principles and processes. This risk-based framework is periodically inspected either when a concern is suspected or as part of a schedule and allows vendors to assess regulatory compliance. In addition, FDA has the ability to enforce and take other actions against those vendors who are not compliant with these regulations. While the QSR provides vendors with flexibility, the committee does not believe the current quality system is the correct process needed for overseeing the health IT industry since it emphasizes regulation of design and labeling. Instead, there may be principles within the QSR that may provide guidance to vendors of health IT.

The committee also considered ONC’s potential role. Although ONC is not operationally oriented like FDA, it already has relationships with health IT vendors. ONC could build on the principles of the aforementioned examples and develop a standard baseline set of principles upon which vendors could conform their products and processes. This would create a minimum standard for the industry while also allowing vendors flexibility without fear of regulation.

Another option is for the ONC-ATCBs to require that such processes be adopted as part of their certification criteria for the meaningful use program. Vendors who wish to have their EHR certified for meaningful use are currently working with these certifying bodies, so a relationship already exists. While oversight would fall to these certifying bodies, they could coordinate with the appropriate organization to develop processes that would aid in guiding the development of safer health IT. However, having the responsibility diffused among a number of ONC-ATCBs may be problematic because of the difficulty of ensuring all organizations hold the vendors to the same level of scrutiny. Furthermore, the committee considers quality management principles and processes to be critical for the safety of health IT products and therefore does not want to limit the adoption of quality management principles and processes to those vendors participating in the meaningful use program.
Finally, the committee discussed the role of professional associations and societies such as HIMSS. Professional associations can help to provide guidance to the industry by setting and adopting current national and international standards, establishing industry recommended practices, and issuing recommendations. Similar to the ONC-ATCB option, professional associations in turn could work with a governmental body like FDA or an organization like ISO to establish guidelines comparable to those in other industries. However, there is concern that HIMSS and other professional associations and societies may not be appropriate since they have a significant amount of industry sponsorship that could jeopardize their ability to serve as neutral parties.

The ONC, FDA, and the ONC-ATCBs are examples of organizations that could all potentially administer this function. In the absence of other information, the Secretary of HHS should determine the most appropriate body.

**Recommendation 6:** The Secretary of HHS should specify the quality and risk management process requirements that health IT vendors must adopt, with a particular focus on human factors, safety culture, and usability.

In addition to vendors, users of health IT ought to have quality management principles and processes in place to help identify risks. However, the committee could not find any documented evidence to suggest which processes would lead to better outcomes among users.

**Regular Reporting of Health IT–Related Deaths, Serious Injuries, or Unsafe Conditions**

As discussed previously, to ascertain the volume and types of patient safety risks and to strengthen the market, reports of adverse patient safety events need to be collected. Regular reporting of adverse events is a widely used practice to identify and rectify vulnerabilities that threaten safety. When adverse events are identified, organizations not only learn from their mistakes but can also share the lessons learned with others to prevent future occurrences. As described in Chapter 3, event reporting is critical to promoting safer systems, especially when work-as-designed drifts from work-in-practice. The previously discussed private-sector reporting system for identifying health IT–related adverse events, while critical, only encourages reporting to a certain level. To drive reporting, it needs to be supplemented with a comprehensive reporting system.

**Reporting Systems in Other Industries**

The experiences of reporting systems both in health care and other industries have shown that it is critical to create an environment that encourages reporting. In the United States, a number of industries have mechanisms to collect reports of adverse events, including aviation, rail, industrial chemicals, nuclear power, and pharmaceuticals. One leading example of a reporting system for close calls is the NASA Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS). Under the auspices of the ASRS, reports of hazards in which aviation safety may have been compromised are submitted voluntarily (accidents—instances involving actual harm—are not accepted and are referred to other agencies such as the Federal Aviation Administration [FAA] and the National Transportation Safety Board [NTSB]). ASRS compiles the deidentified, verified reports in a publicly accessible database. Once the reports have been deidentified, NASA retains no information that
would allow association with the initial reporter; the program has not had a breach in confidentiality in its over 30-year history. The FAA also makes two other commitments to the aviation community: (a) it does not use ASRS reports against reporting parties in enforcement actions, and (b) it waives fines and penalties under many circumstances for unintentional violations of federal aviation statutes and regulations that are reported to ASRS (NASA, 2011a).

Provision (a) states that information provided by reporting parties will not be used against them, and it addresses the fear that information contained in a report will be used against the reporting party. Provision (b) goes farther in that it offers actual immunity under specified circumstances for safety incidents if a report has been properly filed, regardless of how knowledge of the harm comes to light. (Reporting parties may be found in violation of an aviation regulation, but no punitive actions will be taken under specified circumstances.) Provision (b) thus provides an affirmative incentive for reporting (NASA, 2011b).

Despite the success of ASRS, it is not a comprehensive system. ASRS does not receive reports of actual adverse events and does not have the ability to conduct thorough investigations as to causative factors within the sociotechnical system. Therefore, confidentiality and immunity are only conferred for reports of close calls and not actual harm. Identifying patterns of occurrences is not the same as identifying the underlying causes. This is a critical point because without identification of the underlying causes, it can be difficult if not impossible to formulate a coherent and effective action plan to mitigate the risk to patients.

Reporting Systems in Health Care

Testimony to the U.S. Senate in 2000 noted that “[a]pproaches that focus on punishing individuals instead of changing systems provide strong incentives for people to report only those errors they cannot hide. Thus, a punitive approach shuts off the information that is needed to identify faulty systems and create safer ones. In a punitive system, no one learns from their mistakes” (U.S. Congress, 2000). Reporting systems currently exist in health care to protect patient safety both in other countries and within the United States. Reporting systems have long been in place in countries such as Denmark, the Netherlands, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom. These systems all differ with respect to their design, but some common themes have emerged: reporting ought to be nonpunitive, confidential, independent, evaluated by experts, timely, systems-oriented, and responsive. The term nonpunitive is used here to mean that reports of health IT–related adverse events should be free from punishment or retaliation as a result of reporting. Some systems mandate reports of adverse events and patient safety incidents, while others allow for confidential, voluntary reporting (WHO, 2005).

Within the United States, a few disparate adverse event reporting systems have been developed by groups such as The Joint Commission, the VA, individual states, and more recently at a national level, through the patient safety organizations (PSOs):

- The Joint Commission requires reports of sentinel events\footnote{The Joint Commission defines sentinel event as “an unexpected occurrence involving death or serious physical or psychological injury, or the risk thereof” (The Joint Commission, 2011).} to be submitted for health care organizations to receive accreditation. Organizations are expected to conduct their own investigations of sentinel events and submit a report of both the process and results to The Joint Commission for verification. If reports are not up to stan-
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dard, organizations have the opportunity to fix the reports or their accreditation status may be reviewed (The Joint Commission, 2011).

- The VA developed two complementary nonpunitive reporting systems, the external NASA/VA Patient Safety Reporting System and the internal VA National Center for Patient Safety reporting system. The NASA/VA Patient Safety Reporting System is an external, nonpunitive system modeled after NASA ASRS and accepts reports of close calls and actual adverse events where harm has occurred. Reports are protected from disclosure and no individuals are identified explicitly in these reports or in the subsequent safety investigations. Like its sister system, the NASA ASRS, the NASA/VA Patient Safety Reporting System does not do comprehensive investigations as to causation or track implementation for countermeasures. It was developed as a safety valve where reporters unwilling to report to the internal VA National Center for Patient Safety reporting system could make their concerns known. The internal, nonpunitive VA National Center for Patient Safety reporting system received more than 1,000 reports for every report received by the NASA/VA Patient Safety Reporting System over a 10-year period (Bagian et al., 2001). The VA National Center for Patient Safety’s reporting system does formulate action plans for reports of events, tracking implementation, effectiveness of interventions, and mechanisms for dissemination, and for this reason is the mechanism that affords the greater potential to improve safety.

- At the state level, 26 states currently require mandatory reporting of adverse events and 1 state has a system in place for voluntary reporting (National Academy for State Health Policy, 2010).

- FDA requires manufacturers of pharmaceutical drugs, therapeutic biologic products, and medical devices to report adverse events to its MedWatch program. The general public and health care providers also are encouraged, although not required, to voluntarily submit reports of adverse events to FDA.

- Clinicians and health care organizations can confidentially report patient safety work product (not just adverse events related to health IT) to PSOs, which operate under the purview of AHRQ.8 PSOs are intended to analyze patient safety reports to identify patterns and to propose measures to eliminate patient safety risks and hazards.

Despite the existence of these and other systems and many calls for change, reports of adverse events in the United States currently are not collected in a comprehensive manner. Furthermore, learning from these systems is limited because a multitude of different data is collected by each system, hampering any attempt to aggregate data between reporting systems. It is also the case that users are being asked to notify multiple reporting systems; the burden of multiple reporting systems can potentially discourage reporting. As previously discussed, the Common Formats effort is under way to streamline the types of data being collected, which serves as a first step to collecting similar data across reporting systems. It must be emphasized, however, that these reporting systems are not intended or capable of furnishing accurate counts or preva-

---

8 As of August 2011, 81 patient safety organizations were listed (AHRQ, 2011b). These organizations receive reports of events from providers, provide feedback and recommendations to the reporting providers, and deidentify reports and send the data to AHRQ for incorporation into a network of patient safety databases. However, it is important that data received by PSOs are not deidentified and scrubbed of all data that would make data unusable for drawing trends, such as what technology, product, and module number are being used.
lence and incidence data. Instead, their purpose is to identify vulnerabilities and hazards that can then be prioritized for the institution of corrective actions to mitigate the identified risks.

The committee believes systems that encourage both vendors and users to report health IT–related adverse events are needed to improve the safety of patient care. Evaluations of reporting systems examined by the committee indicate that well-designed voluntary reporting can improve safety (Leape, 2002) in an environment that encourages reporting. To create an environment that encourages reporting, reporters’ identities need to be kept confidential; it is important to note that protections of privilege and confidentiality generally refer to reports by users and not manufacturers of products. In addition, if the reports do not result in action or if actions that are taken are not provided as feedback to the reporters, the sustainability of the reporting system can be impacted negatively. Perhaps more important is that reports for the purpose of learning have to be separate from the purpose of addressing accountability. An environment that does not allow reporting parties to be punished as a result of reporting is critical for the success of voluntary reporting systems.

**Reporting of Health IT–Related Adverse Events**

A subset of adverse events can be identified as being related to health IT. Health IT–related events can occur in every setting and level of health care but currently are not required to be reported. As a result, shared knowledge of such events is incomplete and any effort to understand and prevent such events from occurring in the future is far from optimal. The committee believes it is in the best interest of the public for deidentified, verified health IT–related adverse events to be released transparently to the public for the purpose of shared learning, and the responsibility for identifying and reporting events lies with both vendors and users of health IT. While reporting could also be done by patients and the general public, the committee believes vendors and users are the only actors that should be responsible formally for reporting adverse events and that they have distinct roles in this regard. Coupled with the suggested private-sector system for reporting, a comprehensive public–private system that supports an environment for reporting can be created.

Reports of health IT–related death, serious injury, and unsafe conditions should be collected. Those events falling into the unsafe conditions category may be especially difficult to detect, for example, events that arise as a result of usability issues that do not result in immediate patient harm. Based on the experiences from the VA National Center for Patient Safety’s Patient Safety reporting system and others, the committee concludes reporting systems should not receive submissions of intentionally unsafe acts; instead, intentionally unsafe acts ought to be relayed to the health care organizations themselves to follow regular legal channels. In this way, the goal of the reporting system remains focused on learning and not accountability.

**Reports by Vendors**

For health IT–related adverse events, the onus of reporting does not fall solely on users. The committee believes all vendors should collect and act on reports of adverse events. Some vendors collect, review, and act on reports of adverse events from both internal and external sources in a variety of ways (e.g., issue alerts to health care providers who may be affected) (IOM, 2011). Vendors are not required to report adverse events if their products are not regulated by the

---

9 Intentionally unsafe acts in this context can be defined as “events that result from a criminal act, a purposefully unsafe act, or an act related to alcohol or substance abuse or patient abuse” (Veterans Affairs National Center for Patient Safety, 2011).
FDA currently, although some health IT vendors voluntarily report to the FDA MedWatch Safety Information and Adverse Event Reporting Program (IOM, 2011). However, because vendors do not perform these tasks in a consistent way or share experiences, instances of harm and any lessons learned from them are not shared systematically.

The committee concludes that reporting of deaths, serious injuries, or unsafe conditions should be mandatory for vendors and that an entity be given the authority to act on these reports. The ability to take action would allow imminent threats to safety to be addressed immediately and could provide valuable information for future activities and development work. These reports should be collected by an entity for the purpose of learning and therefore should not be used for punitive purposes. A mandate entails expectations that vendors will report adverse events and that some sort of penalty would result for failing to report events.

To create a program of mandatory reporting, direction will need to come from a federal entity with adequate expertise, capacity, and authority to act. This entity could either collect the reports itself or could coordinate with and delegate to the private sector to the extent possible. Precedence for delegation exists, such as the delegation of certification of EHRs by the ONC to a number of ONC-ATCBs. FDA currently has the capability to require mandatory reporting if it exercised its discretion in regulating EHRs and it has an existing infrastructure for reporting adverse events, but, as discussed in previous sections, the committee does not believe the FDA currently has the capacity to do so unless given adequate resources. An authority needs to be designated by the Secretary of HHS to require and act on reports of health IT–related adverse events, and be provided with resources to do so.

Reports by Users

Given the variability in implementing health IT, users of health IT—primarily clinicians as the end users and provider organizations—should be encouraged to report adverse events voluntarily, which should be nonpunitive. One mechanism to encourage reporting is to have mechanisms available to easily report hazards and harms (e.g., a button embedded in an EHR screen that allows for one-click reporting). As stated earlier, self-reports are intended to identify vulnerabilities and hazards; they cannot be considered to represent incidence and prevalence of adverse events accurately or prove causation. This is illustrated by a recent study that found adverse events occur in 33 percent of hospital admissions but that local hospital reporting systems identified only 1 percent of those events (Classen et al., 2011), signaling underreporting in voluntary systems. Additionally, the numerous, uncoordinated reporting efforts can result in confusion as to what information ought to be reported, to what system, and in what format. A more streamlined system for reporting is needed so that people are not being asked to relay similar data about the same event multiple times. The committee believes the complexity and frequency of reporting would make mandatory reporting for users infeasible. A reporting system that collects the same information precisely defining the components of a health IT–related adverse event is needed, such as the Common Formats.

The committee therefore concludes that reports by users should remain voluntary and that the identities of reporters should not be discoverable under any circumstance. User-reported health IT–related adverse events should be collected by a central repository and also be sent to the appropriate vendor. In this way, the vendor can also be notified of the event and take precautions and warn other users that may be at risk for an adverse event.

FDA, NASA, AHRQ, states, and others are all able to collect users’ reports of health IT–related adverse events. As discussed earlier, the complexity of health IT differs so greatly from
FDA’s current portfolio that the committee believes FDA would have to institute approaches that are different from their current approach were they to oversee a health IT–related adverse event reporting program for users. NASA has operated the ASRS and patient safety reporting systems and has a strong history in keeping reports confidential, but it is not clear that it is positioned to take on a responsibility of this magnitude. The PSO program is just beginning to take shape and is yet to be proven as a comprehensive network for report collection, but it boasts strong confidentiality protections and a widespread presence, and it is tied to a national patient safety database network. Many states have their own reporting requirements, but promoting a disjointed system of reporting limits the ability for systematic collection of reports across the country. The protections offered in the PSO program lead the committee to believe that the PSO program may be the best option for collecting reports from users, but further evidence will need to be collected to validate the success of this approach for user reporting of health IT issues.

Recommendation 7: The Secretary of HHS should establish a mechanism for both vendors and users to report health IT–related deaths, serious injuries, or unsafe conditions.

a. Reporting of health IT–related adverse events should be mandatory for vendors.

b. Reporting of health IT–related adverse events by users should be voluntary, confidential, and nonpunitive.

c. Efforts to encourage reporting should be developed, such as removing the perceptual, cultural, contractual, legal, and logistical barriers to reporting.

Perceptual, Cultural, and Logistical Barriers to Reporting

As mentioned earlier, multiple barriers prevent sharing and reporting of adverse events. In addition to the previously discussed legal issues, there are also perceptual, cultural, and logistical barriers to reporting. These barriers inhibit not only users’ abilities to report to the government, but also sharing of health IT–related adverse events with vendors, other users, and consumer groups. To have an adequate system of reporting and shared learning, each of these barriers needs to be addressed. Indeed, even the best-designed health IT product will inevitably have some content that might contribute to adverse events. Once this is recognized by both providers and manufactures, disclosure of events can be viewed as the beginning of a shared effort to recognize, fix, and improve patient safety issues.

Clinicians may also be faced with cultural barriers within their own organization. Although reporting of all adverse events has been encouraged for many years, providers may be more reluctant to report those related to health IT because acquiring a health IT product is an expensive, lengthy, and time-consuming investment. After spending a lot of time and resources to adopt health IT, health care organizations may be reluctant to acknowledge that the product may be flawed. Therefore, in the eyes of management, reporting can be viewed as blaming decision makers for implementing a flawed system. This may lead to a culture where health professionals fear that reporting may be viewed as opposing management decisions. These organizations need to recognize that, no matter how well planned the selection and integration of health IT are, prob-
lems can arise. Organizational leadership needs to not only encourage reporting, but also view it as a necessary step to improve a complex system that will inevitably have problems.

The logistics of reporting may also be a barrier to reporting. Many health IT–related adverse events occur during treatment, when finding ways to continue care is a higher priority than reporting the problem. Afterward, clinicians may have little time to submit a report of the event or may not remember the full details of the event. Vendors need to create an easy system where clinicians can quickly and easily report. Also, clinicians may be less motivated to report when they do not believe vendors will use the report to change their systems. Vendors and users need to communicate more effectively by providing feedback to each other and making it known that reporting can lead to changes. Each organization and vendor will have its own unique set of barriers; however, the committee believes the potential benefits are worth the burden reporting would impose on vendors and users.

**Aggregating, Analyzing, and Investigating Reports of Health IT–Related Adverse Events**

The previous sections and recommendations detail a comprehensive plan that creates an environment to understand the risks and encourage change. This next section focuses on actions that can be taken in response to reports of health IT–related incidents to inform and prevent future events and unsafe conditions from occurring.

Reports of patient safety incidents are critical but are only one part of a larger solution to maximize the safety of health IT–assisted care. As discussed above, reports from vendors, users, or patients alone are generally not complete or detailed enough to understand fully the events leading to an incident and/or to develop solutions that would avert future problems. What is reported is often not completely reflective of what actually occurred.

As illustrated by the creation of the NTSB and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to oversee safety in high-reliability industries such as transportation and nuclear energy, the committee notes that the power to improve safety lies not just with requiring reports of safety incidents, but with the ability to act on and learn from reports.

Thus, in addition to reporting, two additional activities are needed: (1) aggregating and analyzing data from reports and (2) investigating the circumstances and environment associated with safety incidents to try to identify the conditions that contribute to those incidents. Through these processes, lessons learned can be developed and disseminated so that similar incidents will be less likely to occur in the future. To maximize the effectiveness of reports, the collection, aggregation and analysis, and investigation of reports should be coupled as closely as possible.

Aggregation of reports of health IT–related adverse events—reports of deaths, serious injury, or unsafe conditions—should be conducted to identify patterns. Analyses of these reports can lead to identification of specific patient safety risks, potentially particular to a specific vendor or product. Such examination and additional investigation, where indicated, can lead to development of recommended practices or lessons learned and, potentially, prevent harm to patients.

Reports of adverse events can generate material that supports learning, but analysis is needed to obtain full value from such material. Although retrospective, an investigative function that comprehensively examines the conditions that contribute to health IT–related adverse events is critical so that concrete actions can then be taken proactively to reduce harm.
A Reporting System for Learning and Improving Patient Safety

On their own, vendors and users generally do not have the broad expertise needed to conduct investigations as envisioned by the committee. Vendors and users also may not be impartial arbiters of why an adverse event occurred. As a result, external methods are needed to conduct rigorous investigations of health IT–related adverse events.

Reports could be aggregated and analyzed by multiple entities, such as the PSOs, but trends in data may not be as easily identified if spread out among the over 80 PSOs due to the smaller number of reports each organization would receive. Additionally, standards of analysis may not be used in the same way across multiple entities, calling into question the reliability of the analyses conducted. Ideally, as depicted in Figure 6-3, reports of health IT–related adverse events or unsafe conditions from both users and vendors would be aggregated and analyzed by a single entity that would identify reports for immediate investigation.

Reports to this entity would have to include identifiable data to allow for investigators to follow up in the event the reported incident requires investigation, but, as discussed previously, full confidentiality protections must be applied to the reports. Reports would need to be received in an identifiable manner from PSOs or another collecting agency and with enough information to investigate (e.g., specific vendor, model number).

The entity would have the discretion to investigate two categories of reports: (1) novel reports that result in death or serious injury and (2) trends of reports of unsafe conditions (e.g., multiple health care organizations find that a specific pharmacy system accepts only 100 characters of a particular EHR’s notes section that allows 125 characters, resulting in the incorrect filling of orders). Prioritization among the reports would be determined on a risk-based hazard analysis. Cases resulting in death or serious injury should be investigated immediately. Reports should be kept confidential and nonpunitive for the purposes of learning. Reports of unsafe conditions should be analyzed and monitored continually and investigated using a risk-based hazard analysis. Which reports to investigate ought to be determined by the explicit risk-based prioritization system that the investigatory entity employs. Reports by vendors should already contain identifiable data.

In keeping with the principle of transparency, reports and results of investigations should be made public. Public release of results of investigations could build off the NTSB process, which separates facts discovered by the investigators from opinions and conclusions drawn by the investigators. A feedback loop from the investigatory body back to both the vendors and users is essential to allow groups to rectify any systemic issues that were found to introduce risk into their systems.
potential actors

It is the intent of the committee to build on the current patient safety environment and to maximize the potential for all stakeholders to have a part in ensuring patient safety. However, for the reasons mentioned above, the current system does not adequately address the significant needs of a comprehensive process to learn from health IT–related patient safety risks. A unique knowledge base is needed to understand thoroughly and diagnose ways to improve the interface between health care delivery and health IT, which, as discussed in Chapter 3, is extraordinarily complex and requires the understanding of a large number of sociotechnical domains.

The committee considered a variety of alternatives to objectively analyze reports of unsafe events as well as conduct investigations into health IT–related adverse events in the way the committee envisions. The alternatives considered include FDA, AHRQ, CMS, ONC, and entities in the private sector.

- The FDA is largely an oversight entity. Adding investigative responsibilities of the nature envisioned by the committee would be at odds with its oversight functions. Additionally, FDA lacks the resources in terms of capacity and expertise, limiting its ability to act in this area.
- AHRQ primarily supports research and technical assistance activities regarding quality and safety. It is not an oversight or investigative agency. AHRQ is also not an active implementer and is not operationally oriented. For AHRQ to take on the functions envisioned by the committee would require a complete change in the agency’s charge and internal expertise.
- CMS is an administrative agency that has demonstrated its leverage with users of health IT through the development of the EHR incentive program and conditions of participation. These programs, while important, contain punitive elements and are inappropriate for completing the aggregative, analytic, and investigative functions described above. CMS also has little internal expertise relating to clinical workflow.
and use of technology to support cognition and therefore does not have the infrastructure needed to support these tasks. Additionally, while CMS could potentially serve in this role, CMS’s authority focuses on providers associated with Medicare and Medicaid and is not as expansive as the committee believes is needed.

- ONC coordinates health IT efforts and influences the development of policy related to health IT but has no formal authority in this area; it is not an operating division of HHS. It is not clear to the committee that ONC has the clinical and operations expertise to conduct investigations of health IT–related adverse events.

- Private-sector organizations such as The Joint Commission, NCQA, and NQF play an important role in ensuring safety. However, these organizations are mostly dependent on short-term funding streams, often seeking “soft money” to sustain specific projects and programs. As a result, programmatic content may be shaped in part by funders. Moreover, these groups—even working in collaboration with one another—may not have the far-reaching influences of a federal entity and do not have the mandate or breadth to be able to conduct such investigations at a national level. These groups also do not possess the expertise and ability to properly investigate these issues.

Investigating patient safety incidents related to health IT does not match the internal expertise of any existing entity. Given the status quo, the committee concludes that no existing entity has the necessary attributes to perform the crucial function of investigating health IT–related patient safety incidents as envisioned by the committee. The needed functions are under the jurisdiction of multiple federal agencies, and efforts are uncoordinated and are not as comprehensive as a safety-oriented system ought to be. A multiagency structure could be envisioned, but as discussed previously, oversight and investigative functions should not be housed in the same entity. The committee concludes the envisioned necessary functions cannot be realized solely through current structures, and a new entity is needed that can pull together the following desired goals in an integrated fashion in a way current alternatives cannot achieve:

- A comprehensive system for identifying and investigating deaths, injuries, and unsafe conditions has to be separated explicitly from oversight functions.
- Broad categories of expertise are required to investigate an adverse event fully.
- Vendors and users need to be held accountable publicly for patient deaths, injuries, and potentially unsafe conditions.
- A streamlined approach is needed to reduce wasteful duplication and inconsistencies.
- Lessons from these investigations need to be shared broadly from a respected source so that future adverse events can be averted.

To truly improve patient safety, a new approach is needed. The committee believed that the experiences of other industries such as transportation and nuclear energy in creating the NTSB and the NRC were instructive, and concluded that the development of an independent, federal entity was best suited to performing the needed above-described analytic and investigative functions for health IT–related adverse events in a transparent, nonpunitive manner.

The committee envisions an entity that would be similar in structure to the NTSB or the NRC, which are both independent federal agencies created by and reporting directly to Congress.
Among other responsibilities, these entities conduct investigations, for the purpose of ensuring safety. NTSB is a nonregulatory agency that does not establish fault or liability in the legal sense but investigates incidents. The NRC is a regulatory body that has the ability to issue fines and fees. The committee considered both agencies and concluded the NTSB to be most similar to the needs of health IT–assisted care.

An independent, federal entity analogous in form and function to the NTSB is needed. This entity would not have enforcement power and would be nonpunitive. Instead, it would have the authority to conduct investigations and, upon their completion, make recommendations. NTSB makes nonbinding recommendations to the Secretary of the Department of Transportation, who then must state within 90 days whether the department intends to perform the recommended procedures in total, carry the recommendations out in part, or refuse to adopt the recommendation. In this case, an entity would make similar recommendations to the Secretary of HHS. While delivering nonbinding recommendations can be described by some as a flaw, the committee believes that the flexibility it provides is a strength, allowing for the health care organizations, vendors, and external experts to determine the best course forward collectively. If requested by the Secretary, the entity could also perform other functions, such as coordinating with existing bodies, both public and private, as appropriate. Investigations could involve representatives from all impacted parties, including vendors and users involved in the incident, as well as experts in the various sociotechnical dimensions of health IT safety. The committee believes that an independent, federal entity is the best option to provide a platform to support shared learning at a national level. The entity would have the following functions:

- Aggregate reports of health IT–related adverse events from at least vendors and users,
- Analyze the aggregated reports to identify patterns,
- Investigate reports of health IT–related patient deaths or serious injury,
- Investigate trends of reports of unsafe conditions,
- Recommend corrective actions to the Secretary of Health and Human Services,
- Provide feedback to vendors and users following investigations, and
- Disclose results of the investigations to the public, including researchers and consumers.

**Recommendation 8:** The Secretary of HHS should recommend that Congress establish an independent federal entity for investigating patient safety deaths, serious injuries, or potentially unsafe conditions associated with health IT. This entity should also monitor and analyze data and publicly report results of these activities.

It is also important to recognize that the line between health IT–related adverse events and other adverse events will likely become increasingly blurry. Multiple factors contribute to unsafe conditions and adverse events, making it potentially difficult to differentiate between health IT–related or other factors until an investigation has been conducted. If a broader system for all adverse events is created, the spirit of the committee’s recommendations should be recognized and considered.
NEXT STEPS

Patients must be kept safe in the midst of the current large-scale rollout of health IT. While it is clear to the committee that the market has failed to keep patients safe with respect to health IT, the committee believes transparency is the key to improving safety. To truly address health IT safety, many actions will be needed to correct the market; ways to improve flow of communication and correct the market have to be created carefully. When combined, removing contractual restrictions, establishing public reporting, and having a system in place for independent investigations can be a powerful force for improving patient safety.

Achieving transparency, safer health IT products, and safer use of health IT will require the cooperation of all stakeholders. Without more information about the magnitude and types of harm, the committee concluded that other mechanisms were necessary to understand how to best approach health IT safety.

The committee believes the current state of safety and health IT is not acceptable; specific actions are required to improve the safety of health IT. The first eight recommendations are intended to create conditions and incentives to encourage substantial industry-driven change without formal regulation. However, because the private sector to date has not taken substantive action on its own, the committee believes a follow-up recommendation is needed to regulate health IT formally if the actions recommended to the private and public sectors are not effective. 10 If the first eight recommendations are determined by the Secretary of HHS to be not effective, the Secretary should direct the FDA to exercise all authorities to regulate health IT.

The committee was of mixed opinion on how FDA regulation would impact the pace of innovation but identified several areas of concern regarding immediate FDA regulation. The current FDA framework is oriented toward conventional, out-of-the-box, turnkey devices. However, health IT has multiple different characteristics, suggesting that a more flexible regulatory framework will be needed in this area to achieve the goals of product quality and safety without unduly constraining market innovation. For example, as a software-based product, health IT has a very different product life cycle than conventional technologies. These products exhibit great diversity in features, functions, and scope of intended and actual use, which tend to evolve over the life of the product. Taking a phased, risk-based approach can help address this concern. The FDA has chosen not to exercise regulatory authority as discussed previously, and controversy exists over whether some health IT products such as EHRs should be considered medical devices. If the Secretary deems it necessary to regulate EHRs and other health IT products not currently regulated by FDA, clear determinations will need to be made about whether all health IT products classify as medical devices for the purposes of regulation. The committee also believes that if FDA regulation is deemed necessary, the FDA will need to commit sufficient resources and add capacity and expertise to be effective.

ONC and the Secretary should examine progress critically toward achieving safety and, if needed, determine when to move to the next stage. HHS should report annually to Congress and the public on the progress of efforts to improve the safety of health IT beginning 12 months from the release of this report. In these reports, the Secretary should make clear why she does or does not believe further oversight actions are needed. In parallel, the Secretary should ask the FDA to begin planning the framework needed for potential regulation consistent with Recommendations 1 through 8 so that, if she deems FDA regulation to be necessary, the agency will be ready to act, allowing for the protection of patient safety without further delay. The FDA will need to coordi-
nate these efforts with the actors identified in Recommendations 1 through 8, including AHRQ and ONC, among others. In addition, the Secretary will also need to devise new strategies to stimulate the private sector to meet its responsibility of ensuring patient safety. The committee recognizes that not all of its recommendations can be acted on by the Secretary alone and that some will require congressional action.

**Recommendation 9a:** The Secretary of HHS should monitor and publicly report on the progress of health IT safety annually beginning in 2012. If progress toward safety and reliability is not sufficient as determined by the Secretary, the Secretary should direct the FDA to exercise all available authorities to regulate EHRs, health information exchanges, and personal health records.

**Recommendation 9b:** The Secretary should immediately direct the FDA to begin developing the necessary framework for regulation. Such a framework should be in place if and when the Secretary decides the state of health IT safety requires FDA regulation as stipulated in Recommendation 9a above.

**CONCLUSION**

Today the nation is just scaling up with EHRs and, as a result, the health IT environment is both very dynamic and also stressed. Patient safety is too important to ignore but clear routes to solid policies that will improve performance are still wanting. Due to the lack of concrete evidence about how to best improve patient safety, the private and public sectors should work together to take the first steps toward identifying the data and building an evidence base for improving health IT–related patient safety. Lessons should be learned from other industries focusing on safety. Although it is important to recognize that none of those reporting systems is perfect, a critical lesson to be learned from these experiences is that safety demands systems of continual learning.

Health IT is a quickly changing field, particularly with respect to outpatient services, and products are being developed continually for the improvement of patient outcomes and more effective care delivery. The functions and types of health IT–related adverse events requiring analysis and investigation will change over time. To this end, the approaches identified in this report should be monitored continually and revised as needed. The identified actor or set of actors should be given the flexibility and latitude to amend its charge as appropriate.

Creating an infrastructure that supports shared learning about and improving the safety of health IT is needed to achieve better health care. Proactive measures have to be taken to ensure health IT products are developed and implemented with safety as a primary focus through the development of industry-wide measures, standards, and criteria for safety. Surveillance mechanisms will be available to identify, capture, and investigate adverse events to improve the safety of health IT continually. Transparency and cooperation between the private and public sectors is the key to creating the necessary infrastructure to build safer systems that will lead to better care for all Americans.
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Future Research for Care Transformation

This chapter focuses on areas of future research that can, in the long term, lead to care transformation and development of safer health IT. The literature shows that with well-designed software and appropriate staff training, health IT can have a positive effect on safety; outside of those conditions, health IT can negatively impact safety. However, the literature is far from complete. A research agenda is needed to help improve patient safety via information technology. The committee discovered a number of research gaps during its information gathering and identified four broad areas: safe design and development of technologies, safe implementation and use of technologies, considerations for researchers, and policy issues. Research is needed to continue to build the evidence to determine how to most effectively and safely adopt health IT. A greater body of conclusive research is needed to fully describe the potential of health IT for ensuring patient safety. This discussion is a starting point and not a comprehensive list.

**DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNOLOGIES**

Patient safety depends on the sound design and development of health IT. However, the optimal design or development is unknown and may indeed be impossible to determine. In light of this, research is needed to identify characteristics of safe systems. Some properties of health IT integral to patient safety require further research, including usability, interoperability, understanding the complexity of health care delivery, and the balance between standardization and customization.

Usability is one characteristic of health IT design and development requiring further research. Maximizing usability will ensure clinicians’ needs are taken into account in the design of the relevant human–computer interactions. A variety of industry standards may apply to health IT but compliance with standards serves only as a weak screen for design deficiencies. Although general principles of usability are well described and some work around usability is currently under way in health IT, additional research is needed specifically about its impact on patient safety.

Another characteristic of design and development important to safety is interoperability. Interoperability can allow data to be shared readily, for example, between an electronic health record (EHR) and a pharmacy system without loss of semantic content. Interoperability will require harmonization of standards, such as how data can best be formatted and stored. Consistent rules
governing transmission of data and use of common terminologies are being developed through health information exchanges; their success will need further inquiry.

Research is needed on interfaces to support the fact that medical care requires the cooperation of multiple health professionals in multiple institutions. The exchange of information between users, collaborative decision making, and the support of complex safety-critical processes will be critical to ensuring health IT operates as expected in health care settings. Unlike some of the other areas where such research is conducted (such as nuclear power plant operations and flying airplanes), medical applications have an additional complexity in that health professionals are treating multiple patients over the same time period and do not have the opportunity to land and finish one flight before having to think about the next one. Interfaces that support this “context switching” are essential, and not enough is known about them.

Also important to safe design and development of technologies is a better understanding of the tradeoffs between standardization and customization of health IT. While many users would like to modify health IT to fit their specific needs and health care environments, customization can make systems difficult to analyze. Customization can also prevent development of widespread solutions. On the other hand, health IT products that are too standardized may not appropriately fit into an organization’s workflow. A similar argument is considered in our policy discussion about the tension between regulation and innovation. Rigorous scientific evidence ought to serve as the basis to achieve a balance between making things the same and letting them differ. Similarly, research is needed to address the mismatch between the assumptions of health IT designers and the actual clinical work environment.

**IMPLEMENTATION AND USE OF TECHNOLOGIES**

Evaluations of how safely health technologies are implemented and used will help build safer systems. There is a need to build a larger body of evidence that identifies the most successful implementation methods as well as to study and measure actual use of health IT. An area of particular concern also underrepresented in the literature is use of patient engagement tools.

To identify successful implementation methods, sharing of common experiences can help create guidance specific to the acquisition and initial implementation of health IT. For example, is the best method of implementing health IT to take a “big bang” approach where all divisions of an organization adopt a health IT product at the same time, or is it to roll out the product incrementally? Evidence for the best method to back up an EHR in case of unforeseen downtime and other types of contingency plans would help reduce the risks of making mistakes and thereby improve the overall system safety.

Further investigations will also be needed about how health IT products are actually being introduced and integrated into clinical workflows. Currently, data on the impact of health IT on workflows are sparse and largely anecdotal. Examining disruption of workflow can reveal where health IT design poorly matches the incentives and demands clinicians encounter during work, generating knowledge about the generic and specific nature of problems. Obstacles to sharing experiences gained during implementation include that providers are too busy to document what happened to them, and that experiences across both large and small medical service organizations are needed. Facilitating the lessons learned may require additional resources from a public source. Specific measures of usability that apply across clinicians and settings would help speed adoption. Assessments made after clinical implementation of health IT can evaluate whether or
not it is working as designed as well as the presence of adverse events. Detailed measures will be needed to assess the actual performance of any life-critical technology. For example, measures on how well the technology has been implemented in the clinical setting could monitor whether a technology is being used safely and is not inadvertently introducing risks into the clinical workflow. Exploring the safety consequences of work-as-designed compared to work-as-practiced at the front lines of care delivery is crucial. For example, the Adverse Event Reporting System has been of great value in understanding the practical risks of drug administration.

Another critically important area for research is effective flow of information to both providers and patients. In an age where the average patient record weighs seven pounds, research is needed on summarization, saliency, and understanding to capture the nonlinear nature of the health care work environment (ACHE-NJ, 2009). Designing information presentation to minimize safety risks with minimum effort is still an unsolved problem. Information visualization is not as advanced in parts of clinical medicine as compared with other scientific disciplines.

Finally, use of health IT by patients needs to be evaluated. Patients are now engaging in their own care using an increasing number of diverse methods and tools, particularly with Internet-based applications. Learning how patients interact with these tools and their expectations for their care will be critical to achieve high levels of patient–clinician interaction as health care enters an era of ubiquitous computing. Understanding the impact of sharing electronic records and the effect of patient partnerships in owning and interacting with data, for example in a personal health record, can help improve safety. At the same time, patients often do not understand instructions given by medical or nursing staff, and do not follow them. To achieve greater safety, mechanisms will need to be developed between clinicians and patients to assess and verify patient- and caregiver-entered data to develop a shared understanding of how such data will be used. Interfaces that can help both patients and clinicians access and assess a patient’s health data will become increasingly important. Any unintended effects of patient engagement tools also ought to be studied. Patient engagement tools might reduce health disparities and improve the health of populations. On the other hand, they might cause individuals to misinterpret their own results or to fret about insignificant changes in test results. Researchers will need to be cognizant of the array of patient engagement tools and monitor their effects on patient safety.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR RESEARCHERS

Some research questions about health IT and patient safety are suited for academic research. Manufacturers and health care organizations likely will not examine evaluation methods, considerations specific to small practices and hospitals, and the impact on population health.

Limitations in the quality of the literature arise in part from poor availability of high-quality data and adequately powered research methods. Study methods generally considered the gold standard in health care such as randomized controlled trials are often inappropriately applied to evaluations of health care because they are unable to consider the many exogenous factors facing complex systems. Research should exploit the methods of other disciplines such as those prevalent in social sciences. This is critical to studying the safety of health care systems and is particularly relevant to studying sociotechnical systems.

Further understanding of the various sociotechnical domains discussed in Chapter 3 will be essential, especially in the areas where domains overlap. Research on the influence of each domain on the quality and safety of care will be needed to identify system vulnerabilities and ways
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to address them. Any investigations about sociotechnical systems will require collaboration and learning from a wide collection of disciplines and industries, including systems engineering, human factors, IT, and health care, among others.

Studies of implementation need to be evaluated in situ to account for the many factors that affect health IT products as they are actually used. Research methods are currently limited and mostly test health IT products in vitro. Methods for in situ testing need to be developed, as in situ testing becomes increasingly valuable.

It will also be important to examine niche health IT products that are being developed for medical specialties such as anesthesia information systems, radiology information systems, and perioperative management systems. These systems and their interactions within EHRs are not yet widely reported in the literature but carry potentially great implications for patient safety.

Research today largely studies what happens in large hospitals. Additional study is needed of care delivered by small practices and hospitals and/or providers in rural areas. Most U.S. medical care is provided by smaller providers. They have special problems related to staffing, workflow, and a safety culture not dependent on local IT expertise. Examples of research efforts specific to small providers include what type of staffing model best supports patient safety, characteristics of optimal workflow, and how to promote a culture of safety in these smaller organizations in the presence of health IT.

Population health is an area of great promise for health IT to improve patient safety and highlights the transformative potential of health IT. Preliminary experiences have found that the data generated by the use of health IT impacts population health. Specific to patient safety, EHR data might be used to identify close calls and adverse events at the community and population levels. Beyond patient safety, trends in health IT–generated data can create a pool for future research. For example, such data can lead to recognition that specific medications can have previously unknown risks or that widespread use of health IT can actually create larger disparities in care.

While such studies were outside the committee’s scope, inquiries at the population level ought to be considered as areas for further research.

To facilitate research, more data will be needed. All users and vendors of EHR technology could maintain records available (in anonymized form) for researchers. These records could be best used if sufficiently complete to support decision making for safety and to permit comparison of the risks and rewards of different strategies for design, implementation, and use. These data ought not to be used for either liability or disciplinary action.

**POLICY ISSUES**

The committee encountered a number of specific policy questions for which evidence was lacking, such as “Is health IT safe?” and “How safe is safe?” To inform better policy decisions, the effectiveness of regional extension centers, health information exchanges, and regional health information organizations needs to be measured.

The impact of oversight and regulation in the context of health IT and patient safety will require continual monitoring so that future policy decisions can have a base upon which to make informed decisions. This is especially important given the complexity of health IT. The intended and unintended consequences of policy decisions targeting health IT may have significant ramifications for the safety of care. For example, monetary incentives that encourage speed of instal-
lation above all else may cause inadequate and risky systems to be used. On the other hand, a
monetary incentive for usability standards might produce safer patient care.

Another area for research is focusing on how to best achieve the maximum positive impact of
health IT on safety. A better understanding of the unintended consequences will help us deter-
mine how to balance research investments by focusing on eliminating health IT–introduced er-
rors or how to perfect and broadly disseminate features of health IT that lead to the greatest im-
provements in safety.

Understanding both the positive and negative unintended consequences will be critical to de-
veloping stronger, more effective policies. A summary of findings related to health IT policies
ought to become part of an annual report submitted to the Secretary of Health and Human Ser-
vices (HHS) on the safety of EHRs, EHR systems, and health IT capabilities in general.

The value proposition for health IT is beyond our scope, but it is poorly developed in the cur-
rent literature. Costs for implementing and maintaining health IT can be extremely high and can
be a deterrent to adopting technologies. On the other hand, health IT has been considered a tool
to help potentially reduce health care costs in the long term. Clear evidence does not exist yet
supporting one argument over another, and the lack of evidence is troubling for a technology that
is so expensive and heavily privatized.

SUPPORTING FUTURE RESEARCH

While many of the above suggested research areas are not necessarily limited to health IT
and can also apply to the paper-based world, the application of research to health IT is needed
because of the widespread presence of health IT products in health care delivery. More research
can foster more rapid improvements in patient safety (examples of future research ideas are
shown in Box 7-1).

**BOX 7-1**

Examples of Productive Areas for Further Research

*The work organization problem:* Health IT typically focuses on individual patient details
with little support for actual clinical work. How can IT be designed to better support the clini-
cal work activities of health professionals? For example, can IT be used to track and sche-
dule work tasks for clinicians and triage these as emergencies and delays accumulate
through the day? Clinical work involves many levels of interruptions; how can health IT be
designed to support clinicians in resuming interrupted work and in switching contexts to deal
with an interruption? What sorts of status displays or other methods can help clinicians “see”
the state of their work and recognize changing priorities and opportunities?

*The information structure problem:* Health IT designs usually do not reflect clinical asso-
ciations when organizing and presenting data. Related medications, vital signs, and labora-
tory studies are routinely presented separately rather than in relation to each other. For ex-
ample, hypertension appears separately from the current blood pressure and current or past
medications, requiring the clinician to track data across various screens in order to synthes-
ize an understanding of a patient’s high blood pressure and its treatment. How can health IT
be used to create meaningful representations of clinical data and knowledge?
**The pick-list problem:** Reports of wrong patient–wrong drug problems with health IT commonly arise from the pick-list problem. Health IT designs require practitioners to select single items from sometimes very long pick lists or menu lists, often containing similar terms presented in alphabetical order. There are lists of patients, lists of tests, lists of drugs, lists of results, and others. Health professionals struggle to find the desired entry in such lists and often select the wrong item, sometimes discovering this only much later. How can lists be presented so that their order and appearance make it easy to know what choices are available and easier to select the desired item?

**The alarm/alert problem:** Health professionals are drowning in data overload and the current alarms and alerts within health IT often add to the problem. The “alarm problem” is generic and found across health IT and clinical practice. Each alert can be justified in isolation but in combination these alerts can become a distraction. How can the use of alerts be managed at the system level so that clinicians receive useful alerts? For example, can the boundaries that trigger alerts be represented while orders are being entered so that clinicians do not have to “click through” multiple alerts after order entry? Can health IT track the presentation of alerts to specific clinicians so that alerts appear when medicines or conditions new to that clinician appear?

**The cooperative work problem:** Health IT typically treats activities as belonging to individual clinicians and as being accomplished serially, but clinicians often work in tandem or in small groups and communicate with each other about goals and task details. How can health IT be designed and configured to assist cooperative work?

**The accountability and reimbursement problem:** Health IT often incorporates features that serve accounting and reimbursement functions. Large parts of the clinical record are being generated to conform to billing requirements or to provide a stream of accountability information for later review. These functions are valuable but do not directly aid the clinical process and can make clinical care more difficult by demanding attention and hiding meaningful data with bureaucratic camouflage. What are the consequences for clinical care of including all these functions in health IT designs? Can health IT be configured to encourage recording of high-quality clinical observations rather than just the accumulation of clinically meaningless filler?

**The availability problem:** The benefits of health IT are often touted by vendors and CIOs but outages are nearly always accompanied by statements that “no patient was harmed” by the computer breakdown. These characterizations are seemingly in conflict. What is the real impact of system outages? How often does this occur? How can the effects be determined?

**The interoperability at the user level problem:** Each health IT vendor has its own “look and feel” and individual implementations are customized so that each facility has unique features. Many health professionals work in more than one facility and encounter these different products on a regular basis. Is it possible to make health IT interoperable at the user level so that clinicians moving from one facility to another do not have to learn a new way of doing things each time? Can systems be designed so that clinician profiles developed in one system can be used in another? What are the consequences of having every implementation be different from every other implementation?
HHS should support a research program to study patient safety and the use of information technology with the goal of addressing the issues raised throughout this report. This research program should be carefully developed to ensure scientific rigor and thoughtful inquiry into the complex relationship between patient safety and the use of health IT. Within the department, a number of agencies such as the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, and the National Institutes of Health (through the National Library of Medicine) fund research on health IT and informatics. HHS could consider using demonstration projects to answer questions about the contribution of health IT to patient safety or using the Practice-based Research Networks to develop research and data about health IT implementation and use in primary care facilities. These should be part of a sustained, ongoing research program with substantial support for basic and applied research. It should be of a magnitude appropriate for such a large effort; comparable high-technology industries often spend 10 percent of their yearly revenue on research and development (NSF, 2011).

Many industries contribute to the research on improving technology safety and are supported by the government. In effort to create a shared learning environment, a future research program should combine efforts from a cross-disciplinary set of organizations. For example, many state-based programs are driving innovation in health IT and should be leveraged. Additionally, agencies such as the Department of Defense, the Department of Energy, the Department of Veterans Affairs, the National Institute for Standards and Technology, and the National Science Foundation all support and/or conduct research in improving the safety of technology. These agencies are leaders in the area of technology safety research and their expertise should be leveraged for the development of safe health IT.

**Recommendation 10:** HHS, in collaboration with other research groups, should support cross-disciplinary research toward the use of health IT as part of a learning health care system. Products of this research should be used to inform the design, testing, and use of health IT. Specific areas of research include

- User-centered design and human factors applied to health IT,
- Safe implementation and use of health IT by all users,
- Sociotechnical systems associated with health IT, and
- Impact of policy decisions on health IT use in clinical practice.
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Glossary

Adverse event—An event resulting in unintended harm to a patient from a medical intervention (IOM, 2004)
Deployment—Phase when a health IT product is initially installed in a health care system
Implementation—Deployment and integration of a health IT product into clinical workflow
Interoperability—Ability for two or more systems or components to exchange information and to use the information that has been exchanged (IEEE, 1990)
Maintenance—Processes for manufacturers and health care organizations to sustain the good working condition of a health IT product and keep versions up to date
Metadata—Data describing attributes of the data themselves
Patient engagement tools—Technologies used primarily by patients to help them track, manage, and take part in their own health care
Performance requirements—A set of criteria delineating what a health IT product should achieve
Quality management principles and practices—A set of principles and practices an organization uses to improve performance and quality
Safe—Avoiding injuries to patients from the care that is intended to help them (IOM, 2001)
Sociotechnical systems—A construct identifying the interactions between people, processes, technology, organizations, and environment that influence complex systems
Usability—Extent to which a product can be used by specific users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specific context of use (ISO, 1998)
Users—Health professionals, health care organizations, and patients who may actively use health IT products
Vendors—Companies that make, sell, and may provide support for health IT products and homegrown systems
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Appendix B

Literature Review Methods

The committee reviewed the published literature to identify what is known about the relationship between patient safety and health information technology (health IT)–assisted care. In the preliminary analysis, the literature was searched, reviewed, analyzed, sorted into categories (see category definitions below), and summarized into a table. “Health IT–assisted care” means health care and services that incorporate and take advantage of health IT and health information exchanges for the purpose of improving the processes and outcomes of health care services. Health IT–assisted care includes care supported by and involving electronic health records (EHRs), clinical decision support, computerized provider order entry, health information exchange, patient engagement technologies, and other health information technologies used in clinical care.

SEARCH STRATEGY

Extensive search terms were used in four databases—Medline, EMBase, Web of Science, and Cochrane—yielding initial results of 2,868 articles, books, and other literature. A search strategy was developed for each database using terms and Medical Subject Headings focused in subject areas related to patient safety, medical informatics, and other related areas.1 Strategy parameters included limiting the search to human subjects, the English language, and results published between January 2005 and November 2010 because the literature regarding health IT evolves rapidly and continually builds upon itself. Next, hand searches through the references were conducted and relevant studies were included. Primary and secondary research (e.g., metaanalyses, controlled trials) suggested by the public and the committee were also added to the search results. Other literature (e.g., editorials, commentaries) were excluded from the search results.

---

1 Subject areas included quality of health care (accidental harm, adverse events, diagnostic errors, errors of omission or commission, medication errors, injuries, treatment outcomes, and safety) and medical informatics (informatics, system design, systems analysis, usability, user–computer interface, and human factors).
CATEGORIZATION AND ANALYSIS

Titles and abstracts of the articles produced from the search were rigorously reviewed to determine which studies met the inclusion criteria for study quality and relevance. Pairs of reviewers evaluated titles and abstracts of all studies within each subject area. Each reviewer independently assigned articles to one of three categories with Category 1 being the most relevant and Category 3 being the least relevant (see definitions below).

**Category 1:** Literature examining how health IT affects patient safety.
1a. Systematic reviews
1b. Experimental studies
1c. Observational studies

**Category 2:** Literature describing efforts to improve quality of health care through implementation of one or more of the following components of health IT (e.g., system design, systems analysis, usability, user–computer interface, or human factors).

**Category 3:** Studies not related to patient safety and health IT.

Reviewers then compared their evaluations, and any disagreement was resolved through discussion. The full texts of articles determined to be Category 1 were retrieved, evaluated, and, if needed, recategorized.

RESULTS

The search yielded 128 Category 1 articles. These articles were then placed in two tables—one table summarizing each of the systematic reviews (Table B-1) and the other table summarizing each of the experimental and observational studies (Table B-2). Within the table, the articles were then organized by the type of health IT component.

An additional 479 articles were identified as Category 2, which inform broader parameters of patient safety and health IT. These parameters include efforts to improve quality of health care through the implementation of one or more of the following: system design, systems analysis, usability, user–computer interface, or human factors.

The remaining studies were classified as Category 3 studies, which did not meet the inclusion criteria and were not broadly considered in the literature review or table.

Although Category 1 articles published before January 2005 and Category 2 articles were not included in the literature review table, these articles were used throughout the committee’s deliberations as background. Additionally, articles that were not studies or reviews of studies, such as editorials and commentaries, were not included in the literature table but were still considered and used in the analysis of the report.

---

2 A systematic review is defined as a scientific investigation that focuses on a specific question and that uses explicit, preplanned scientific methods to identify, select, assess, and summarize the findings of similar but separate studies. It may or may not include a quantitative synthesis of the results from separate studies (meta-analysis).

3 The majority of the studies focused on how individual components of health IT affect patient safety (e.g., alerts, bar coding, clinical decision support, electronic prescribing, EHRs, patient engagement tools, smartpumps, surveillance tools, and other health IT–assisted care). Therefore, the tables were organized by the components that each article was studying. Articles not focusing on a specific component were placed at the beginning of each table and are labeled as “overview” articles.
Literature Tables

Tables B-1 and B-2 are included on CD in the rear of the book and online at:

http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=13269
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Abstract of “Roadmap for Provision of Safer Healthcare Information Systems: Preventing e-Iatrogenesis”1

Joan S. Ash, Ph.D., M.L.S., M.B.A.; Charles M. Kilo, M.D., M.P.H.; Michael Shapiro, M.A., M.S.; Joseph Wasserman, B.A.; Carmit McMullen, Ph.D.; William Hersh, M.D.

BACKGROUND AND METHODS

e-Iatrogenesis, defined as “patient harm caused at least in part by the application of health information technology” (Weiner et al., 2007), is of increasing concern as more and more hospitals are implementing health information systems (HIS). This report assesses how HIS can be designed, developed, implemented, monitored, and maintained to maximize safety. We specifically focus on hospital electronic health records (EHRs), clinical decision support (CDS), and computerized provider order entry (CPOE) systems. This white paper is intended to provide background for an Institute of Medicine (IOM) report on how the use of health information technology affects the safety of patient care by answering the following IOM-posed questions:

• What are the risks of health care information systems that arise from workflow and related issues?
• How have organizations acted to implement health care information systems safely?
• What are the impacts of customization on safety?
• What is the industry approach to managing change and customization?

A recent literature review by Harrington et al. (2011) has summarized the EHR safety literature, so we first reviewed all papers cited in their report. Of their 43 references, we identified 37 that were relevant to the scope of this article. We analyzed the bibliographies of these selected papers and performed a reverse bibliography search on the articles deemed most relevant and published since 2000. In total, we identified over 100 sources relevant to the scope of this report. We then targeted topics for which published evidence was lacking and conducted several interviews with experts to help fill the knowledge gaps.

1 Full commissioned paper can be found in this project’s Public Access File.
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RESULTS

What Are the Risks of Health Information Systems That Arise from Workflow and Related Issues?

We found seven publications (Chuo and Hicks, 2008; Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations, 2008; Magrabi et al., 2010; Myers et al., 2011; Santell et al., 2009; Walsh et al., 2006; Zhan et al., 2006) presenting results of assessments of e-iatrogenic risk. All are studies of large databases of reported errors and they consistently indicate low levels of HIS-related risk, under 1 percent of all errors. All point to the need for human diligence when using HIS. Specifically, they indicate that HIS-related errors are due to inadequate staffing levels, lack of user experience, mislabeled bar-codes on medications, human distraction, inaccurate data entry, system downtime, and missing data.

How Have Organizations Acted to Implement Health Information Systems Safely?

Prior to implementation, health care organizations can mitigate risk. There is a large literature base devoted to the risks inherent in commercial EHR systems, and also warnings about their impact on workflow. Many publications offer guidance to hospitals about assessing workflow, selecting systems for purchase, conducting simulation tests, training, and other mechanisms for ensuring safe HIS implementation. Numerous publications exist to guide the implementation process itself, but there are also several pointing to the risks of rapid implementation without appropriate preparation. Finally, after implementation, continuous monitoring and improvement can mitigate safety risks.

What Are the Impacts of Customization on Safety?

The literature indicates that customization of the EHR to fit local situations seems to be necessary for many reasons, but there is scant research on how much customization or what form of customization is needed to optimize EHR use and what the risks are from either too much or too little customization. The content of CDS likewise needs adaptation, especially to avoid alert fatigue. Any customization must be done with care so that system upgrades can be accommodated.

What Is the Industry Approach to Managing Change and Customization?

The current industry approach is fragmented; a report sponsored by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality describes a wide variety of vendor practices related to usability of systems (McDonnell et al., 2010). Because purchasers must usually customize systems to fit local workflows and regulations, HIS safety depends on a combination of industry and local diligence.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Although current evidence is limited, the presence of HIS appears to contribute to less than 1 percent of total errors in health care settings. However, indirect effects from disruption of workflow are difficult to measure. Further investigation into these issues is needed as soon as
possible so that solid evidence can inform the bolus of HIS implementations in hospitals resulting from meaningful use regulations. In addition, expert consensus-based recommendations would be highly useful.
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Abstract of “The Impact of Regulation on Innovation in the United States: A Cross-Industry Literature Review”¹

Luke A. Stewart

INTRODUCTION

Through a high-level, multi-industry review of the literature this paper describes how regulation can both stifle and encourage innovation. The impact of regulation on innovation depends largely on the breadth and type of the regulation.

REGULATION AND INNOVATION

Innovation—the commercially successful application of an idea from invention, the initial development of a new idea, and the widespread adoption of the innovation—is classified by whether the innovation benefits the market or social welfare. Market innovation typically benefits producers, consumers, and society at large, although there are cases where it may only benefit producers at the expense of social welfare. Social innovation refers to product and process innovations that create social benefits, such as cleaner air, which firms cannot directly capture through market sales.

Firms can also choose to innovate incrementally or radically. Incremental innovation occurs when firms make relatively minor improvements to existing products and processes to comply with regulation. Radical innovation occurs when a firm replaces existing products or processes to comply with regulation. This type of innovation is costly and risky; however, it can yield greater benefits than incremental innovation.

Like innovation, regulations can be economic or social in nature. Economic regulation sets market conditions; it often changes the market efficiency and potentially affects the equality and fairness of the market. Social regulation, on the other hand, seeks to protect the welfare of society or the environment. When the scope of regulation is narrow, firms may choose to change their

¹ Full commissioned paper can be found in this project’s Public Access File.
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products or processes so that they are no longer within the scope of the regulation, also known as *circumventive innovation*. When the scope of the regulation is broad, firms may prefer to change its product or process to adhere to the regulation—otherwise known as *compliance innovation*.

A regulation’s stringency, flexibility, and effect on available market information—collectively known as *innovation dimensions* of regulation—can have drastic impacts on innovation. *Stringency* is the degree to which a regulation requires compliance innovation and imposes a compliance burden on a firm, industry, or market. Generally, the more stringent a regulation is, the more radical compliance innovation is required. Thus, stringent regulation increases risk, cost, and the chances of “dud” products or processes. *Flexibility* describes the number of implementation paths firms have available for compliance. *Information* measures whether a regulation promotes more or less complete information in the market. Although flexibility and increased available information generally aid innovation (see Table D-1), regulation or the possibility of regulation can induce two types of uncertainty—policy and compliance uncertainty.

*Policy uncertainty* occurs when a firm anticipates the enactment of a regulation at some time in the future and may cause firms to divert resources in preparation for future compliance. The degree of resources diverted depends on the anticipated stringency of the future regulation. Policy uncertainty may cause firms to innovate, even if regulations never become enacted. *Compliance uncertainty* is uncertainty caused by an existing regulation. This generally occurs when a firm does not know whether a product or process will comply with preexisting regulation or how much time is needed for the product or process to comply.
TABLE D-1
Selected Attributes of Regulations and Their Theoretical Impacts on Innovation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regulation</th>
<th>Compliance Burden</th>
<th>Compliance Innovation “Dud” Inventions</th>
<th>Innovation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command and control</td>
<td>Higher</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentives based</td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specification standards</td>
<td>Higher</td>
<td>More</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance standards</td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>Less</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance value added</td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance uncertainty</td>
<td>Higher</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stringency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving target</td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>Less</td>
<td>None/Incremental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disruptive regulation</td>
<td>Higher</td>
<td>More</td>
<td>Radical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

While it was found that the degree by which regulation affects innovation is highly variable and case specific, several common themes emerged:

- Policy uncertainty affects expected future regulation and can stifle innovation.
- Flexible regulations generally aid both market and social innovation.
- More complete market information aids innovation.
- Economic regulation tends to stifle market innovation.
- Social regulation tends to stimulate social innovation; however, more often than not, it stifles market innovation.
- Some evidence suggests more stringent and disruptive social regulation promotes more radical innovation, while the “moving target approach” of gradually increasing stringency over time results in incremental innovation.
- Regulation that does not require innovation for compliance will generally stifle innovation, although it may spur circumventive innovation if the firm or industry can find a path to escape the regulatory constraints.
- Regulation that does require compliance innovation has an unclear impact on innovation.
- A tradeoff exists between market innovation that benefits the firms and that which serves only to meet the compliance standards of regulation.
Appendix E

Dissenting Statement:
Health IT is a Class III Medical Device

Richard I. Cook, M.D.

This appendix is a dissenting statement from committee member Richard Cook, and contains his alternate recommendation for the regulation of health IT.

Recommendation 9: The Secretary of Health and Human Services should direct the FDA to exercise its authority to regulate health IT, including all EHRs and associated components, and health information exchanges, as Class III medical devices.

*Medical and diagnostic devices have produced a therapeutic revolution, but in doing so they have also become more complex and less easily understood by those who use them. When well designed, well made, and properly used they support and lengthen life. If poorly designed, poorly made, and improperly used they can threaten and impair it.* (President Gerald Ford, signing statement for Medical Device Amendments, May 28, 1976)

Rationale

Proponents and critics agree that health IT plays an important role in patient care and patient safety. Rather than being an adjunct or appendage of health care delivery, health IT is necessarily intimately woven into the fabric of patient care. Electronic medical records, digital imaging, provider order entry, and test results delivery do not “have an effect” on core medical functions; they are core medical functions. In contrast with, for example, electronic medical textbooks, health IT involves the generation, manipulation, storage, and display of patient- and provider-specific data. This need for specificity imposes special requirements on information technology. When a provider reads a laboratory result from the computer screen or enters an order for a medicine by mouse or keyboard, the patient context matters a great deal.

Until now, health IT’s quality, accuracy, precision, reliability, and safety have been left almost entirely to vendors. Although facilities and, to a lesser extent, users can configure and adapt health IT for their own uses, as a practical matter it is the vendors who control what health IT looks like and how it performs. While this may be reasonable for consumer or even some commercial software and hardware, it is unacceptable for health IT that must provide high-level performance in a hazardous environment. Medical practice is inherently hazardous and devices used to care for patients are regulated.
Is health IT a medical device? If so, in the United States, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is charged with its regulation. According to law, a medical device is

...an instrument, apparatus, implement, machine, contrivance, implant, in vitro reagent, or other similar or related article, including any component, part, or accessory, which is—

(1) recognized in the official National Formulary, or the United States Pharmacopeia, or any supplement to them,

(2) intended for use in the diagnosis of disease or other conditions, or in the cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of disease, in man or other animals, or

(3) intended to affect the structure or any function of the body of man or other animals, and which does not achieve its primary intended purposes through chemical action within or on the body of man or other animals and which is not dependent upon being metabolized for the achievement of its primary intended purposes. [Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, 21 U.S.C. § 321 SEC. 201]

Health IT components include items such as computerized provider order entry (CPOE), electronic medical records (EMRs), or electronic health records (EHRs). These components participate directly in diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment, and prevention of specified individual human beings. Health IT is a medical device and the FDA is or should be its regulatory body.

The 1976 Medical Device Amendments to the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act established three regulatory classes for medical devices. Class I devices are the simplest and are least likely to cause direct or indirect harm. The *tongue depressor* is a Class I device (its entry is in the Code of Federal Regulations at 21 CFR 880.6230). Class II devices include devices more likely to present some risk of harm. The *hearing aid* is a Class II device (21 CFR 801.420). The amendments define a Class III device as “one that supports or sustains human life or is of substantial importance in preventing impairment of human health or presents a potential, unreasonable risk of illness or injury.” Class III includes obvious high-risk devices such as external cardiac defibrillators (21 CFR 870.5310) but also includes HIV tests (21 CFR 864.4020).

What class of medical device is health IT? Because some health IT device characteristics may require a different approach to regulation than is practical under current classification rules, perhaps health IT should have its own classification. Under existing rules, however, I believe that health IT should be classified as a Class III medical device for at least three reasons.

First, health IT functionality is widely regarded as essential for safe care. The proponents and vendors of health IT regularly and consistently point to the safety afforded by the use of health IT. According to the IOM, human clinician errors are a major cause of morbidity and mortality (IOM, 1999). Preventing human clinician errors is one of the main functions of health IT and a primary rationale for the $32 billion investment in health IT committed by the Recovery Act of 2009. This surely makes health IT of “substantial importance in preventing impairment of human health,” which is the central criterion of a Class III device.

Second, adoption of health IT has pervasive effects on basic health care delivery. Its use affects virtually every activity that takes place in a hospital, clinic, or doctor’s office. Health IT receives, stores, and displays clinical information. It accepts, validates, and transmits orders for care and treatment. It notifies physicians, nurses, pharmacists, and technicians of patient conditions. It tracks clinical actions and assessments. These are not trivial functions and their...
accuracy and reliability have direct impact on virtually every patient’s well-being. Adopting health IT amounts to putting all the clinical eggs in a single basket. Unlike other medical devices, most of which have effects on a few hundred or thousand patients, health IT is on track to be a medical device used for every person in the United States.

The third reason it is a Class III device is that health IT can and does cause significant harm to patients. At least a few U.S. citizens—perhaps more than a few—have died or been maimed because of health IT. The extent of the injuries generated by health IT is unknown because no one has bothered to look for them in a systematic fashion. Indeed the failure to treat health IT as a medical device has played a significant role in keeping the problems with health IT from becoming known. Medical device manufacturers are obligated to report instances of patient harm connected to their devices. Health IT vendors are not. Problems and the resulting hazards from health IT cannot be addressed and fixed without first being identified through some form of reporting. The government’s failure to treat health IT as a medical device has allowed manufacturers to keep the problems with health IT hidden and has made it possible for vendors to require contractual “gag clauses” that restrict open discussion of its problems.

Simply declaring health IT to be a medical device—even a Class III medical device—will not rectify the safety problem that health IT creates. It will, however, begin to bring this burgeoning area out of the shadows and into the light. This is a necessary part of improving its impact on patient safety.

Accidents involving health IT are complex events that require substantial forensic skill to detect and describe. The impact of health IT on system safety is most easily understood in cases of overt computer outages (sometimes described as system “crashes”), which deny clinicians access to the data and communications that these systems usually provide. Absurdly, when such an outage becomes public knowledge the system owners uniformly declare that “no patient was harmed.” If so, the case for health IT must be weak indeed. There are presently no standards for assessing or reporting such outages or for judging their effects on safety.

But most of the impact of health IT on safety must be more subtle than the overt computer crash. The “copy forward” case described in Box E-1 is more representative. Here, data appear out of context and are misinterpreted. The simple existence of a datum inside a database does not ensure that its significance will be appreciated. Similarly, the appreciation of a datum in one circumstance does not ensure that it will be appreciated in all circumstances. Problems with “pick lists”—e.g., menus of medications, procedures, or laboratory tests—are common in other areas and also appear in reports of difficulties with health IT. It is remarkably easy to select the wrong patient or the wrong drug from these lists.

**BOX E-1**

An abdominal ultrasound report in an electronic record appeared to indicate a blighted ovum and a dilation and curettage (D&C) was performed a few days later. The patient returned to the ER 4 weeks after the D&C with abdominal pain. Repeat ultrasound revealed a 21 week pregnancy. A damaged fetus was delivered at 26 weeks. The ultrasound result had actually been obtained several weeks prior to the date of the record in which it appeared. The report had been copied forward into that record and appeared out of context.
We know this not so much from studies of health IT as from experience in other domains. Indeed this experience is the basis for modern methods for IT designs for use in hazardous settings. It is not surprising that such events are now being discovered in health IT. What is surprising is that those creating and promoting these large systems have neither anticipated them nor looked for them. The development of health IT is marked by an optimism about the effects of IT that are unwarranted and naive. And the willingness to embrace this optimism to the extent of making large-scale investments in these systems and only later asking what their impact might be on patient safety borders on recklessness.

Mounting an effort to bring device regulation to health IT will be challenging and demands both added resources and new methodologies for the FDA. It is clear from a recent IOM report (IOM, 2011) that medical device regulation itself will benefit from careful review and revision. But make no mistake: health IT is a medical device. It should be regulated as a medical device now and should have been regulated as a medical device in the past.
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COMMITTEE BIOGRAPHIES

Gail L. Warden, M.H.A., FACHE (Chair), president emeritus of Detroit-based Henry Ford Health System, served as its president and chief executive officer from April 1988 to 2003. Prior to this role, Mr. Warden served as president and chief executive officer of Group Health Cooperative of Puget Sound as well as executive vice president of the American Hospital Association. He serves as a director of Picker Institute Inc. He has been a director of National Research Corp. since January 2005. He served as a director of Comerica Inc. from July 2000 to December 31, 2006. Mr. Warden serves in numerous leadership positions, as chairman to several national health care committees and as board member to many other health care–related committees and institutions. In addition, he is a professor of health management and policy for the University of Michigan School of Public Health. He serves the Detroit, Michigan, community through various memberships on local governing committees and groups. Mr. Warden received an honorary doctorate in public administration from Central Michigan University and an honorary doctorate of humane letters from Rosalind Franklin University of Medicine and Science, a master of hospital administration from the University of Michigan, and a bachelor of arts from Dartmouth College.
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